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SECTION I 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 



I - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. INTRODUCTION 

This study is in Northern Washakie and Southern Bighorn Counties of Wyoming in 

the Bighorn Basin. It involves six irrigation canals which divert water 

directly or indirectly from the Bighorn River and parallel that river as it 

flows northerly through the basin. Three of the canals, Highland Hanover, 
Upper Hanover and Lower Hanover primarily irrigate lands on the east side of 

the river and three canals, Upper Bluff, Bluff and Big Horn Canal irrigate 
lands on the west side of the river. The canal systems flow by and through the 

City of Worland. One, the Big Horn Canal, continues north through the Town of 

Basin and nearly to the Town of Greybull. All canals, and the general area of 
this study, are shown on the map, Figure 1. 

Frequently during the summer months, intense thunderstorms occur in the Big 

Horn Basin. These storms have caused flash flooding in drainages intersecting 
the irrigation canals, crossing irrigated fields and urban areas. The flooding 

has caused canal failures, which add to the flood flow, has caused loss of land 
and livestock, and occasionally, been of concern to public health and safety. 

In addition, canal failures requiring repair cause loss of water to crops 

during a time of most critical need while the canal is repaired. The three 

general classifications of loss resulting from these floods are 1) Direct 

damage to the canal and the associated cost of repairs; 2) Damage to adjoining 
landowners through loss of land, livestock, buildings, roads or facilities; 3) 
Damage to irrigators on the canal system due to reduced yield of crops which 

result from not having water during critical demand periods. 

The Wyoming Water Development Commission, on June 24, 1988, contracted Nelson 

Engineering to conduct the study. The general purpose of this study is to 
develop a plan to reduce flood loss on each of the canals by either constructed 

facilities (structural improvements) or by operation/maintenance/management 
(non-structural) means. 
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The sections SUMMARY, INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY and RECOMMENDATIONS are 
applicable to all canals and common to the objective of the report. To the 
extent possible, individual canals have been studied independently and reported 
as stand-alone subsections. The appropriate subsections were then merged to 

form the two sections EAST SIDE CANALS FLOOD HAZARD REDUCTION PLAN and WEST 
SIDE CANALS FLOOD HAZARD REDUCTION PLAN. In the process of merging subsections 
to form the two plans, special attention was given to insure that the 

facilities presented to solve one canal IS problems did not cause or compound 
problems for another canal. 

B. METHODOLOGY 

Inventory consisted of both gathering existing design, construction and mapping 

along with an extensive field survey. Each canal was defined by showing the 
size, type and station of its structures, the canal capacity, and the station 

of its intersecting drainages. Specific items of inventory were: 

1. Culverts or drains under a canal. 
2. Areas of low or weakened bank or potential overflow. 
3. Structures restricting flow. 
4. Areas of potential future damage due to headcut travel, 

development or agricultural encroachment into a drainage, etc. 

A three-ring binder file was prepared for each canal containing all 
measurements, photos of structures, notes on intersecting drainages and related 
data. 

Each intersecting drainage was analyzed to determine its estimated peak runoff 
for a 10-year, 25-year, 50-year an~ 100-year return frequency storm. Only peak 
runoff was used at this level of study, therefore, hydrographs were not 

developed. The Soil Conservation Service Technical Report 55 (SCS TR-55) 
method was used for estimating runoff from all basins up to 1500 acres, while 

the Lowham method was used for all basins over 1500 acres. Precipitation 

values for each storm reoccurrence event were based on NOAA Atlas, 24-hour 
duration, SCS Type II storms. 
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Canals were analyzed at each drainage intersection. Two types of failure were 
anticipated; internal, where normal flow plus flood inflow exceeds canal 

capacity, or external, where the flood flow from the drainage exceeds the 

capacity of crossing structures. Accumulative flood (extraneous) inflows were 
assumed to happen along a "reach" of canal from wasteway to wasteway, and all 
structures of the canal analyzed as to their capacity to carry or fail under 

the imposed loading. From the analysis, a listing was prepared showing which 
structure or components failed at which storm reoccurrence frequency. 

Three types of damage were anticipated; direct, adjoiner and consequential. 
Direct damage is that resulting from failure of the canal structure and causing 
cost of repair. The cost of damage was estimated using normal construction 
cost indexes for the repair of the item. Adjoiner damage is the loss of crop, 

land, buildings, improvements or livestock to a landowner whose property is 

crossed by the drainage below the canal. Adjoiner damages were more difficult 
to assess and required a judgmental approach based on review of mapping, field 
notes and interpretation of the land use. Consequential loss is the reduction 
of crop yield (and therefore monetary return) to all irrigators down-canal from 
the failure, due to the inability of the canal to furnish water while under 
repair. Consequential damages are due to reduction of yield because of stress 
on the crop from lack of water during critical growing periods. This required 

analysis of Worland area crop rotations, farm budget and average yield in light 
of yield reduction due to stress. Values of yield reduction, per acre, were 
applied on all acres below and including the canal reach in which failure 
occurred. The three types of flood damage were then analyzed and presented as 

both total cost per occurrence or as an annualized cost. 

Flood Hazard Reduction Plans were developed on both structural and 
non-structural guidelines. Structural improvements were envisioned based on 
selected Bureau of Reclamation criteria and good engineering practice. Non

structural suggestions were 1) purchase of rights or easements; 2) purchase of 
insurance protecting against flood damage or catastrophic loss; 3) have 

prepared, and then operate the canals within, a Design Operating Criteria 
(DOC); 4) budget for and diligently work at an enhanced maintenance program; 
and, 5) adopt a policy and procedures document prohibiting developers, agencies 
or adjacent landowners from detrimental activities; and, 6) preparation of 
emergency response plans. Construction and repair estimates were based on unit 
prices believed to be prevalent for the Big Horn Basin. 
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C. EAST SIDE CANALS 

Highland Hanover - Highland Hanover Canal is owned and operated by: 

HIGHLAND HANOVER IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Route 2, Worland, WY 82401 (McKamey) 

Bob Martin, Manager 
David McKamey, Treasurer 
Lyle Geis, Board Member 
Wayne Keller, Board Member 

It was a Bureau of Reclamation-designed system constructed in about 1958. It 
has ten intersecting drainages and serves about 6,600 acres. 

Both structural and non-structural measures were recommended for the Highland 
Hanover Flood Hazard Reduction Plan. Only the structural measures are brought 
forward to this Executive Summary. The following improvements constitute the 
structural measures included in the Highland Hanover Flood Hazard Reduction 
P1 an: 

1. Build a pipeline from the Unit One diversion point on Upper 
Hanover Canal to the Unit One pump plant. We understand that this 
is part of another project and is currently in planning stage. 

2. On Coutis Lateral, clean about 300 feet of canal using the 
material excavated plus other acceptable fill to enlarge the low 
dike at Sta. 19+00. 

3. Lateral 2-6.1 - build a pipeline from Main Canal 2 diversion point 
to the Unit Three pump plant. This will avoid silting and reduce 
wear on pumps. 

4. Coutis and Unit 2 - build a pipeline from diversion point on Upper 
Hanover to the Unit 2 and 5 pump plant. This will avoid the 
supply silting in and reduce wear on pumps. 

5. Unit 2 - clean about 1,200 LF of canal at Sta's. 76+00, 200+00, 
501+00 and others, using the material excavated plus other 
acceptable fill to enlarge the low dikes. 

6. Remove and replace underflow culvert at 248+00 with 48-inch 
diameter RCP underflow cu1vert~ 

7. Remove and replace underflow culvert at 322+10 with 36-inch 
diameter RCP underflow culvert. 
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8. General construction on laterals and main canals to upgrade in1ine 
structures. Approximately 10 structures (culverts, bridges and 
small siphons) are to be enlarged. 

9. Replace culvert at 322+81 with larger 42-inch diameter RCP. 

Canal Facilities Estimate - is incorporated in the overall estimate for 
the East Side Canals. 

Upper Hanover - Upper Hanover Canal is owned and operated by: 

UPPER HANOVER IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Box 965, Worland, WY 82401 

Terry Glanz, Manager 
George Bower, Treasurer 
Beverly Applegate, Bookkeeper 
Ruth Bower, Bookkeeper 

It was built about 1910; parts of the canal were upgraded in 1958 as a part of 
the Highland Hanover-Bluff System. It has twenty-five intersecting drainages 
and serves nearly 24,600 acres. 

Both structural and non-structural measures were recommended for the Upper 
Hanover Canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan. Only the structural measures are 

brought forward to this Executive Summary. The following improvements 

constitute the structural measures included in the Upper Hanover Flood Hazard 
Reduction Plan: 

1. Clean about 15,600 LF of canal at numerous stations using the 
material excavated plus other acceptable fill to enlarge the low 
dikes in these areas. 

2. Build a siphon with-wasteway at Tie Down Creek. The wasteway 
should be so-constructed that the canal can be kept in service to 
this point when out of service below this point. 

3. Build a wasteway and siphon.at Neiber Draw. The siphon should be 
similar to the "Typica1 Siphon" drawing shown elsewhere in this 
report, except include wasteway. 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11 • 

12. 

13. 

Build a side spill wasteway with Q25 capacity at Sta. 540+Q0 •. An 
adequate wasteway at this point will necessitate re-establ1shlng a 
drainage channel to carry the water away, under the County road, 
and across private lands to the Big Horn River. The wasteway 
should be similar to "Typical Wasteway" shown elsewhere in the 
report. 

Construct a side spill weir for the old No Water Siphon (now being 
used as a wasteway) so that it has adequate capacity to protect 
the new siphon. 

Construct a new side spill wasteway at Sta. 721+12 with capacity 
to waste the 125 cfs surge which occurs at sudden stoppage of the 
Highland Hanover Unit No.2 and 5 pump plant. 

Adjust a bridge at Sta. 877+70 so that it is high enough to pass 
cumulative flows. 

Construct a combination wasteway, check and underflow structure at 
Sta. 914+06. This structure will be reinvestigated as part of the 
East Side Plan because of its consequence in Sand Knoll watershed 
management. 

Rebuild 5 culvert underflows north of the Tens1eep Highway between 
Sta. 1139+04 and Sta. 1503+54. 

Rebuild 2 culvert underflows between Sta. 1503+54 and the end of 
Highland Hanover Canal at Sta. 1772+54. 

Rebuild an underflow structure at Sage Creek. This structure will 
be reinvestigated as part of the East Side Plan because of its 
consequence in Sage Creek management. 

Rebuild the combination wasteway, flume, culvert at Little Slick 
Creek. Consider redesign of the Little Slick Creek/Slick Creek 
facilities to gain more efficient water management. 

Build 5 additional culvert underflows at designated locations at 
the northerly portion of Upper Hanover system. 

Canal Facilities Estimate - is incorporated in the overall estimate for 
the East Side Canals. 

Lower Hanover - Lower Hanover Canal is owned and operated by: 

LOWER HANOVER CANAL ASSOCIATION 
Box 640, Worland, WY 82401 

Joe P. Sa1zman,\President 
Leland Delker, Vice President 
Terry Glanz, Manager 
Leo Scheuerman, Secretary-Treasurer 
Virginia Kimzey, Bookkeeper 
F.B. Clark, Board Member 
Herman De110w, Board Member 
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It was originally constructed in 1906 to service approximately 13,000 acres. 
The Upper Hanover Canal is above the Lower Hanover Canal for most of its length 
as is the Highland Hanover Canal for about half of its length. It has nineteen 
intersecting drainages, all but one of which also intersect the Upper Hanover 
Canal. 

Both structural and non-structural measures were recommended for the Lower 
Hanover Canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan. Only the structural measures are 
brought forward to this Executive Summary. The following improvements 
constitute the structural measures included in the Lower Hanover Flood Hazard 
Reduction Plan: 

1. Clean about 12,000 LF of canal at numerous stations using the 
material excavated plus other acceptable fill to enlarge the low 
dikes in these areas. 

2. Complete replacement of the entire structure including the bridge, 
the Sage Creek flume and wasteway. In addition, we have 
anticipated channel work for Sage Creek Channel from Lower Hanover 
Canal to the Big Horn River. This is consistent with channel 
improvements described in the Wa-Sage Report. 

3. Replace combination check, flume and wasteway at Sta. 548+54. 

4. This bridge restricts flow. The abutments to the bridge are to be 
raised; existing bridge raised vertically. 

5. This bridge restricts flow. The abutments to the bridge are to be 
raised; existing bridge raised vertically. 

6. Clean and line the Slick Creek Drainage Channel to provide 
capability for a flow in excess of Q25. 

Canal Facilities Estimate - is incorporated in the overall estimate for 
the East Side Canals. 

ESTIMATE 

EAST SIDE CANALS AND OTHER FACILITIES 
FLOOD HAZARD REDUCTION PLAN 

COMPONENT 

Highland Hanover Canal 
Upper Hanover Canal 
Lower Hanover Canal 
Sage Creek Drainage 
Durkee Draw 

COST ANNUAL COST 

$414,500.00 
1,421,800.00 

995,000.00 
1,490,000.00 

220,000.00 
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D. RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend the following: 

1. Each canal district or association prepare a list of items from 

those listed in this report and initiate action to construct the 
needed facilities. 

2. Each canal district or association incorporate such non-structural 

actions as they deem appropriate. 

3. All involved elements of the community, along with the irrigation 
districts involved, review the Sage Creek Drainage problem and 

initiate appropriate action to correct the flooding problem. 

4. All involved elements of the community, along with the irrigation 
district involved, review the Durkee Draw Drainage problem and 

initiate appropriate action to correct the flooding problem. 

E. WEST SIDE CANALS 

Upper Bluff - The Upper Bluff Canal is owned and operated by: 

UPPER BLUFF IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Box 453, Worland, WY 82401 

William Glanz, President 
John W. Snyder, Jr., Treasurer 
Ruth Bower, Bookkeeper 
Ed Keller, Jr., Board Member 

It was a Bureau of Reclamation-designed system constructed in about 1958 with 
improvements in 1975. It has seven intersecting drainages and supplies about 
1 ,430 acres. 
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Both structural and non-structural measures were recommended for the Upper 

Bluff Canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan. Only the structural measures are 
brought forward to this Executive Summary. The following improvements 
constitute the structural measures included in the Upper Bluff Flood Hazard 
Reducti on P1 an: 

1. Clean about 700 feet of canal in Unit 1 at Sta's. 48+60, 52+00 and 
60+00 using the material excavated plus other acceptable fill to 
enlarge the low dikes in these areas. 

2. Rebuild (or clean and rehabilitate), the siphon at Sta. 77+10, 
Unit 1. 

3. Clean about 1,800 feet of canal in Unit 2 at Sta's. 49+00 and 
56+00 using the material excavated plus other acceptable fill to 
enlarge the low dikes in these areas. 

4. Build channel improvements on Lester and McGarvin Draws. Build 
silt retention pond at mouth of drainage with paved ou.tlet across 
siphon and into drainage across fields. Provide 2 drop structures 
per drainage in fields and improve-drainage channels. 

Canal Facilities Estimate - is incorporated in the overall estimate for 
the West Side Canals. 

Bluff Canal - The Bluff Canal is owned and operated by: 

BLUFF IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Box 453, Worland, WY 82401 

Kenneth Bower, President 
Ed Keller, Jr., Treasurer 
Ruth Bower, Treasurer 
Richard Weber, Bookkeeper 

Part of the Bluff Canal was included as a Bureau of Reclamation designed 
improvement and was constructed in about 1958. The original canal was built in 
about 1904 to serve 2,800 acres. It has nine intersecting drainages and has 

two pumping stations to serve the Upper Bluff unit. The total accumulative 
acreage served by this canal is 4,900 acres. 
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Both structural and non-structural measures were recommended for the Bluff 
Canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan. Only the structural measures are brought 
forward to this Executive Summary. The following improvements constitute the 

structural measures included in the Bluff Flood Hazard Reduction Plan: 

1. At Sta. 337+00, clean about 600 LF of canal and use excavated 
material, along with other acceptable fill material to build up 
low bank. 

2. Remove the two CMP overchutes at Sta. 82+08. Build a concrete 
overchute structure in lieu. 

3. Build a check below the wasteway at Sta. 118+47 

4. Build a concrete outlet structure for the siphon at Cottonwood 
Creek to prevent erosion. 

5. Install a wasteway, check and underflow structure at McGarvin 
Draw. 

6. Remove and replace culvert at Horse Gulch with 84-inch diameter 
concrete culvert. 

Canal Facilities Estimate - is incorporated in the overall estimate for 
the West Side Canals. 

Big Horn - The Big Horn Canal is owned and operated by: 

BIG HORN CANAL ASSOCIATION 
Box 71, Basin, WY 82410 

Bob Lass, President 
Neil Greet, Superintendent 
Vernon Estes, Assistant Secretary 
Harold Miller, Board Member 
Winston Miller, Board Member 
Jerry Lewis, Board Member 
Frank Mosegard, Board Member 
Don Orya11, Ditchrider 
Marvin Stricker, Assistant Ditchrider 
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Big Horn Canal was completed in about 1907. It was a privately designed and 

constructed project. Big Horn Canal has thirty-six intersecting drainages in 
its 63-mi1e length and serves 24,000 acres of land. 

Both structural and non-structural 
Canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan. 
forward to this Executive Summary. 
structural measures included in the 

measures were recommended for the Big Horn 
Only the structural measures are brought 
The following improvements constitute the 
Big Horn Flood Hazard Reduction Plan: 

1. Clean about 16,800 LF of canal at numerous stations, using the 
material excavated, plus acceptable fill to enlarge the low dikes 
in these areas. 

2. Install an inlet drain at Sta. 1+60. 

3. Build a new side spill wasteway with correct capacity at Sta. 
69+00. 

4. Build a new underflow at Lester Draw crossing, Sta. 94+50. 

5. Build a new underflow/wasteway combination structure at Horse 
Gulch, Sta. 234+29. 

6. Adjust the abutment height to raise three bridges increasing 
freeboard. 

7. Build a combination wasteway/underflow at Crooked S Draw at about 
Sta. 700+00. The wasteway should be side spill with Q25 capacity. 

8. Increase the wasteway capacity at Sta. 834+55. 

9. Install a crossing culvert at Sta. 962+00. 

1Q. Install a crossing culvert at Sta. 1004+00. 

11. Install combination crossing structure and side spill wasteway at 
Sta. 1040+00. 

12. Install a crossing cu1 vert at Sta. 1070+00. 

13. Install a crossing culvert at Sta. 1145+00. 

14. Install a crossing structure for Six Mile Creek at Sta. 1210+00. 

15. Increase the capacity of the wasteway to take Q25 inflows, Sta. 
1325+45. 
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16. Construct a siphon and wasteway. 

17. Construct a side spill wasteway at or near Sta. 1600+00. 

18. Enlarge the wasteway at Sta. 1713+65. 

19. Enlarge the Dobie Creek crossing structure at Sta. 1930+75. 

20. Raise abutments and raise the bridge at Sta. 2216+00 to gain 
freeboard. 

21. Raise abutments and raise the bridge at Sta. 2524+30 to gain 
freeboard. 

22. Install a 60-inch diameter RCP culvert crossing at Sta. 2552+40. 

Canal Facilities Estimate - is incorporated in the overall estimate for 

the West Side Canals. 

ESTIMATE 

WEST SIDE CANALS AND OTHER FACILITIES 
FLOOD HAZARD REDUCTION PLAN 

COMPONENT 

Upper Bluff Canal 
Bluff Canal 
Big Horn Canal 
Wasteway * 

COST ANNUAL COST 

$71 ,500.00 
154,900.00 
904,400.00 
175,000.00 

$6,700.00 
14,930.00 
87,170.00 
16,870.00 

* This item is also included in the Big Horn Canal Estimate. 

F. RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend the following: 

1. Each canal district or association prepare a list of items from 
those listed in this -report and initiate action to construct the 
needed facilities. 

2. Each canal district or association incorporate such non-structural 
actions as they deem appropriate. 

3. The wasteway at Crooked S Draw is the most important single item 
of priority for construction on the West Side Canals. 
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SECTION II 

INTRODUCTION 



II - INTRODUCTION 

A. LOCATION 

This study is in Northern Washakie and Southern Bighorn Counties of Wyoming in 

the Bighorn Basin. It involves six irrigation canals which divert water 
directly or indirectly from the Bighorn River and parallel that river as it 

flows northerly through the basin. Three of the canals, Highland Hanover, 
Upper Hanover and Lower Hanover primarily irrigate lands on the east side of 

the river and three canals, Upper Bluff, Bluff and Big Horn Canal irrigate 
lands on the west side of the river. The canal systems flow by and through the 
City of Worland. One, the Big Horn Canal, continues north through the Town of 
Basin and nearly to the Town of Greybull. All canals, and the general area of 
this study, are shown on the map, Figure 1. 

The study area includes the canals and side drainages intersecting them. It 

begins at the Upper Hanover diversion dam on the Big Horn River near 
Winchester, and ends at the Greybull River on the west side of Big Horn River, 
and at the Nowood River on the east side. Intersecting drainages extend as far 
west as Meeteetse and as far east as the hydrologic divides between Worland and 
Tensleep. These drainage basins vary from developed, irrigated farmland 

(Gooseberry Creek) to arid clay/shale badlands (southeast of Worland). The 
highest point in the study area is over 11 ,000 feet MSL and the lowest is 3,900 
feet MSL. 

The prominent soils of the area are quaternary deposits to 30 feet of depth. 
Underlying structures include the Willwood Formation, a vari-colored claystone 
and sandstone, the Fort Union, a tertiary formation, and the Lance and 
MesaVerde Formations, which are Cretaceous. Paleozoic Formations include the 
Tensleep, Madison and Big Horn Dolomite. Surface deposits, Tertiary Formations 
and Cretaceous Formations exhibit minimal porosity and are generally 
non-waterbearing. In contrast, the Paleozoic Formations are waterbearing but 
in the study area are 7,000 feet below the surface. 
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The study area is bounded on the east and southeast by the Big Horn Mountains 
and on the west and southwest by the Absaroka and Owl Creek Mountains. The 
mountain ranges divert incoming moisture from eastern and western storm paths. 
Also, as moisture-laden clouds move up over the mountains, most moisture is 
dropped on the upwind flank of the mountains. Consequently, the climate in the 
project area is arid, with a mean annual precipitation of 6.47 inches at Basin 
and 7.4 inches at Worland. About 62 percent of the annual precipitation occurs 

during the April through August period. Irrigation is necessary for crop 
production, however, these mountain to basin air movements can spawn extremely 
violent thundershowers during the June/July/August irrigation season. In the 
south end of the study area at Worland, the normal period of 40°F mean daily 
temperatures occurs from March 31-0ctober 27. The last normal date of frost 
(32°F) is May 13 and the first normal occurrence is September 23, giving an 
average frost-free period of 135 days. At Basin, near the north end of the 
project area, the normal dates of 40° mean daily temperature are from March 27 
to November 3 for an average 40° growing season of 221 days. The last normal 
date of the occurrence of freezing is May 12 and the first normal date of a 32° 
occurrence is September 25 for an average frost-free period of 136 days. Basin 
has one of the longer growing seasons in Wyoming. Basin also has a large 
annual temperature range with the state's highest recorded temperature of 114°F 
and a low of 51° below zero. 

The study area lies in both Big Horn and Washakie Counties. The 1985 
populations of these two counties was 11,160 and 9,823, respectively. 

Much of the area workforce either works on or owns farms. Seventeen and 
four-tenths percent of the workforce in Big Horn County and twelve and 
one-tenths percent in Washakie County worked directly on farms in 1982. The 
rest of the workforce worked in government, services, and retail trade sectors 
of the economy. Agricultural employment in Big Horn and Washakie Counties 
(which includes agricultural services) accounted for 21.9% and 15.8% of the 
workforce, respectively, in 1984. 
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Net farm income for both counties has dropped dramatically during recent 
years. The number of people farming has experienced a slight decline since 
1979. The decline in the agricultural economy is in contrast to a slow, but 

steady growth in both counties as a whole. In 1982, Big Horn County had the 

second lowest per capita income in Wyoming and Washakie County had the fifth 

lowest. 

B. PROBLEM 

Frequently during the summer months, intense thunderstorms occur in the Big 
Horn Basin. These storms have caused flash flooding in drainages intersecting 
the irrigation canals, crossing irrigated fields and urban areas. The flooding 
has caused canal failures, which add to the flood flow, has caused loss of land 
and livestock, and occasionally, bee~ of concern to public health and safety. 
In addition, canal failures requiring repair cause loss of water to crops 

during a time of most critical need while the canal is repaired. The three 
general classifications of loss resulting from these floods are 1) Direct 
damage to the canal and the associated cost of repairs; 2) Damage to adjoining 

landowners through loss of land, livestock, buildings, roads or facilities; 3) 
Damage to irrigators on the canal system due to reduced yield of crops which 

result from not having water during critical demand periods. 

On June 7, 1987, a flood-induced failure of the Upper Hanover and Big Horn 

Canals resulted in the table of damages on the following page. This record, 
provided by the county ag-extension agent, indicates the serious and expensive 
nature of the problem. According to State Engineers Office diversion records, 
Upper Hanover Canal did not carry water for seven days and Big Horn Canal did 
not carry water for eight days following the event beca'Jse of reconstruction. 
In very short time, the ground dried and crops needed irrigation. Agricultural 

economists have now determined that the average loss of yield, due to stress 

placed on the crops by lack of water, was $10.62 per acre for a five-day 
period. Since the combined service area of the Big Horn and Upper Hanover 

Canals is over 50,000 acres, the consequential loss was over $530,000 or more 
than double the direct losses. 
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TABLE 1 

CROP ACRES ESTIMATED COMMENTS 
AFFECTED COST (LOSS) 

1st Cutting 
Alfalfa 

Sugar Beets 

Malt Barley 

Corn for Silage 

136 

39 

101 

27 

$6~/ton x 1.5 ton/A: 
$12,240.0~ 

$36/ton x 22 ton/A: 
$3~,888.0~ 

$6.50/cwt x 95 bu/A: 
$26,202.~~ 

224/ton x 21 ton/A: 
$13,608.0~ 

Subtotal: $82,938.~0 

Wash-outs 

Concrete Ditch 
Replacement 

Greenhouse 

Fence 

4 dead calves 

Pasture 

Canal Repair: 
Big Horn Canal 

Hanover Canal 

13,5~~ cu. yards of soil at 
$5/cu.yard hauled: 

$67,5~0.0~ 

200 ft. x 5.25/ft: 
$ 1,05~.0~ 

Plants & soil loss: 
$ 2,5~~.0~ 

3/4 mile: 
$ 1,2~~.00 

drowned: 
$ 8~~.~~ 

12 acres:l.5 tons/A x $35/ton 
$ 630.00 

Ditches, Irrigation 
Structures & ends 
of fields washed out 

Silted Over 

Subtotal: $156,618.00 

$48,505.00 

Canal Total: 

$ 7,945.0~ 

$56,45~.00 

Road & Other Repair: 
Equipment/Labor 
Gravel 

Road Total: 

Total: 
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Additional isolated data relative to flood loss due to a specific event have 

been found and utilized in this study. These damages relate to the cost of 
repair or to the damage done to adjoiner's property and livestock. However, 

the third area of loss, due to reduced yields resulting from crop stress, has 
not previously been determined. Because of this, local farmers and managers of 

businesses dependent on crop yields have long suspected that the total damage 
to local economy caused by these flood events, was much larger than realized. 

Some speculated that, if some of the flood loss could be reduced or avoided, 
the savings would offset some or all of the cost of facilities necessary to 

reduce or avoid the flooding. 

c. PURPOSE 

The general purpose of this study is to develop a plan to reduce flood loss on 
each of the canals by either constructed facilities (structural improvements) 

or by operation/maintenance/management (non-structural) means. In order to 
develop the plan, the following basic tasks were defined: 

1. Conduct an inventory of the area canals, the existing side 

drainage bypass structures, and canal wasteways. 

2. Map the drainage areas to determine the size of the drainages 
crossed by the canals or entering the canals. 

3. Develop flood hydrology for the drainage areas including flow 

estimates. 

4. Determine the canal capacities for each canal at each drainage 
crossing. 

5. Develop a plan to handle the flood problems of each canal. 
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In addition, because some of the canals irrigate higher lands above a lower 

canal, the potential exists for a flood damaging the upper canal to further 
damage a lower canal. Also, if the flood is reinforced by waters carried in 
the damaged upper canal, it would have greater potential to damage the canal 
below. For that reason, the individual canal flood hazard reduction plans for 

the Highland Hanover, Upper Hanover, and Lower Hanover Canals are merged into 
an East Canals Flood Hazard Reduction Plan. This plan is an integrated plan 
such that one canal's handling of a flood problem does not create a problem for 
a canal lower in the drainage. The individual canal flood hazard reduction 

plans for the Upper Bluff, Bluff and Big Horn Canals are merged into the West 
Canals Flood Hazard Reduction Plan. This plan is also an integrated plan such 

that one cana1's handling of a flood problem does not create a problem for a 
canal lower in the drainage. 

It is recognized that non-structural alternatives exist for many of the 
problems. Non-structural alternatives to be considered include 1) Purchase of 
rights or easements; 2) Purchase of insurance for flood loss or catastrophic 

damage; 3) Canal operation within a prescribed operating criteria; 4) Enhanced 

maintenance; and, 5) Adoption of policies precluding acceptance of storm 
inflows from future developed areas; and 6) Development of emergency response 
plans. 

A flood damage-free environment, even from smaller storms, is rarely found in 

nature, and is rarely found where human activity has resulted in development. 
A flood damage-free environment has not existed in the Big Horn Basin and was 
not used as a goal of this study. This study is the result of the application 
of engineering judgment to evaluate potential loss, suggest plans whereby the 

anticipated losses can be reduced, and equate the cost of probable loss to the 

cost of loss reduction measures. 
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D. AUTHORITY 

The Wyoming Legislature has authorized the Wyoming Water Development Commission 

to conduct a Level I Reconnaissance Study of the Northern Washakie County and 

Southern Big Horn County Area for Flood Control. Subsequently, the Wyoming 
Water Development Commission, on June 24, 1988, contracted Nelson Engineering 
to conduct the study and provide the required Flood Hazard Reduction Plans. 

Realizing that an important part of the study would involve agricultural 
economics, with permission of WWDC, Nelson Engineering subcontracted portions 

of the work to C-J Agricultural Consultants, a firm that specializes in -that 
work. 

E. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS, PREVIOUS STUDIES AND REPORTS 

Valuable background was gathered from agencies, bureaus and services having 
data related to the study. The Federal Aviation Administration office at 
Worland Airport, Holly Sugar Company and the Worland office of Bureau of Land 
Management all contributed data on thunderstorm types, frequency and 

precipitation quantity. Soil Conservation Service reports on Sage Creek and 
Upper Hanover Canal were reviewed. Diversion records for the canals were 
obtained from State Board of Control. Design drawings for some of the canals 

were obtained from Bureau of Reclamation and provide slope, size and 
structures. A prior report on the Westside Project was reviewed for 
information on Bighorn Canal and for economic parameters, usable in this 
study. Soil Conservation Service Soil Survey, National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration Atlas on Precipitation and a WWDC study of Gooseberry Creek were 
all consulted. While the data gathering may not have been absolutely complete, 

it is judged to be adequate for a Reconnaissance Level Study. 

F. ORGANIZATION OF REPORT 

In this report, tables and figures are included in the text or on the page 
following their first reference. Maps are included in packets at the end of 

the body of report. Support data is found in the appropriate section of the 

Appendix. 
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The sections SUMMARY, INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY and RECOMMENDATIONS are 
applicable to all canals and common to the objective of the report. To the 
extent possible, individual canals have been studied independently and reported 
as stand-alone subsections. The appropriate subsections were then merged to 
form the two sections EAST SIDE CANALS FLOOD HAZARD REDUCTION PLAN and WEST 
SIDE CANALS FLOOD HAZARD REDUCTION PLAN. In the process of merging subsections 
to form the two plans, special attention was given to insure that the 
facilities presented to solve one canal·s problems did not cause or compound 
problems for another canal. 
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SECTION III 

METHODOLOGY 



III - METHODOLOGY 

A. GENERAL 

This study has an unusual scope and objective. Although both its scope and 

objective are very straightforward, a brief review of the literature fails to 
reveal any works (at least in Wyoming) of a similar nature. Realizing this, 

special attention has been given to the methods of study and use of data 
produced in hope that some degree of standardization be established. Such 

standardization of methodology can then be refined and developed in future 
similar efforts. 

Objectivity was a most important consideration in setting up and conducting the 
study. It has such importance because through objective observation and 
analysis comes the information necessary for correct prioritization. 
Objectivity is gained through application of uni.form inventory and analytical 
methods and from a consistent estimating and valuing system. Special attention 

was given to study methodology and valuing consistency throughout the project. 

Public involvement was not only a directive of the WWDC/Nelson Engineering 
contract, it was a necessary ingredient of project achievement. The sponsors, 

Wyoming Water Development Commission and the various irrigation districts all 
have good reason to keep the public well-informed during this study. An equal 

benefit of public involvement has been information transfer. Through 

interviews and exchange of records, the history, background and specifics of 
the flood problem have developed. Prior problem areas have been pinpointed, 
damages identified and concerns expressed. The following meetings and 

interviews were held during work on this project: 

1 • Scoping Meeting Courthouse - 6/30/88 

2. Coordinating Meeting Courthouse - 8/18/88 

3. Interviews Worland Area - 8/9-20/88 

4. Meeting Canal Officers - 11/1/88 

5. Draft Plan Presentation Worland Extension Office -
11/1/88 

6. Meeting Canal Officers - 11/2/88 

7. Draft Plan Presentation WWDC - Cheyenne - 11/10/88 
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In addition to the meetings, twenty interviews were conducted adding focus and 
direction to the study. These interviews and meeting minutes appear in the 
Appendix. 

B. INITIAL ASSUMPTIONS 

In planning the accomplishments of this study, it became apparent that numerous 
assumptions would have to be made. Except for major flooding (the subject of 
this study) all siphons, flumes and other major structures work; therefore, 

they must have been adequately designed and built. Siphons and flumes were 
assumed to have been designed for down canal needs plus about 20% overload, and 
be protected by a wasteway from excessive up canal inflows. Additionally, it 
was assumed that all six canals must have received about equal competence of 
operation and degree of maintenance. It was assumed that defining the 
structural condition, remaining life, or depreciable value of structures was 
not specifically necessary to this effort. 

Land use mix will stay about as it is. Crop rotations will stay at about the 
same percentage as is. 

The flooding problems experienced and concerns of flooding voiced are not 

always created by the presence of the canals. Some have been created by 
subsequent development. Some were pre-existing. Some were either aggravated 
or alleviated by the canal's presence. This report is intended to show "cause 
and effect" relationships from which to fix the problems. It is not to be used 
to assign or imply the responsibility for a problem to anyone or any party. 

Early in the study, two factors became apparent which require a stated 
position. First, the canals are not designed to the same design standard. 
Highland Hanover, most of Bluff, Upper Bluff, and some of Upper Hanover were 
designed to Bureau of Reclamation design standards. Big Horn, Lower Hanover 
and the balance of Bluff and Upper Hanover were earlier canals. They were 
probably designed by private enterprise, but canal freeboard and limitation of 
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inflow indicate design to a different standard. In order to make objective 

comparison and in order for the final product to be valued equitably, the 

Bureau of Reclamation standards expressed in "Design of Small Canal Structures" 

were used for design, but we used full bank conditions for flood capacity 

evaluation of each canal. Second, diversion records indicate that past canal 

failures have resulted in the entire canal being without water for periods of 
from five to ten days. In this study, it was assumed that, through 

modification of operating technique, portions of a canal above a failure could 
be kept in operation. This is dependent upon the relationship of check and 

wasteway points, with the wasteway being the critical structure. Therefore, 
hydraulically and in developing the economic parameters the canals have been 

studied from wasteway to wasteway, assuming that water will be available during 

a repair period, to all lands above the first wasteway up canal from the 

failure. All irrigated acreage, without regard to ownership records, between 
wasteways, has been combined to present what would be stressed by lack of water 

if water were not available below the upper of the two wasteways. 

Water rights issues were not investigated. 

Allowing stormwater runoff and snowmelt entering the canals is discouraged by 

good design standards. To the extent practical, it should be discouraged in 

future design and, when unavoidable, controlled by a system of permitting. It 
has been assumed that Bureau of Reclamation design standards will be utilized 

to the extent practical in future improvements for all of the six canals. 

C. INVENTORY 

The overall objective of inventory was to present the six canals as two 
systems; the east side canals and the west side canals. More specifically, the 

objective was to define each canal by location and stationing, showing the 
location, size and type of its structures and such information as necessary to 

determine its capacities. Two methods were used to accomplish the goal: 1) 
Gathering existing mapping, design drawings and reports; and, 2) field survey. 

Required items to be inventoried were: 
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1. Culverts or drains under a canal. 
2. Areas of low or weakened bank or potential overflow. 
3. Structures restricting flow. 
4. Areas of potential future damage due to headcut travel, 

development or agricultural encroachment into a drainage, etc. 

Field surveys were conducted in two steps, a quick reconnaissance was made by 
the Project Manager and Project Engineer, and later a more detailed systems 
inventory survey was conducted by field crews under supervision of the Project 
Manager and Project Engineer. The reconnaissance survey was done on June 29, 
30 and July 1. 

Sources of background material have previously been listed. The data was 
gathered and reviewed after the reconnaissance survey, but prior to the systems 
inventory survey. Review of the background data and results of the 
reconnaissance helped in planning the more expensive inventory survey, and made 
the data returned more usable. 

Stationing was available on Highland Hanover, Upper Bluff, most of Bluff, most 
of Upper Hanover, and on most of Big Horn Canal. During inventory survey, the 
measuring wheel method was employed to determine station points on parts of 
Upper Hanover, Big Horn, and Bluff and all of Lower Hanover Canal. Prior to 
the inventory survey, project mapping was established using 1 :24,000 scale 

topographic maps with the canals enhanced and known stationing shown. A field 
form was prepared to expedite data acquisition and hydraulic variables to be 
field estimated were reviewed. Maps, forms and necessary review data were 
combined in a 3-ring notebook for each canal. During the inventory, 
photography was used to enhance the field data recovered. The inventory survey 
was commenced on August 9, and completed on August 20. During this survey, all 
canals were operating very near maximum capacity. Prior to, and during this 
survey, interviews had revealed most of the recent problem areas, so that some 
additional time and effort could be devoted to those locations by the survey 
crews. 
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Canal inventories resulted in a file for each canal, containing the required 

information listed, by station, along the canal from point of diversion to the 
end of the canal. Each file contains the review data, and map pockets with all 

mapping used during the inventory survey. 

D. ANALYSIS 

Hydrology - Direct flood damage to the canal systems occurs through 
either external means; i.e., washing away a length of canal or structure at the 

drainage crossing, or by internal means; i.e., flowing into the canal thereby 
causing it to overtop its banks or overload its structures. To predict the 

damage requires making an estimate of the peak runoff flow during the flood 
event. Storms causing the flooding are defined according to the probability of 

their reoccurrence expressed in years. Therefore, a storm of somewhat damaging 
magnitude may have a probability of reoccurrence of 25 years while a storm of 

extremely damaging magnitude may have a lOa-year reoccurrence probability. The 

objective of this part of the study was to estimate flood flows for the la-year 
storm, 25-year storm, 50-year storm and lOa-year storm for each drainage 
crossing or flowing into any of the canals. An unstated, but highly desirable 
goal, was to keep the hydrologic methods used consistent, reasonable and 
representative. 

Hydrologic basins to be studied range in size from 100 acres to 350,268 acres, 
and from 3,900 ft. MSL to 11,000 ft. MSL. They flow from every compass angle 

and have a variety of soil/geotechnical characteristics. They vary from sparse 
rangeland grass and sage cover to fully-developed agricultural or urban areas. 

No one hydrologic estimating method applies equally across such a variety of 

basin conditions, but the method applied has to produce storm flow runoff 

quantities defendable by reason and prudence. Farmers and others interviewed 
consistently used the term "gu1ly washer" in describing the intense summer 

thunderstorms responsible for a major portion of damage they suffered. 
Finally, to be representative, the hydrologic methods must relate to the season 

and interrupted activities causing the experienced damage. 
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The first task of hydrologic study was to assemble drainage basin mapping. 

Topographic quad maps at 1 :24,000 scale were assembled. Accepted and normally 
utilized basin characteristics were obtained through interviews with BuRec, BLM 
and ses hydrologists. Precipitation values were obtained from the current NOAA 

Atlas and from recording rain gauges records supplied by Bureau of Land 

Management. It was noted that the recorded storms do not relate identically 
with published precipitation values. At this point, several basins of 

differing size, direction of flow and differing minor characteristics were 
analyzed. Two of the basins selected were known to have caused flooding 

problems during specific storm events. Additionally, records of peak storm 
events were compared to records of canal failures. A majority of canal 
failures occurred in June. During inventory survey, it was noted that very 
little storage exists in the upper portions of the three major canals. Big 
Horn, Upper Hanover and Lower Hanover were all at, or very near, maximum 
capacity and it was estimated that any significant inflow could only occur for 
an estimated maximum of thirty minutes without resulting in failure or overflow 
to wasteway. In addition, it was apparent that correct operation of 

check/wasteway combinations would also limit storage in the canals. Finally, 
using the canals as flood routing devices is beyond the scope of this study. 

Based on these considerations, the need for basin hydrographs is not evident; 
needs of the study can be met by using estimated peak flows. As a result of 

these preliminary considerations, a list of assumptions was made: 

1. Runoff from large drainage basins greater than 1,000 acres would 
be estimated using Lowham(*). These are very conservative because 
the curves are based on combined snowmelt and rainfall runoff. 

2. Runoff from smaller drainage basins less than 1,500 acres would be 
estimated using ses TR-55(**) and using a eN value of 85 which is 
conservative. 

3. Runoff from basins between 1 ,000 acres to 1 ,500 acres would be 
estimated by both Loham and ses for comparison, but the ses TR-55 
value used. 

* Appendix 2, Item (3) 
** Appendix 2, Item (2) 
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4. Precipitation values for each reoccurrence event would be as 
published in NOAA Atlas (*), Duration 24 hours, SCS Type II Storm. 

5. Worst case storm event happens in late June or early July 
consistent with highest need for uninterrupted water supply. 

6. Basin hydrographs were not computed and used at this level of 
study. They would be necessary and should be prepared for more 
detailed levels of study or design. Peak flows were used. 

7. It was assumed that peak flows would always be capable of reaching 
their destined crossing with a canal unless a known and 
quantifiable impediment, such as highway or railroad culverts, 
upper canals, gully checks or stock water dams, caused delay or 
reduction of the peak. 

Assumption 4 is not the most conservative assumption. The peak runoff from a 

"gu11ey washer" may exceed that from the defined storm selected for use. 
However, the defined storm is more defendable on the basis of statistical 

analysis and historical data base. Assumption 5 is the most conservative 
case. It assumes the storm causing a damage happens when the canals are the 

very fullest and subsequent water demand by crops continues through the period 

of repair. The two assumptions will tend to counterbalance and since they will 
be universally employed in the study, study results will be consistent relative 

to one another. 

Some storms responsible for past damage have been widespread, and have left a 

high soil moisture content in their wake. Such storms would not cause signifi
cant crop stress due to lack of irrigation. However, the typical "gully 

washer" is a thunderstorm of 5 to 10 miles diameter. It can cause damage to an 
area of the canal but provide no soil moisture for the balance of the basin. 

For a canal such as the Big Horn or Upper Hanover, nearly all its irrigated 
acres could thus be left in need: of irrigation while repairs are made. We have 
assumed this condition as applicable in calculating consequential loss. 

All drainages not having names on the USGS quad maps were assigned an 

identifier and the station at which they intersect the given canal. A table in 

each canal file gives the station of crossing, canal name or identifier, the 

basin area in acres and square miles, the crossing type (underflow, overflow or 

inflow), the hydrologic method used to determine peak runoff and the peak 
runoff (Q) value for the 10, 25, 50 and lOa-year storm reoccurrence. 

* Appendix 2, Item (6) 
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Some obvious limitations occur in using this methodology. There is a serious 

problem that overstating storm events may show the costs of facilities 
necessary to reduce damage to point of not building. On the other hand, 

understated storm events and damage costs may result in a "do nothing" 
decision. 

Hydraulics - The objective of this work was to determine internal and 

external capacity of each canal and its structures. Internal failure on each 
canal would occur at critical points where irrigation flow plus inflow exceeded 

canal capacity. External failure would occur where drainage flow exceeded the 
capacity of an overflow or underflow structure. From this task and the 
previous effort, HYDROLOGY, the combined effect of storm flow at four storm 

reoccurrence intervals was to be compared to canal and structure capacities to 
determine which storm in each drainage would result in failure of the canal. 

At the conclusion of the inventory survey, the team leader responsible for a 
canal wrote a one to three-page summary of the problems and potential problems 

for the canal he had just surveyed. This summary was subjective and not 

intended to be based on technical evaluation. It was to be used as a guide in 
the technical analysis. 

Siphons, flumes and other inline canal structures of fixed capacity should be 

protected from incoming excess flows. Protection is provided by limiting 
inflow, by providing wasteways, or both. The first step of analysis was to 
organize each canal relative to its protective structures. Therefore, each 
canal was evaluated by reach from one wasteway to the next lower wasteway. By 

mapping, the total irrigated area under a canal and between each pair of 

adjacent wasteways was determined. These were totaled and the total compared 
to the record acreage the canal services. This was always found to be nearly 
identical. The irrigation use of water was assumed to flow among reaches of 
the canal directly proportional to the acreage per reach. It should be noted 
that this method presumes that seepage, evaporative and other losses are 
proportioned by acreage also, which is not the case. However, the method is 

accurate enough for the level of this study. Total flow in the canal was then 
apportioned among reaches by the following equation: 
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Where QI = Normal quantity of water flowing into a reach of the subject 
canal. 

Qp = Peak diversion quantity to the canal; from State Engineers Office 
records. 

Qd = Quantity diverted to secondary canals above the reach, for which 
the subject canal is a carrier. 

Qu = Quantity of water used by all reaches of subject canal above the 
reach being studied. 

With the above background, each reach of canal was analyzed to determine 

failure as follows: 

1. A line diagram was drawn to illustrate the reach of canal, its 
structures and intersecting drainages. 

2. Any problem areas mentioned in the inventory summary were noted 
and/or rectified. 

3. Normal inflow to the reach was shown. 

4. Flood flow resulting from each drainage was noted. 

5. Using accepted hydraulic equations, the 10-year flood flow from 

each drainage was analyzed. If it was a crossing flow, was the 

structure adequate to pass the flow. If it was in inflow, was the 

canal and its in1ine structures adequate. 

6. Step 5 was repeated for the 25, 50 and 100-year flood flow from 

each drainage. 
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7. A tabulation was made up listing the station, canal feature, flood 
event at which failure occurred and remarks. 

8. Using mapping, the result of failure was traced down-drainage to 
estimate consequence and notations made in remarks. 

Tabulations are presented in the respective canal section of the report. The 
line diagram worksheets are available but not included. 

Limitations of the methodology are: 

1. If QI is limited to normal irrigation inflow, the preceding 
wasteway/check must be operating correctly. 

2. All irrigation flows used for a reach are withdrawn at the 
down-canal wasteway. 

3. Down-canal surges from pump plant failure must also be handled at 
a wasteway. 

These limitations are not of a magnitude to affect the objective of this study, 

however, they should be re-eva1uated prior to design of improvements. 

When available, BuRec canal sections were used to calculate capacity. On all 
major canals (capacity above 200 cfs), these calculations were verified using 

measured cross-sections. Field measurements were unavailable on the larger 
siphons, therefore, their capacity were taken as BuRec design capacity or that 

necessary to satisfy down-canal demand plus 20%. Siphons on the Big Horn 
Canal, where previous measurements ~re available, satisfy this condition. 

Ultimate capacity of drainage over/under crossings was calculated, and whenever 
the capacity of the crossing exceeded the lOa-year event flood, no further 
calculations were made. Occasionally, discrepancies were found between pump 
plant capacity and the capacity of structures carrying the pumped flow. These 

situations have been noted and should be evaluated further in subsequent 
studies. 
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Economics - At each point of hydraulic failure, damages were estimated. 
Loss to the canal was determined by estimating what would be required to get it 
back operational, and no consideration taken for salvage value of parts or 
structures. Damage to adjoiner was calculated as the full value of one harvest 
times the estimated acres damaged. The effect of insurance carried and its 
willingness to cover or not cover such loss was neglected. Occasionally, the 

adjoiner damage was the replacement value of a road, bridge or service 
structure lost. To estimate consequential loss, the total acres of all down 
canal reaches, including the reach in which the failure occurred, was multi

plied times a "loss of return" value. 

Estimated Reduction in Yields and Returns - The following study reflects 
potential direct economic costs to agricultural producers that may result from 
crop losses as a result of naturally occurring floods in portions of Washakie 
County, Wyoming. 

In addition to direct water damage caused by flash floods from intense summer 
thunderstorms, agricultural irrigators may be faced with reduced crop 
irrigation water as a result of damaged or destroyed water delivery systems. A 
reduction or complete stoppage of irrigation water delivery may lead to 

complete loss, or crop stress that results in lower crop yields in agricultural 

areas dependent upon irrigation. The potential impact of a complete stoppage 
or reduction in irrigation water on crop yields is influenced largely by the 

crops grown, and when the stoppage or shortage occurs. This portion of the 
study discusses the data requirements; outlines the general procedure used to 
estimate yield reductions as a result of water shortages; and presents the 
estimated decrease in gross returns associated with the specified water 
shortages. 

Data Needs - Employing historical data, an estimate of the timing, 
severity and occurrences of'floods that may damage irrigation water delivery 

systems must be estimated. If it becomes apparent there is a potential for 
destruction or damage of existing irrigation water delivery systems, then a 
logically consistent model must be developed to estimate economic losses that 
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result when irrigation water is not delivered in a timely manner. To estimate 
the, impact of i rri ga ti on wa ter s ho rtages on gross fi nanc i a 1 returns, data 
concerning the amount and types of agricultural crops grown in the affected 
area must be ascertained. Secondly, an estimate of naturally occurring 
precipitation that occurs during the growing season for the crops being raised 

must be obtained and estimated. Third, data pertaining to the specific crops 

affected (e.g. cropping patterns), crop prices, and crop yields under normal 
conditions must be estimated. Table 2 reflects the base crop production and 
price data employed in this analysis. 

CROp1 

Sugar Beets 
Ma 1 t Sa r1 ey 
Corn Gra in 
A1 fa1 fa 

TABLE 2 

BASE CROPPING PATTERN, CROP YIELDS AND CROP PRICES 
NORTHERN WASHAKIE FLOOD STUDY 

LEV EL I 

PERCENT OF 
ACREAGE2 YIELDS3 PRICES3 

34 22 t/acre $36.00/t 
34 90 bu/acre 3.50/bu 
18 110 bu/acre 2.801 bu 
14 4.5 t/acre 65.00/t 

1Westside Project Formulation Working Document, prepared for Wyoming 
Water Development Commission, Nelson Engineering, Inc., August 1986. 

2Wyoming Agricultural Statistics, 1980-85. 
3Agee, Douglas, E., Costs of Producing Crops, Worland Area, Wyoming, 

1985-86, B644R, July 1986. Cooperative Extension Service, Department of 
Agrlcultura1 Economics, University of Wyoming, Laramie. 

The second major data set needed is the water requirements for the specified 
crops. For each crop, total consumptive water use for the growing season plus 
the consumptive use requirement for each of the various crop development stages 

must be estimated. Consumptive irrigation requirements for the growing season 
for each crop were estimated by Nelson Engineering employing the Jensen-Haise 

Method. Additionally, naturally occurring rainfall was factored into the 
consumptive use equation based upon recorded longterm monthly average 
precipitation. The estimated consumptive use requirements by crop and crop 
stage are summarized in Table 3. 
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The information from Tables 2 and 3, (crops grown, crop yields, crop prices, 
and consumptive requirements) form the base data from which to estimate reduced 
yields and the impacts on gross agricultural income associated with irrigation 

water shortages that may occur at specified times during the growing season. 

TABLE 3 

ESTIMATED CONSUMPTIVE USE REQUIREMENTS 
BY CROP AND CROP STAGE 

CONSUMPTIVE 
REQUIREMENT1 

CROP CROP STAGE TIME PERIOD (inches) 

Ma 1 t Bar1 ey Establishment 3-25 to 4-5 0.45 
Vegetati ve 4-6 to 5-1 5 1.64 
F1 oweri ng 5-16 to 6-2 1 .34 
Y1d Fonnation 6-3 to 7-3 6.74 
Ripening 7-4 to 7-17 4.62 

SEASON TOTAL: 3-25 to 7-17 14.79 

Sugar Beets Establishment 4-1 to 4-30 1 .10 
Ve g • & Flowe ri n g 5-1 to 6-14 2.86 
Y1 d Formation 6-15 to 8-13 14.85 
Ri peni ng 8-14 to 9-27 10.24 

SEASON TOTAL: 4-1 to 9-27 29.06 

Corn Establishment 4-25 to 5-19 0.99 
Vegetative 5-20 to 6-28 4.01 
Flowering 6-29 to 7-18 4.02 
Y1 d Forma ti on 7-19 to 9-1 12.66 
Ripening 9-2 to 9-16 4.51 

SEASON TOTAL: 4-25 to 9-16 26.20 

A1 fal fa First Cutting 4-1 to 6-10 10.42 
Second Cutting 6-11 to 7 -19 11.73 
Third Cutting 7-10 to 8-27 12.84 

SEASON TOTAL: 4-1 to 8-27 34.99 

1Sum of rainfall and irrigation requirement based on Jensen-Haise 
Formu1 a. 
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Procedure Used To Estimate Reduced Yields and Incomes - The role of 
water requirements in crop growth and yield is complex, and the interacting 
processes involved are not easy to quantify. A great deal of research 
information on crop growth and yield response to water is available in the 
literature. However, for practical application, a simple definitive method for 

measuring yield response to water supply which employs readily available data 
is needed. Doorenbos and Kassam (1979) in their publication, Yield Response to 

Water, have established a generalized crop yield and water use relationship for 
twenty-six important irrigated crops. Although there appears to be some flaws 

in the model they have developed, we feel it gives the most consistent results 
for purposes of this study. 

The relationship between water supply and crop yield is determined by 
quantifying crop water requirements and crop water deficits on one hand, and 
the maximum and actual crop yields on the other. In particular, water stress 
in the plant is quantified by the rate of actual evapo-transpiration (ETa) in 
relation to the rate of maximum evapo-transpiration (ETm). If crop water 
requirements are fully met, then ETa = ETm, and when the water supply is 
insufficient, ETa<: ETm. When crop water requirements are not fully met, water 
stress on the plant can develop to the extent that crop yields will be 
affected. To quantify the effect of water stress, the authors derive a general 
relationship between relative yield decrease and relative evapo-transpiration 
deficit. This deficit can then be reflected in an empirically-derived yield 
response factor (Ky) shown in the following formula: 

(1 -~) = Ky (1 - ETa 

Where: 

ETm 

Ya = actual yield 
Ym = maximum yield 
Ky = yield response factor 
ETa = actual evapo-transpiration 
ETm = maximum evapo-transpiration 
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Employing this general relationship and the Ky factors provided by Doorenbos 
and Kassam (1979), yield reductions for specific crops associated with 
reduction in evapo-transpiration can be estimated using the following equation: 

Yd = Ym (Ky) ( ETa ) 

ETm 

Where: Yd = reduced yield 
Ym = maximum yield 
Ky = yield response factor 
ETs = evapo-transpiration shortage 
ETm = maximum evapo-transpiration 

In the above equation, maximum yields were set at those yields expected by 
above average producers as outlined in the publication by Agee (1986), Ky 
factors were obtained from Doorenbus and Kassam (1979), and ETs and ETm values 
were estimated using the Jensen-Haise Method. The estimated reduction in 
consumptive use (ETs), yields, and returns by crop are summarized in Table 4. 

Two different scenarios are used to estimate the reduced yields and incomes 

associated with various water shortages. The first scenario estimates the 
water shortage impact on the affected crop for the specific crop stage when the 
shortage occurs. The dates and length of the periods when the water shortage 
would likely occur were selected by Nelson Engineering based 'on historical 

data. Plant stress was computed for each crop assuming 5, 10 and l5-day stress 
periods, beginning on June 10 and July 5. The results are not cumulative; 
i.e., two floods do not occur in the same year. 

The stage of development of the crop when the water shortage occurs and the 
length of time the plant was stressed, will greatly influence the impact on 
yield. The results in Table 4 suggest that water shortage for the specified 
June and July periods would have a greater impact on yields than when the 
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shortage is factored into the total season. We have more confidence in using 
the season impacts, because of the storage capacity of soils and the plants 
natural reaction to water stress. The estimates on yield reduction by periods 
may overestimate the short period impact. Additionally, the Ky factor for some 
periods was reported as '0' which results in the model predicting I zero ' impact 
on yields due to water shortages in early July. 

Conseguentia1 Damage - Using the total acreage below and including the 
reach in which a failure occurred, and multiplying that acreage times reduction 

in return (selected from the bottom of Table 4), consequential damage for an 
event is calculated. We used the reductions based on SEASON rather than CROP 

STAGE because they are more defendable for the period of probable damage. 
Losses are greater for longer durations of canal downtime. 

Annualizing Damage - To express the flood damages from a given event in 
an annualized basis, the damages are multiplied-times a factor derived by 
dividing 1 (one) by the reoccurrence interval. Thus for each reoccurrence 
interval, the factor is as follows: 

10- Yea r Event Factor = .10 
25- Year Event Factor = .04 
50-Year Event Factor = .02 
100- Yea r Even t Factor = .01 

We rationalized that, due to the nature of the canal systems and their ability 
to handle the lessor storm events, the consequential loss from a series of 
10-year storm events should not be accumulative. In theory, the probable 
causes would be fixed and the losses from one event shouldn't overlap. However 

for the longer return frequency, this may not be true. Therefore, we did 
accumulate consequential loss for frequencies larger than the 10-year event. 
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TABLE 4 

ESTIMATED REDUCTION IN CONSUMPTIVE USE, YIELDS AND RETURNS 

REDUCTIONS 
CROP STAGE 

CROPS & 
TIME PERIOD CONSUMPTION YIELD 

WEIGHTED 
INCOME 

($/acre) 1 

Barley: 
June 10 5 day 

10 day 
15 day 

July 5 5 day 

Corn: 

10 day 
15 day 

June 10 5 day 
10 day 
15 day 

July 5 5 day 
10 day 
15 day 

Suga r Beets: 
June 10 5 day 

10 day 
15 day 

July 5 5 day 
10 day 
15 day 

Al fa 1 fa: 
June 10 5 day 

10 day 
15 day 

July 5 5 day 
10 day 
15 day 

TOTAL REDUCED RETURNS: 
June 10 5 day 

10 day 
15 day 

July 5 5 day 
10 day 
15 day 

(inches) (units) 

0.63 
1.60 
2.65 

1.50 
3.10 
4.69 

0.28 
0.67 
1.22 

0.76 
1.80 
2.91 

0.34 
0.97 
1.61 

1.32 
2.48 
3.64 

0.99 
2.25 
3.58 

1.33 
2.82 
4.34 

4.21 bu 
10.68 bu 
17.69 bu 

0 2 

o 
o 

3.07 bu 
7.35 bu 

13.39 bu 

$5.01 
12.71 
21.05 

02 

o 
o 

1.55 
3.71 
6.75 

31.19 bu 15.72 
73.88 bu 2 37.24 
110+ bu 60.20 

2.62 t 
1 .29 t 
1.15 t 

1.76 t 
3.30 t 
5.85 t 

0.13 t 
0.29 t 
0.48 t 

0.17 t 
0.36 t 
0.55 t 

32.12 
15.82 
26.26 

21.53 
40.45 
59.36 

1. 15 
2.62 
3.58 

1.55 
3.28 
5.05 

$39.83 
34.86 
58.23 

38.80 
80.97 

124.61 

CONSUMPTION 
(inches) 

0.63 
1.60 
2.65 

1 .51 
3.10 
4.69 

0.28 
0.67 
1.22 

0.76 
1.80 
2.91 

0.34 
0.97 
1 .61 

1.32 
2.48 
3.64 

0.99 
2.25 
0.46 

1.33 
2.82 
4.34 

SEASON 

YIELD 
(units) 

4.41 bu 
11.20 bu 
18.54 bu 

10.57 bu 
21 .69 bu 
32.82 bu 

1 .47 bu 
3.52 bu 
6.40 bu 

3.99 bu 
9.45 bu 

15.27 bu 

.28 t 

.81 t 
1.34 t 

1.10 t 
2.07 t 
3.03 t 

0.13 t 
0.29 t 
4.19 t 

0.17 t 
0.36 t 
0.56 t 

lThe income loss per acre is weighted on the basis of 34% malt barley, 
18% corn grain, 34% sugar beets, and 14% alfalfa. 

2Emp10ying the Ky factor from the Doorenbox and Kassam (1979) 
publication, gives irrational results for these time periods. 
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WEIGHTED 
INCOME 

($/acre) 1 

$5.25 
13.32 
22.07 

12.57 
25.82 
39.06 

0.74 
1.77 
3.23 

2.01 
4.76 
7.70 

3.47 
9.89 

16.41 

13.45 
25.28 
37.10 

1 • 16 
2.63 
4.19 

1.56 
3.30 
5.08 

$10.62 
27.61 
45.90 

29.59 
59.16 
88.94 



E. HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES - ANALYSIS VS. DESIGN 

Analysis - The hydraulic analysis of the existing canals and canal 
structures was performed assuming full bank (no freeboard) capacities. A 
structure designed to safely handle a specified frequency storm may be able to 
carry the runoff from a lesser frequency storm but some damages to the 
structure will most likely occur and will require repairs after the runoff 
event has passed. 

Our decision to analyze the canals and structures for full bank (ultimate) 
capacities may mislead the reader and instill a feeling of false security in 
the capacity of the canal system. A partial blockage of a structure by 
accumulated debris will cause a reduction in structure capacity and resulting 

failure at a greater frequency runoff event. 

Design - Hydraulic structures are designed to carry a specified flow 
with some factor of safety. The factor of safety may be incorporated into the 
design by requiring additional freeboard above the design water surface, 
assuming a channel or pipe surface roughness greater than actual or other means 

comfortable to the designer. 

The specified or design flow may be the stormwater runoff anticipated from a 
certain frequency precipitation event. The structure design will accommodate 

this design flow with minimal or no damage to the structure or its approach and 
discharge facilities. 

By incorporating factors of safety, the structure can generally handle flows in 
excess of the design flows. The larger flows may encroach on desired freeboard 
levels and cause erosion or other damages to the structure and approach and 
discharge appurtenances. 

Structural - The objective of design is to prepare an East Side Canals 
Flood Hazard Reduction Plan and a West Side Canals Flood Hazard Reduction 
Plan. These plans will cont~n a listing of corrective measures for each canal 
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in the study area. Solutions will include structural (constructed) improve
ments such as overflow structures, underflow structures, wasteways/spi11ways 

and flood detention ponds. 

To the extent practical, standards of design are as expressed in "Design of 
Small Canal Structures", U.S. Dept. of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, 1978. 

For purpose of applying the standards, canals and structures are divided into 
three functional categories. First, the canal and its conveyance structures, 

which includes canal capacity/freeboard, and all in1ine or controlling devices 
affecting direct flow in the canal. The canal and these structures should have 

capacity for their irrigation demand plus a 20% overload. Freeboard provided 
should be as shown on Figure 5. Structures should be designed in accordance 

with "Chapter II, Conveyance Structures". The setond category is protective 
structures such as wasteways and cross-drainage devices. These should be 

designed in accordance with "Chapter IV, Protective Structures" except that 
their capacity be dictated by the design flood event resulting from other tasks 
of this study. The third category, miscellaneous structures and pump stations, 
are specific and individual cases. Criteria and standards for design of 
improvements for these items are a combination of Bureau of Reclamation, 
Wyoming Highway Department, and accepted engineering judgment. Four of the 

structures utilized in our Flood Hazard Reduction Plans are as shown in Figure 
6, "Typi ca 1 Inverted Si phon", Fi gu re 7, "Typi ca 1 Was teways", Fi gure 8, "Typi ca 1 
Culverts" and Figure 9, "Typical Check". 

Design Flood - In reviewing the annualized cost of flood damage, it is 
readily apparent that factoring plays: a major role. Cost of damage from the 

less frequent but more intense storms is not as significant, when annualized, 
as is the annualized cost of the more frequent storm damage. Therefore, it 

does not justify as great an outlay of money in its prevention. The curve 
representing an annualized loss per each return frequency specified, breaks 

most sharply at a point about 30 years. In addition, Bureau of Reclamation, 
representing many, many years of irrigation system design technology, use the 

25-year return frequency as their design flood. In view of the above, we 
recommend use of the 25-year design flood for canal improvements. All flooding 

problems resulting in recommended community activity or common action between 
one or more canal companies should be reviewed and a design flood selected 
during subsequent levels of labor. 
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Non-Structural - The following general statements guided the methods of 
analysis for solutions to the flood-related problems. 

Non-structural alternatives include 1) purchase of rights or easements; 2) 

purchase of insurance protecting against flood damage or catastrophic loss; 3) 
have prepared, and then operate the canals within, a Design Operating Criteria 

(DOC); 4) budget for and diligently work at an enhanced maintenance program; 

and, 5) adopt a policy and procedures document prohibiting developers, agencies 
or adjacent landowners from detrimental activities; and, 6) preparation of 
emergency response plans. 

Natural drainages have a right to exist and an inherent right to carry runoff 

flows. Human occupancy and use of the land tends to confuse the basic facts of 
law. When that happens, it may become necessary to purchase an easement or 
right in order to redefine, and maintain in written terms, the agreements of 

rights between the two parties. Situations exist, on each of the canals, where 
renegotiation of rights of access or conveyance of water should be undertaken. 

These may involve outright purchase of property or assistance in the cost of 

relocation of improvements or purchase of incidental easements or rights-of
way. 

In 1982, a flood caused washout of part of an eastern Wyoming irrigation 
system. Water from the canal joined the major flood flow to cause damage to an 
adjoiner's property. The irrigation district's insurance company settled and 
paid claims for the damage. The case illustrates a growing trend which cannot 
be ignored; there is evermore need for adequate insurance protection. Each 
irrigation district should evaluate their insurance coverage and upgrade as 
needed. 

Designers Operating Criteria are written by the Bureau of Reclamation for canal 

systems they design. Operating criteria can also be written for previously 

designed canal systems. Operation of a canal system in accordance with the 
Design Operating Criteria precludes making adjustments and settings which will 
aggrevate or compound a problem the designer was trying to avoid. This is 
very necessary to protect the canal from unnecessary damage which could 
otherwise be caused by sometimes slight and overlooked minor errors. 
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A rigorous maintenance program should include control of weeds and aquatic 
growth, cleaning of cross-drainage culverts and structures and canal sediment 
removal. Many flood hazard problems are intensified because minor items of 
maintenance have been neglected or overlooked. To the extent possible, 
preventive maintenance was looked upon as the first line of defense in the 

Flood Hazard Reduction Plan. 

Each irrigation district should have a policy manual. This should spell out 

their operating principals and guidelines. It should also define their 
policies relative to other agencies, utilities, industries, developers or 

adjoiners where their canal is concerned. Such policies should define 
acceptable standards for crossings, bridges, dike cutting or encroachments and 

access on or use of any part of the canal or its structures. Policies should 
state a requirement for district review of development plans that affect 

cross-drainages so that impacts of their change of use may be accepted or 

rejected. A stated policy regarding the acceptance (or nonacceptance) of 
inflow, from roads or development, should be included. The district objective 
should be to gain acceptance and ratification of its policy manual by the 
state, county, city, town and other governmental bodies having jurisdiction 
over the development and planning process. This will insure recognition of the 
district policies. 

Each irrigation district should develop and conduct training programs for 
emergency response. The system operators (ditchriders) cannot be everywhere at 

once, and need reliable assistance during emergency periods. An education and 
training program, involving those who live along the canals, making lines of 

responsibility and authority clear and establishing guidelines for dealing with 
various types of emergencies would assist the operators in meeting emergencies. 
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Estimates - In estimating the constructed facilities, the following unit 
prices were used: 

Dirt Work Trench Excavation $ 5.00/LF 

Fill $ 6.00/CY 
Hauled Borrow $ 10.00/CY 

Concrete Founda ti on $ 200.00/CY 

Fonned $ 500.00/CY 

Pi pe 12" RCP Installed $ l8.00/LF 
18" RCP Installed $ 27.00/LF 

24" RCP Installed $ 36.00/LF 
36" RCP Installed $ 68.00/LF 

48" RCP Installed $ 105.00/LF 

60" cr~p $ 170.00/LF 

72" CMP $ 226.00/LF 
84" CMP $ 300.00/LF 

Labor Foreman $ 33.00/HR 

Operator $ 30.00/HR 

Laborer $ 17.00/HR 

Annualized Cost of Improvements - The cost of improvements necessary to 
prevent a flood event must be expressed as an annual cost so that they can be 

directly compared to the annualized cost of the event they are intended to 
prevent. We have elected to express the cost of improvements as the 

amortization of the capital at a 1/2% over 20 years. We recognize that many 
other financial alternatives exist and will be reviewed in a subsequent level 

of study. The amortization schedule selected is reasonable and gives 
appropriate comparison for this level of study. 
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SECTION IV 

EAST SIDE CANALS 



IV - EAST SIDE CANALS 

A. HIGHLAND HANOVER 

Ownership - The canal is owned and operated by: 

HIGHLAND HANOVER IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Route 2, Worland, WY 82401 (McKamey) 

Bob Martin, Manager 
David McKamey, Treasurer 
Lyle Geis, Board Member 
Wayne Keller, Board Member 

Background - The Highland Hanover system is part of the Hanover-Bluff 
Unit, Pick Sloan Missouri Basin Program. It was designed to have five pumping 
facilities as follows: No.1 (20 cfs), No.2 (100 cfs), No.3 (17 cfs), No.4 
(17 cfs) and No.5 (25 cfs), three of which pump directly from the Upper 
Hanover Canal. These pump stations, along with 15 miles of canals and 12 miles 
of laterals serve about 6,100 acres of irrigated land. About thirteen miles of 
Upper Hanover Canal were improved as part of the project, so that it could be 
used as a carrier. The facilities were built between 1956-58, with a major 
improvement to the No Water Creek siphon and the Upper Hanover Diversion Dam in 
1975. Following the construction and renovation efforts, the entire facilities 
were turned over to the Highland Hanover Irrigation District for operation and 

maintenance. 

General - Highland Hanover system receives its water through pumpage 
from the Upper Hanover Canal, which is its carrier. It is therefore vulnerable 

to water loss when the Upper Hanover Canal fails. Currently, there is no 
method of continuing supply to Highland Hanover irrigators while a portion of 

Upper Hanover Canal is out of service. 

Highland Hanover has experienced problems due to surface water flooding of the 
diversion channels feeding to its pump plants. Surface waters have caused 

erosion of the steep earth slopes around the plants and have washed silt into 
the diversion channels. Piping of the diversion channel to Unit 1 is 
apparently in the design phase. This kind of failure is difficult to predict, 
to equate to a given storm event or to quantify the damage resulting 

therefrom. There have been sufficient operation and maintenance problems to 
justify piping all channels from carrier canal to pump plant. 
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Flooding damage on the Highland Hanover Canals and laterals has apparently been 

very minor. The few reported instances consist of runoff damage to fields 
below a canal. However, farmland development below the canals has encroached 

into the natural drainages which restricts or limits their capacity. 

Nearly all drainage intersections have been adequately designed to exclude 
runoff from a 25-year storm event. However, without exception, cross drainage 

structures (culverts, box culverts) carrying drainage under the canals have 
reduced (sometimes to zero) capacity due to debris, silt and weeds which clog 

them. 

Existing siphons at drainage crossings and culverts at road crossings were not 
designed to carry the full bank capacity of the canals. Consequently should a 

canal suffer from flood water inflow, overflow will occur at the next siphon 
inlet. Such overflow will probably result in canal bank failure at that point, 

and the flow will then follow the drainage which the siphon crossed. 
Irrigation flows and canal carrying capacities are minor compared to the 

naturally occurring flood runoff. However, when agricultural development has 
restricted the natural drainage channel, damage from the combined flows can be 
expected. 

Low canal bank areas were observed and should be built up to provide 
recommended freeboard. 

At greater flood runoff, from less frequent but more severe storms, runoff 
flows probably will enter the canal. Unless this water is wasted from the 

! 
canals reasonably quickly, it will accumulate to the magnitude of causing 
damage. Two wasteways have been recommended at the 50-year design storm and 

one at the lOO-year design storm. These wasteways would provide good 

protection to the canal system. 

Highland Hanover is a pump supplied system. Turning off the pumps will stop 

irrigation flows into the canals. This will assist slightly in stormwater 

management. 
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Inventory - At the conclusion of field inventory, but prior to technical 

analysis, a listing of observed and discussed problems was made by the party 
chief responsible for survey. A listing of observations by the party chief 
surveying the Highland Hanover follows: 

STATION 

17+30 

61 +92 

Biggest problem would be loss of water due to Upper Hanover Canal 
fa i 1 u re. 

Un it No. 1 

Pumping plants are sitting in holes and prone to flooding. 
Silting causes problems and increased OM&R expense. 

Uni t No. 2 

Drainage underflow totally plugged with silt. 

76+00 to 
79+00 

89+50 

128+00 

129+00 

157 +00 

163+40 

171 +00 

200+00 to 
202+00 

! 
215+49 

248+00 

+380+00 

501 +00 to 
503+00 

724+75 

749+80 

Highland 

Low di ke. 

Drainage underflow totally plugged with silt. 

? - Sand Knoll - Culvert is silted in. 

Drainage entering canal. 

Drainage underflow totally plugged with silt. 

Drainage underflow totally plugged with silt. 

Drainage underflow totally plugged with silt. 

Low di ke. 

Drainage underflow half plugged with silt. 

Drainage underflow totally plugged with silt and debris. 

See interview with Don Fausset - shutting off headgates causes 
surges that flood at Banjo Road. 

Low di ke. 

Field return flow entering canal. 

Ponding and possible flow entering canal. 

Hanover Canal Structure Inventory is on the following pages. 
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NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

HIGHLAND HANOVER CANAL - STRUCTURE INVENTORY 

STATION STRUCTURE 

UNIT 1 MAIN 
0+00 DIVERSION 
17+30 PUMP PLANT 
32+48 END OF OUTLET 
? BRIDGE CULVERT 36" CMP 
48+46 BRIDGE CULVERT 30" RCP 
49+67 =0+00 LATERAL 1-0.9 
? SIPHON 
? CHECK 
? CHECK 
? CHECK 
118+33 END 

UNIT 2 MAIN 
0+00 DIVERSION 
22+36 PUMP PLANT 
37+40 END OF OUTLET 
38+75 CIPOLETTI WEIR 
44+83 BRIDGE 
47+60 CHECK 
52+20 DRAINAGE CULVERT 24 It RCP 
61+92 DRAINAGE CULVERT 36" RCP 
68+60 CHECK 
89+50 DRAINAGE CULVERT 36" RCP 
99+10 CHECK 
116+05 BRIDGE 
128+00 DRAINAGE CULVERT ?2(60") RCP 
153+15 DRAINAGE CULVERT 36" RCP 
157+00 DRAINAGE CULVERT 42" RCP 
163+48 DRAINAGE CULVERT 30" RCP 
171+00 DRAINAGE CULVERT 24" RCP 
183+85 CHECK 
194+10 SIPHON 
198+45 CHECK 
215+49 DRAINAGE CULVERT 36" RCP 
218+60 CHECK 
248+00 DRAINAGE CULVERT 30" RCP 
257+60 CHECK 
285+73 SIPHON 
308+70? CHECK 
322+10? DRAINAGE CULVERT 24" 
322+32 CHECK 
322+29 =- 0+00 LATERAL 2-6. 1 
322+81? DRAINAGE CULVERT 30" 
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JOB NO. 88-025 
SEPTEMBER 23, 1988 

REMARKS 

= 560+80 UPPER HANOVER CANAL 
20 CFS 

COUNTY ROAD 

CROSSES ACCESS ROAD TO FIELD 

= 656+76 UPPER HANOVER CANAL 

= 695+88 UPPER HANOVER CANAL 
100 CFS 

SAND KNOLL DRAW 

SAGE CREEK 
NOT FOUND 
NOT FOUND 

NOT FOUND 



NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

JOB NO. 88-025 
SEPTEMBER 23, 1988 

HIGHLAND HANOVER CANAL - STRUCTURE INVENTORY 

STATION 

324+77 
330+10 
331+44 
332+85 
336+35 
351+30 
354+10 
360+10 
363+25 
373+95 
375+70 
383+25 
384+60 
386+50 
440+92BK 
493+55 
506+85 
539+33 
575+37 
575+70 
578+47 
585+83 
590+42BK 
668+90 
683+90 
685+10 
696+00 
697+17 
703+45 
718+60 
724+00 
730+60 
736+00 
739+80 
741+00 
748+30 
758+10 
765+40 
770+80 
771+70 
774+70 
790+40 
797+30 
803+56 

STRUCTURE 

SIPHON ACROSS ACCESS RD TO PUMP PLANT NO.3 
CHECK 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
18 tt CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
12" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
CHECK 
12" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
SIPHON CROSSES FIELD ACCESS ROAD 
CHECK 
SIPHON CROSSES FIELD ACCESS ROAD 
CHECK 
12" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
== 493+21AH 
SIPHON LITTLE SLICK CREEK 
CHECK 
SIPHON, BEGIN SLICK CREEK 
SIPHON, END 
WASTEWAY 
== 0+00 LATERAL 2-10.0 INLET TO PUMP PLANT NO.4 
BRIDGE 
== 661+04AH 
DROP 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
8 II IRRIGATION PIPE DRAINS INTO CANAL 
SIPHON CROSSES STATE HIGHWAY 16 
CHECK 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 48" STEEL PIPE 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 36" CMP 
CHECK 
CHECK 
DROP 
SIPHON CROSSES ROAD 
DROP 
DROP 
DROP 
DROP 
END 
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Analysis - Hydrologic analysis of the drainages intersecting Highland 

Hanover Canal resulted in the drainage flood discharges presented in the first 
table following this page. Peak discharge from the drainages, at their point 
of intersecting the canal, were calculated for a storm return frequency of 10, 
25, 50 and 100 years. The most severe storms have the longest return 
frequency. The second table following this page depicts irrigated areas (in 
acres) between units or wasteways which define a "reach" of the canal. The 

canal system was divided into "reaches" because that represents a manageable 
section both for study and for later design of canal improvements. 

Using the information from the two tables, along with measurements taken during 
field inventory, and data from other available sources, the canal was analyzed 
to determine its capability to withstand flooding. Failure points were 

determined at each storm return frequency. Each failure point was reviewed to 
determine its damage costs. Damage costs were estimated for direct loss to the 

canal (repair), adjoiner loss (for which the canal could be held responsible), 
and consequential loss (reduction of yield of crops) due to lack of water 

through down time. Because the loss from a flood event is directly related to 
the return frequency of the event, total loss is multiplied times a factor to 

determine its contribution to anticipated annual damages. Above-mentioned 
damages, for the storm return frequencies, are shown on the third table 
following this page titled "Highland Hanover Canal Damage Estimate". 

A narrative listing of facilities planned to reduce flood damages has been 
prepared. The list is presented to illustrate constructed items necessary to 
protect the canal from flooding up to a given magnitude. We propose that the 

Q25 flood be used as that is generally accepted in irrigation work and the 
design flood most often used by Bureau of Reclamation for their projects. This 
listing is presented as the canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan and includes a 
brief statement of non-structural measures that are recommended to help reduce 
flood hazard. 

Following the facilities plan is a cost estimate for construction. The 
estimate lists the reach of canal, brief description of the facility, its 
estimated cost and its annualized cost. The annualized cost is the amount 

required to amortize debt at 8% interest over 25 years. 
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NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY JOB NO. 88-025 
NELSON ENGINEERING SEPTEtffiER 21, 1988 

HIGHLAND HANOVER CANAL - DRAINAGE DISCHARGES 

STATION DRAINAGE AREA AREA CROSSING HETHOD DRAINAGE DISCHARGE CFS 
ACRES SQ. HI. TYPE USED Q10 Q25 Q50 Ql00 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
89+50 SAND KNOLL - C 216 0.34 UNDERFLOW 3' CULVERT SCS 71 108 137 170 
128+00 SAND KNOLL - A 709 1.11 UNDERFLOW 6' CULVERT SCS 143 219 276 344 
157+00 SAND KNOLL - B 231 0.36 UNDERFLOW 42"? CULVERT SCS 61 93 118 147 
194+10 E - 5 - A 1,106 1.73 OVERFLOW - SIPHON SCS 171 262 330 412 
215+49 E - 5 - B 200 0.31 UNDERFLOW 3' CULVERT SCS 53 82 103 128 

I 
248+00 E - 5 - C 226 0.35 UNDERFLOW 2'? CULVERT SCS 58 88 111 139 

Ul 285+73 SAGE CREEK - A 3,005 4.70 OVERFLOW - SIPHON LOWHAM 404 676 938 1,258 ..p.. 
I 322+10 SAGE CREEK - B 305 0.48 NOT LOOKED FOR SCS 74 113 143 178 

493+55 LIL SLICK - A 2,587 4.04 OVERFLOW - SIPHON LO\,lHAH 384 644 894 1,201 
539+33 SLICK CREEK 7,590 11.86 OVERFLOW - SIPHON LOWHAH 554 918 1,262 1,677 



NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

HIGHLAND HANOVER CANAL 
IRRIGATED ACREAGE AFFECTED BY CANAL FAILURE 

FAILURE LOCATION AREA BETWEEN 
WASTEWAY 

WASTEWAY STA. TO WASTEWAY STA. (ACRES) 

UNIT 2 LATERAL 2-0.4 695 

UNIT 2 LATERAL 2-10.0 371 
MAIN 575+70 TO 803+56 646 

UNIT 2 LATERAL 2-6.1 567 
0+00 TO 575+70 3628 

UNIT 1 
0+00 TO 66+70 637 
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JOB NO. 88-025 
SEPTEMBER 29, 1988 

CUMULATIVE 
AREA 

(ACRES) 

695 

1017 

5212 
TOTAL - 5907 

637 

IRRIGATION 
FLOW 

CFS 

25 

17 
27 
17 

100 

20 



TABLE 5 

HIGHLAND HANOVER CANAL DAMAGE ESTIMATE 

CANAL ADJOINER CONSEQUENTIAL 
REACH REPAIR DAMAGE LOSS TOTAL COST 

.9.1 0 Dama ge Estimate 

Unit 1 
Pumps 10sOOO.00 0.00 7s000.00 17,000.00 

Coutis 
Pumps 10s300.00 0.00 7,000.00 17,000.00 

Lat. 2-6. 1 
Pumps 10s000.00 0.00 6s000.00 16 s000.00 

Main #2 
76+28 to 
322+10 15 s600.00 15,000.00 154 sOOO. 00 18l s000.00 

45 s600.00 l5 s000.00 

Use only one Consequential Loss to carry forward 
45 s000.00 + 15 s000.00 + 154,000.00 = 214,000.00 

Contribution to Annual Cost 

.9.25 Damage Estimate 

All Lat's. - NOTE: At Q25s inflows to Lat. will become 
cumulative and in1ine structures will not carry flows. 
Banks above structures will fail. Est. $2,000/Structure 
and 3A adjoiner loss per structure = 3s500/str. Total 
will require 10 days of Lat. down time. 

Main #2 
322+81 6,000.00 10s000.00 

Total Contribution on Annual Basis 
Ca rry Fo rwa rd Q1 0 Dama ge 

Total Damage on Annual Basis 

112,000.00 147,000.00 

154 s000.00 170s000.00 
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ANNUAL COST 

1,700.00 

1 s700.00 

l s600.00 

18,100.00 

21 s400.00 

5,890.00 

6s800.00 

12,690.00 
21 ,400.00 

34,090.00 



TABLE 5, Cant. 

REACH 
CANAL 
REPAIR 

Q50 Damage Estimate 

ADJOINER 
DAMAGE 

CONSEQUENTIAL 
LOSS 

All Lat' s. - NOTE: Q25 loss wi 11 be dup1 i cated. It 
is not recommended to design for Q50 so loss above 
Q25 will be assumed as same as Q25 for these 
smaller Lat's. 

Main #2 
285+73 to 
493+21 30,000.00 4,800.00 

Total Contribution on Annual Basis 
Carry Forward Q25 Damage 

Total Damage on Annual Basis 

Q100 Damage Estimate 

All Lat's. - NOTE: See note for Q50 

Main #2 
128+00 to 
215+49 24,000.00 29,000.00 

Total Contribution on Annual Basis 
Ca rry Forwa rd Q50 Damage 

Total Damage on Annual Basis 

55,000.00 

55,000.00 
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TOTAL COST 

147,000.00 

89,800.00 

147,000.00 

108,000.00 

ANNUAL COST 

2,940.00 

1,800.00 

4,740.00 
34,090.00 

38,830.00 

1 ,470.00 

1,080.00 

2,550.00 
38,830.00 

41 ,380.00 



Flood Hazard Reduction Plan - So that the canal components, structures 

and facilities necessary to provide the canals a measure of flood hazard 

protection would be consistent across a wide range of circumstances, they have 
been designed or selected based upon the following guidelines: 

1. All canal components suffering a Q10 damage are replaced with a 
similar, larger capacity component or another facility designed to 
relieve the cause of failure. 

2. All facilities selected for 1) are sized to accommodate a Q25 
event as a minimum. 

3. In selecting facilities, improved water management and efficiency 
are given high consideration. 

4. An objective is to divide the canals into reaches, therefore, some 
structures, such as wasteway/check combinations are given higher 
priority where they assist in achieving water management goals. 

5. Care is exercised in the improvements to one canal such that it 
does not create a problem for a lower canal. 

6. Whenever prior studies and reports exist which have itemized 
listing of improvements for a canal, those listings be compared so 
as to achieve the best of both. 

The following improvements, together with non-structural measures suggested, 

constitute the Highland Hanover Canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan: 

1. Build a pipeline from the Unit One diversion point on Upper 
Hanover Canal to the Unit One pump plant. We understand that this 
is part of another project and is currently in planning stage. 

2. On Coutis Lateral, clean about 300 feet of canal using the 
material excavated plus other acceptable fill to enlarge the low 
dike at Sta. 19+00. 

3. Lateral 2-6.1 - build a pipeline from Main Canal 2 diversion point 
to the Unit Three pump plant. This will avoid silting and reduce 
wear on pumps. 

4. Coutis and Unit 2 - build a pipeline from diversion point on Upper 
Hanover to the Unit 2 and 5 pump plant. This will avoid the 
supply silting in and reduce wear on pumps. 

5. Unit 2 - clean about 1,200 LF of canal at Sta1s. 76+00, 200+00, 
501+00 and others, using the material excavated plus other 
acceptable fill to enlarge the low dikes. 
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6. Remove and replace underflow culvert at 248+00 with 48-inch 
diameter RCP underflow culvert. 

7. Remove and replace underflow culvert at 322+10 with 36-inch 
diameter RCP underflow culvert. 

8. General construction on laterals and main canals to upgrade in1ine 
structures. Approximately 10 structures (culverts, bridges and 
small siphons) are to be enlarged. 

9. Replace culvert at 322+81 with larger 42-inch diameter RCP. 

Non-structural components of the Flood Hazard Reduction Plan are: 

1. Natural drainages at Sand Knoll Draw, Golf Course and others have 
been encroached onto by the landowner/farmer. This results in 
crops being grown into or even totally across an area historically 
the path of drainage runoff. The district should renegotiate or 
reassert its right to have the waters cross its canals and 
continue on down its natural and historic course. All canals and 
laterals in this system were designed under the general philosophy 
to exclude surface drainage. Underflow culverts were provided for 
that purpose. They should be clean and capable of flowing the 
design runoff across the canal. The district should operate and 
maintain the canals under that philosophy. 

2. Highland Hanover Irrigation District has a $300,000 limit, 
Contingent General Liability policy with no deductible. The 
district should review its exposure, its needs and its policy with 
a competent insurance advisor and with its agent on a periodic 
basis. 

3. A Design Operating Criteria was probably written for the system. 
If one exists, it should be reviewed and updated. If one cannot 
be found, a competent engineering firm should be retained to 
prepare one. The Design Operating Criteria should be used in 
operating the system so that the intent of design is not 
compromised. Operating in accordance with a DOC precludes the 
making of adjustments or settings which create or aggravate a 
problem the designer was trying to avoid. 

4. As part of the DOC, or as a separate manual, the district should 
have a set of written, policies. The policy manual could cover 
such problems as Item 1 above as well as any other procedures and 
guidelines expressing the district's policy on issues involving 
its canals and appurtenances. The district should seek 
ratification of its policy manual by the County planning authority 
and County commissioners so that there is some review over 
proposed change and development. 
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5. Many flood hazard problems can be avoided, or at least mitigated 
by intensive, intelligent maintenance. Preventive maintenance 
along the canal system should be the first line of defense against 
flood damage. Most crossing structures observed were choked with 
weeds, silt and debris to the point of incipient failure. They 
should all be cleaned and maintained for their intended service. 

6. The ditchrider cannot be everywhere at once. Owners, tenants 
living near the canal and irrigators should be instructed in the 
districts policy, its operation and maintenance procedures, and in 
the Design Operating Criteria. A trained and intelligent group to 
assist the ditchrider in case of emergency will reduce the damage 
incurred during a flood event. 
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TABLE 6 

HIGHLAND HANOVER CANAL FACILITIES ESTIMATE 

REACH DESCRIPTION 

.!l10 Replacement 

Unit 1 Pipe Inlet to Pumps 

Coutis Clean Canal and Enlarge Dikes (200 LF) 

Lat. 2-6.1 Pipe Inlet to Pumps 

Coutis & 
Main 2 Pipe Inlet to Pumps 

Main 2 Clean Canal and Enlarge Dikes (1200 LF) 
Enlarge Underflow Culvert (48" dia.) 
Enlarge Underflow Culvert (36" dia.) 

Estimated Cost 

Annual Cost 

Upgrade 925 Failure Points 

All "Lat's. Replace 10 Structures 
Replace Culvert (42" dia.) 

Estimated Cost 

Annual Cost 
Q10 Carried Forward 

Annual Cost 

Non-Structural Alternatives 

Writing a Design Operating Criteria, Policy Manual 
and Emergency Response Guideline 

Annual Cost 
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ESTIMATED COST 

Another Project? 

$600.00 

70,000.00 

260,000.00 

3,600.00 
5,200.00 
3,600.00 

$341 ,000.00 

$32,870.00 

$65,000.00 
8,500.00 

$73,500.00 

$7,080.00 
32,870.00 

$39,950.00 

$10,000.00 

$970.00 



B. UPPER HANOVER 

Ownership - The canal is owned and operated by: 

UPPER HANOVER IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Box 965, Worland, WY 82401 

Terry Glanz, Manager 
George Bower, Treasurer 
Beverly Applegate, Bookkeeper 
Ruth Bower, Bookkeeper 

Background - Upper Hanover Canal was constructed about 1910. Other 
background infonnation, published in "Upper Hanover Canal Report", Wyoming 
Cooperative Irrigation Water Conservation Study, is as follows: 

The canal diversion is on the Big Horn River in the SE1/4, Sec. 19, 
T45N, R94W, about 15 miles southwest of Worland. The diversion is 
located about one-half mile north of Washakie County's southern 
boundary, while the last station on the canal is located on the north 

boundary of the county. Flow in the Big Horn River at the diversion is 
generally controlled by the outflow from Boysen Reservoir located about 

43 miles upstream. 

Water is diverted into the canal on the west side of the river. It is 
then transported about 3 miles along the west side of the river to a 

point where the canal is flumed over the river. The canal then remains 
on the east side of the river. Total length of the canal is 
approximately 35 miles. 

The canal provides water to 125 fanners irrigating 13,136 acres and has 
a direct diversion right for 182.5 cubic feet per second (cfs) and a 
flood flow right of 352 cfs. The Upper Hanover Cana1's first water 
right is April 9, 1902, for 159.91 cfs to serve 11,193.7 acres. Since 

then, there have been some consolidations and enlargements to bring it 
to its present size. 
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Water supply is adequate for the growing season. In addition, the 
irrigation district does have the opportunity to purchase stored water 
in Boysen Reservoir. 

Improvements were made to Upper Hanover Canal during construction of the 

Hanover-Bluff Unit, Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Program, in 1956-58 and in 
1975. The canal is a carrier for Upper Bluff Canal, Bluff Canal and 

Highland-Hanover Canals. 

The Hanover Irrigation District manages the Upper Hanover Canal. 
Through agreements with the Highland-Hanover Irrigation District, Bluff 
Irrigation District, and Upper Bluff Canal, water is diverted from the 
Big Horn River through the Upper Hanover Canal diversion for their 
water. The Bluff Canal has a water right for 49.9 cfs with a flood flow 
right of 84.7. Upper Bluff has a water right of 20.42 cfs and a flood 
flow right for 36.14 cfs. The Highland-Hanover Ditch has a water right 
for 93.5 cfs and a flood flow right for 155.0 cfs. The maximum that 
could be diverted at anyone time would be 663.32 cfs. 

Recent flow diversion records from the Wyoming State Engineer's Office 
show that diversions normally begin in mid-April and continue through 
September. July is the month with the largest mean daily diversion of 
470 cfs. 

General - Upper Hanover Canal is carrier for three other irrigation 
districts, Upper Bluff, Bluff and Highland Hanover. As such, they all share 
vulnerability when Upper Hanover has a failure. i On June 7, 1987, when the 
Upper Hanover Canal experienced a failure, diversions were stopped for six days 
while repairs were made. All four,cana1 systems were without water. 
Currently, there is no method of continuing supply to the dependent canals 
while a portion of Upper Hanover is out of service. 
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A 1985 report, "Upper Hanover Canal Report", was conducted to investigate: 

1. Needed canal structural rehabilitation or replacement and 

prioritization. 

2. Excessive seepage losses in some segments of the system. 

3. Sediment producing areas along the canal. 

4. Water quality in the lower reaches of the system. 

5. Improved water management and efficiency. 

An inventory was conducted on all canal structures and a priority listing 
generated as part of the report. At an August 30, 1984 meeting, the canal 

board prioritized the replacement of all structures having been identified as 
having 0 to 10 years of remaining life. To the extent practical, the listing 

of structures to be replaced has been considered. However, since the objective 
of this current study is somewhat different than the "Upper Hanover Canal 

Report", our list is different. 

This canal manifests two differing design criteria. The upper 13 miles 
excludes nearly all drainage inflow, has adequate freeboard and has protective 

structures. The final 22 miles allows most inflow, occasionally has low banks 

and is not adequately protected by wasteways, etc. The wide range of flows, of 

over 500 cfs at the diversion, to 0 at the north end, results in varying 
capability of the canal to accommodate crossing floods. 

Flooding damage to the Upper Hanover Canal occurred on June 7, 1987, with a 
canal bank failure at about Station 540+00. The washout produced direct damage 
to the canal, caused damage to adjoiner(s) and caused six days loss of 
irrigation water both to Upper Hanover users as well as the three dependent 
canals. As will be shown, the sum of these three types of loss is 

significant. Because the canal is a carrier and because the acreage served is 
large, there is special concern for the Tie Down Creek and Neiber Draw Flumes. 
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Both structures were listed as having 10-year remaining life in the 1985 
report. On the final five mi1es,of the canal (beyond Sta. 1500+00) the steep 
washes running from badlands to the east cause numerous silt and debris 
problems. Irrigators on the north end experience the most problems of water 

shortage and poor water quality. 

In1ine structures generally are capable of passing the irrigation needs plus 

excess flows of 20% to 50%. However, they will generally not pass the total 
capacity of the bank-full canal. This would result in overtopping and 

ultimately in canal failure. Crossing structures, with a few notable 
exceptions, will pass the 25-year flood. However, almost without exception, 
crossing structures are silted in and clogged with weeds, w'i110ws and muck to 

the point of being unserviceable. Numerous potential failure points are the 

result of these clogged structures. 

Inventory - At the conclusion of field inventory, but prior to technical 
analysis, a listing of observed and discussed problems was made by the party 
chief responsible for survey. A listing of observations by the party chief 
surveying the Upper Hanover follows: 

STATION 

30+00 

150+00 

154+00 

158+11 

264+30 

291 +57 

Drainage entering canal. 

Drainage entering canal. 

Drainage entering canal. 

Big Horn River Flume - appears to be doing its job and does not 
have a flood-related problem. The structure is old and is 
mentioned in BuRec repor~ as having 0 years remaining useful life. 

Short area of low canal banks and low freeboard. Probably 200 ft, 
more or less. Could be problem aggravated by backwater curve of 
Tie Down Creek Flume. 

Tie Down Creek Flume - Underflow - See interview with Scott 
Scheuerman. Underflow area has silted in. Drainageway cross 
section above and below is restricted by encroachment of 
cultivation. County road culvert below restricts outfall. 
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STATION 

292+00 to 
318+00 

330+00 

342+28 to 
391+00 

389+39 

432+31 

458+00 

475+30 

505+00 

529+68 

540+00 

616+00 

Low bank with less than desirable freeboard. Occasional evidence 
of seepage. Velocity slow. 

Drainage entering canal. 

A series of small drainages entering here that do not seem a 
problem but cause rock and silt to slough into canal. Can produce 
lots of water (Jim Perry) which stresses the bank down by Neiber 
Draw. Lined section has -6" freeboard at observed operation with 
about 6" of earth freeboard above that. 

End of Lined Section - Dike seepage from here to Neiber Draw with 
high, steep canal banks. The banks would be vulnerable under full 
load or overload conditions. 

Neiber Draw Flume - Underflow - See interview with Jim Perry. 
Drainage is silted in beneath flume restricting flow area; County 
road culvert below canal gets plugged and backs up. Major headcut 
is working its way up-drainage between County road and flume; Jim 
Perry showed us where water has been halfway up on upstream face 
of flume. 

Drainage and field return flows entering canal. 

Drainage and field return flows entering canal. 

Drainage entering canal. 

BuRec culvert plugged and abandoned and drainage downstream 
cultivated over. Drainage now entering canal and major 
contributor to canal' failure in 1987. 

Upper Hanover failed in this area in 1987. The canal bank was 
washed out requiring repair, there was crop and property damage to 
the adjoiner, Don Dye, and the entire Upper Hanover, Bluff, Upper 
Bluff and Highland Hanover systems were without water for six 
days. See interviews with Mrs. Don Dye and David Dye. The canal 
company has built a small wasteway at 540+00 but it may not be 
adequate and its discharge could still cause problems. 

Area of low bank and not enough freeboard. The canal probably 
o.k. here because of a drainage ditch parallel on the upstream 
side that intercepts all overland flow from above. Goes to 
approximate Sta. 658+00 where it crosses under the canal. 
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STATION 

670+00 

761 +14 

799+20 

813+58 

819+76 

823+95 

844+20 

870+20 

874+51 

877+50 

939+29 

974+85 

994+67 

1028+73 

1083+47 

1152+42 

11 53+11 

1195+23 

1220+73 

1379+61 

We were told that this wasteway was now abandoned and they are 
using the old No Water Creek Siphon as a wasteway. It appears 
that this wasteway would work as an emergency. May need the extra 
capacity but it was not apparent during our inventory. BuRec gave 
old wasteway three years of life in 1985. 

Drainage entering canal. 

Drainage entering canal. 

Drainage entering canal. 

Drainage entering canal. 

Drainage entering canal. 

Field return flow entering canal. 

Field return flow entering canal. 

Field return flow entering canal. 

Short (200 1
) section of low bank. 

Field return flow entering canal. 

Field return flow entering canal. 

Sage Creek Underflow Structure - BuRec report gives five years 
remaining life. working o.k. but could cause problems. Needs a 
cleaning. There is a very long section of canal here unprotected 
by wasteways. We have seen some potential for inflow. 

Field return flow entering canal. 

Field return flow entering canal. 

Field return flow entering canal. 

Field return flow entering canal. 

Field return flow entering canal. 

Field return flow entering canal. 

Drainage underflow - drainage choked with vegetation with standing 
water covering both ends of culvert. 
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STATION 

1447+92 

1575+00 

1662+92 

Drainage underflow - drainage choked with vegetation and culvert 
partially silted in. 

From this station on the canal is subject to silting and debris 
inflowing from the steep, arid lands to the east. 

Upper and Lower Hanover contribute to problem discussed in 
memorandum by Wyoming Highway Dept. 

Upper Hanover Canal Structure Inventory is on the following pages. 
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NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

UPPER HANOVER CANAL - STRUCTURE INVENTORY 

STATION 

0+00 
20+28 
57+44 
84+96 
87+56 
93+49 
154+00 
156+25 
158+11 
195+00 
203+03 
245+80 
291+57 
318+00 
342+28 
389+39 
432+31 
475+30 
540+00 
541+28 
560+80 
561+30 
583+70 
601+43 
620+19 
637+90 
656+76 
670+00 
671+47 
695+88 
703+02 
721+12 
726+14 
782+95 
813+58 
824+76 
839+83 
853+20 
853+82 
858+14 
877+70 
890+39 
906+86 

STRUCTURE 

DIVERSION 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
WASTEWAY 
BRIDGE 
SIPHON 
BRIDGE 
= 0+00 BLUFF CANAL DIVERSION 
FLUME 
DRAINAGE CULVERT 24" CMP 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 
FLUME 
BRIDGE 
WASTEWAY & BEGIN CONCRETE LINING 
END CONCRETE LINING 
FLUME 
BRIDGE 
WASTEWAY 
BRIDGE 
= 0+00 UNIT 1 HIGHLAND HANOVER 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
= 118+33 UNIT 1 HIGHLAND HANOVER 
WASTEWAY 
SIPHON 
= 0+00 UNIT 2 HIGHLAND HANOVER 
BRIDGE 
WASTEWAY 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
DRAINAGE CULVERT 24" RCP 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
12" STEEL PIPE CROSSES OVER CANAL 
BRIDGE & CHECK 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 
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REMARKS 

574 crs 

SHOWN BUREC - NOT FOUND 
COTTONWOOD CREEK 

ACROSS BIG HORN RIVER 

TIE DOWN CREEK 

NIEBER DRAW 

20 CFS 

SHOWN BUREC - NOT FOUND 
SHOWN BUREC - NOT FOUND 
COUNTY ROAD 

RETURN FLOW 

NOWATER CREEK 
100 CFS 

COUNTY ROAD 



NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

UPPER HANOVER CANAL - STRUCTURE INVENTORY 

STATION 

914+06 
915+98 
919+92 
945+79 
957+17 
963+29 
975+98 
984+86 
992+36 
994+67 
997+61 
1000+92 
1002+67 
1015+23 
1017+61 
1023+60 
1026+86 
1063+98 
1083+17 
1089+54 
1097+23 
1099+23 
1118+17 
1131+54 
1134+67 
1139+04 
1139+54 
1141+04 
1147+98 
1148+79 
1181+98 
1203+42 
1207+98 
1210+23 
1121+67 
1227+98 
1233+86 
1241+98 
1251+92 
1252+48 
1252+61 
1254+17 
1257+29 

STRUCTURE 

DRAINAGE CULVERT 14" CMP 
BRIDGE 14' CMP 
CHECK 
CHECK 
36" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
12" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
DRAINAGE CULVERT 4X10 , BOX 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
12" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
12" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
12" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE & CHECK 
CHECK 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
WASTEWAY - 60" UNDERFLOW 
ENCLOSED FLUME 
24" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
BRIDGE (DILAPIDATED) 
BRIDGE 
24" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
12" STEEL PIPE DRAINS INTO CANAL 
CHECK 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE (DILAPIDATED) 
12"STEEL PIPE DRAINS INTO CANAL 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
BRIDGE 
12" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
18" STEEL PIPE DRAINS INTO CANAL 
- 803+56 END HIGHLAND HANOVER 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
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REMARKS 

GOLF COURSE DRAW 

SAGE CREEK 

LITTLE SLICK CREEK 
SLICK CREEK 

NOT USED 
US HIGHWAY 20 

NOT USED 

UNIT 2 RETURN FLOW 



NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

UPPER HANOVER CANAL - STRUCTURE INVENTORY 

STATION STRUCTURE 

DRAINAGE CULVERT 36" CMF 
PRIVATE PUMP PLANT 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE & CHECK 
12" STEEL PIPE DRAINS INTO CANAL 
12" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 

JOB NO. 88-025 
SEPTEMBER 22, 1988 

REl1ARKS 

1257+73 
1269+73 
1274+23 
1287+36 
1294+11 
1297+61 
1300+86 
1303+36 
1315+42 
1326+60 
1332+79 
1335+29 
1348+92 
1356+54 
1365+11 
1365+86 
1367+98 
1368+86 
1372+48 
1379+61 
1380+36 
1382+23 
1432+61 
1447+92 
1495+04 
1503+54 
1506+98 
1532+92 
1555+86 
1576+98 
1586+67 
1607+86 
1622+79 
1656+17 
1662+92 
1664+48 
1680+67 
1686+92 
1707+48 
1717+29 
1731+11 
1763+23 
1772+79 

FOOT BRIDGE TO PUMP PLANT 
CHECK 
CHECK 
6" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
BRIDGE 72" CMP 
CHECK 
CHECK 
DRAINAGE CULVERT 24" CMF OVERCHUTE 
6" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
6" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
6" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
6" CMF DRAINS INTO CANAL 
6" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
DRAINAGE CULVERT 36" CMF 
BRIDGE 
CONCRETE BLOCK ACTS AS CHECK 
BRIDGE 
DRAINAGE CULVERT 18" CMF 
GAS LINE CROSSING 
WASTEWAY & BEGIN UNDERGROUND 36" CMF 
END UNDERGROUND 
CHECK 
GAS LINE CROSSING 
DROP 
CHECK 
CHECK 
DROP 
CHECK 
SIPHON ACROSS FIELD ACCESS ROAD 
CHECK 
CHECK 
12" STEEL PIPE DRAINS INTO CANAL 
CHECK 
CHECK 
CHECK 
CHECK 
END 
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Analysis - Hydrologic analysis of the drainages intersecting Upper 
Hanover Canal resulted in the drainage flood discharges presented in the first 
table following this page. Peak discharge from the drainages, at their point 
of intersecting the canal, were calculated for a storm return frequency of 10, 
25, 50 and 100 years. The most severe storms have the longest return 

frequency. The second table following this page depicts irrigated areas (in 
acres) between units or wasteways which define a "reach" of the canal. The 

canal system was divided into "reaches" because that represents. a manageable 
section both for study and for later design of canal improvements. 

Using the information from the two tables, along with measurements taken during 
field inventory, and data from other available sources, the canal was analyzed 
to determine its capability to withstand flooding. Failure points were 
determined at each storm return frequency. Each failure point was reviewed to 
determine its damage costs. Damage costs were estimated for direct loss to the 
canal (repair), adjoiner loss (for which the canal could be held responsible), 
and consequential loss (reduction of yield of crops) due to lack of water 

through down time. Because the loss from a flood event is directly related to 
the return frequency of the event, total loss is multiplied times a factor to 
determine its contribution to anticipated annual damages. Above-mentioned 
damages, for the storm return frequencies, are shown on the third table 
following this page titled "Upper Hanover Canal Damage Estimate". 

A narrative listing of facilities planned to reduce flood damages has been 
prepared. The list is presented to illustrate constructed items necessary to 

protect the canal from flooding up to a given magnitude. We propose that the 

Q25 flood be used as that is generally accepted in irrigation work and the 
design flood most often used by Bureau of Reclamation for their projects. This 
listing is presented as the canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan and includes a 
brief statement of non-structural measures that are recommended to help reduce 
flood hazard. 

Following the facilities plan is a cost estimate for construction. The 
estimate lists the reach of canal, brief description of the facility, its 

estimated cost and its annualized cost. The annualized cost is the amount 
required to amortize debt at 8% interest over 25 years. 
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NORTHERN l"lASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CON'rROL STUDY JOB NO. 88-025 
NELSON ENGINEERING SEPTEtIDER 21, 1988 

UPPER HANOVER CANAL - DRAINAGE DISCHARGES 

STATION DRAINAGE AREA AREA CROSSING tlETHOD DRAINAGE DISCHARGE CFS 
ACRES SQ. HI. TYPE USED Q10 Q25 Q50 Q100 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
93+49 COTTom-lOOD CREEK 277,437 433.50 OVERFLO'" - SIPHON LO~1HlUf 1,884 3,011 3,992 5,117 
291+57 TIE DOl-IN CREEK 5,166 8.07 UNDERFLOW - FLUlIE LOl-nUlll 486 809 1,116 1,488 
310+00/420+00 E - 8 1,024 1.60 ENTERING SCS 406 621 783 978 
432+31 NIEBER DRAW 6,205 9.70 UNDERFLOl"l - FLUlIE LO~1HAH 517 859 1,183 1,575 
455+00/510+00 E - 7 897 1.40 EN'llERING SCS 258 395 498 621 
529+68 E - 9 1,407 2.20 ENTERING SCS 186 284 358 447 

I 540+00/660+00 E - 6 1,855 2.90 ENTERING LONHAII 343 577 804 1,083 
--.J 

671+47 NOl'1ATER CREEK 288,188 450.29 OVERFLOli - SIPHON LO~1Hrul 1,908 3,049 4,041 5,178 w 
I 

824+76 SAND KNOLL - C 216 0.34 UNDERFLOW 2' CULVERT SCS 67 103 129 162 
878+00 SAND KNOLL - A 709 1.11 ENTERING SCS 138 211 266 332 
878+00 SAllD KNOLL - B 231 0.36 ENTERING SCS 61 93 118 147 
914+06 E - 5 - A 1,106 1.73 UNDERFLO'., 14 It CULVERT SCS 171 262 330 412 
914+06 E - 5 - B 200 0.31 UNDERFLO~I 14 It CULVERT SCS 56 85 107 134 
957+17 E - 5 - C 226 0.35 ENTERING SCS 54 83 104 130 
994+67 SAGE CREEK - A 3,005 4.70 UNDERFLOW 4X10' CULVERT LOt/HAlI 404 676 938 1,258 
994+67 SAGE CREEK - B 305 0.48 UNDERFLOl'l 4X10' CULVERT SCS 74 113 143 178 
1099+23 LIL SLICK - A 2,587 4.04 UNDERFLOW 5' CULVERT LONHAH 384 644 894 1,201 
1118+17 SLICK CREEK 7,590 11.86 UNDERFLmi ENCLOSED FLUlIE LO\'flJAH 551 918 1,262 1,677 
1257+73 E - 3 - A 2,536 3.96 UNDERFLOl-I 3' CULVERT LOl-/HAlI 382 640 889 1,194 
1356+54 E - 2 - A 2,057 3.21 OVERFLm~1 2' CULVERT LOl'lHAH 355 597 831 1,119 
1447+92 E - 1 - A 802 1.25 UNDERFLO\" 18" CULVERT SCS 215 329 415 518 
1503+54/1650+00 E - 1 - B 740 1.16 ENTERING SCS 403 617 778 971 
1662+92 E - 1 - C 843 1.32 OVERFLON - SIPHON ? SCS 209 319 403 503 
1700+00 E - 1 - 0 609 0.95 ENTERING SCS 177 271 342 426 
1772+79 E - 1 - E 1,115 1.74 CANAL WASTES INTO DRAW SCS 168 257 325 405 



NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

UPPER HANOVER CANAL 
IRRIGATED ACREAGE AFFECTED BY CANAL FAILURE 

FAILURE LOCATION AREA BETWEEN 
WASTEWAY 

WASTEWAY STA. TO WASTEWAY STA. (ACRES) 

1503+54 TO 1772+79 1139 
1099+23 TO 1503+54 3104 
721+12 TO 1099+23 4451 
670+00 TO 721+12 5907· 

HIGHLAND HANOVER UNIT 2 = STA. 695+88 = 5907 
540+00 TO 670+00 1416 

HIGHLAND HANOVER UNIT 1 = STA. 560+80 = 637 
637 

342+28 TO 540+00 2004 
84+96 TO 342+28 828 

BLUFF & UPPER BLUFF CANALS = STA. 156+25 = 4908 
4908 

0+00 TO 84+96 194 
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SEPTEMBER 29, 1988 

CUMULATIVE 
AREA 

(ACRES) 

1139 
4243 
8694 

14601 

16017 

16654 
18658 
19486 

24394 
24588 

IRRIGATION 
FLOWS 

CFS 

26 
97 

199 
324 

356 

376 
445 
441 

570 
574 



TABLE 7 

UPPER HANOVER CANAL DAMAGE ESTIMATE 

CANAL ADJOINER CONSEQUENTIAL 
REACH REPAIR DAMAGE LOSS TOTAL COST ANNUAL COST 

Q10 Damage Estimate 

348+28-
540+00 15,000.00 12,000.00 552,000.00 579,000.00 57,900.00 

721 +12-
1099+23 25,000.00 30,000.00 257,000.00 312,000.00 31 ,200.00 

1099+23-
1503+54 50,000.00 25,000.00 126,000.00 201 ,000.00 20,100.00 

1503+54-
1772+79 25,000.00 15,000.00 67,000.00 107,000.00 10,700.00 

115,000.00 82,000.00 

Use only one Consequential Loss to carry forward 
115,000.00 + 82,000.00 + 552,000.00 = 749,000.00 

Contribution to Annual Cost 74,900.00 

Q25 Damage Estimate 

721 +12-
1099+23 60,000.00 25,000.00 518,000.00 603,000.00 24,120.00 

1099+23-
1503+54 35,000.00 25,000.00 644,000.00 704,000.00 28,160.00 

Total Contribution on Annual Basis 52,280.00 
Carry Forward Ql0 Damage 74,900.00 

Total Damage on Annual Basis 127,180.00 

Q50 Damage Estimate 

84+96-
342+28 200,000.00 0.00 1 , 11 2 ,000. 00 1 ,31 2 ,000.00 26,240.00 

342+28-
540+00 30,000.00 7,000.00 207,000.00 244,000.00 4,880.00 

Total Contribution on Annual Basis 31,120.00 
Carry Forward Q25 Damage 127,180.00 

Total Damage on Annual Basis 158,300.00 
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TABLE 7, Cant. 

CANAL ADJOINER CONSEQUENTIAL 
REACH REPAIR DAMAGE LOSS TOTAL COST ANNUAL COST 

,Q,100 Damage Estimate 

84+96-
342+28 100,000.00 15,000.00 1 , 11 2,000.00 1,227,000.00 12,270.00 

342+28-
540+00 100,000.00 20,000.00 856,000.00 976,000.00 9,760.00 

Total Contribution on Annual Basis 22,030.00 
Carry Forward Q50 Damage 158,300.00 

Total Damage on Annual Basis 180,330.00 
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Flood Hazard Reduction Plan - So that the canal components, structures 
and facilities necessary to provide the canals a measure of flood hazard 
protection would be consistent across a wide range of circumstances, they have 
been designed or selected based upon the following guidelines: 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

All canal components suffering a Q10 damage are replaced with a 
similar, larger capacity component or another facility designed to 
relieve the cause of failure. 

All facilities selected for 1) are sized to accommodate a Q25 
event as a minimum. 

In selecting facilities, improved water management and efficiency 
are given high consideration. 

An objective is to divide the canals into reaches, therefore, some 
structures, such as wasteway/check combinations are given higher 
priority where they assist in achieving water management goals. 

Care is exercised in the improvements to one canal such that it 
does not create a problem for a lower canal. 

Whenever prior studies and reports exist which have itemized 
listing of improvements for a canal, those listings be compared so 
as to achieve the best of both. 

The following improvements, together with non-structural measures suggested, 
constitute the Upper Hanover Canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan: 

1. Clean about 15,600 LF of canal at numerous stations using the 
material excavated plus other acceptable fill to enlarge the low 
dikes in these areas. 

2. Build a siphon with wasteway at Tie Down Creek. The wasteway 
should be so-constructed that the canal can be kept in service to 
this point when out of service below this point. 

3. Build a wasteway and siphon at Neiber Draw. The siphon should be 
similar to the "Typical Siphon" drawing shown elsewhere in this 
report, except include wasteway. 

4. Build a side spill wasteway with Q25 capacity at Sta. 540+00. An 
adequate wasteway at this point will necessitate re-establishing a 
drainage channel to carry the water away, under the County road, 
and across private lands to the Big Horn River. The wasteway 
should be similar to IITypical Wasteway" shown elsewhere in the 
report. 
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5. Construct a side spill weir for the old No Water Siphon (now being 
used as a wasteway) so that it has adequate capacity to protect 
the new siphon. 

6. Construct a new side spill wasteway at Sta. 721+12 with capacity 
to waste the 125 cfs surge which occurs at sudden stoppage of the 
Highland Hanover Unit No.2 and 5 pump plant. 

7. Adjust a bridge at Sta. 877+70 so that it is high enough to pass 
cumulative flows. 

8. Construct a combination wasteway, check and underflow structure at 
Sta. 914+06. This structure will be reinvestigated as part of the 
East Side Plan because of its consequence in Sand Knoll watershed 
management. 

9. Rebuild 5 culvert underflows north of the Tens1eep Highway between 
Sta. 1139+04 and Sta. 1503+54. 

10. Rebuild 2 culvert underflows between Sta. 1503+54 and the end of 
Highland Hanover Canal at Sta. 1772+54. 

11. Rebuild an underflow structure at Sage Creek. This structure will 
be reinvestigated as part of the East Side Plan because of its 
consequence in Sage Creek management. 

12. Rebuild the combination wasteway, flume, culvert at Little Slick 
Creek. Consider redesign of the Little Slick Creek/Slick Creek 
facilities to gain more efficient water management. 

13. Build 5 additional culvert underflows at designated locations at 
the northerly portion of Upper Hanover system. 

By way of comparison, the following "Detailed Description of Replacement and 

Improvements - Priority Items" is reprinted directly from the "Upper Hanover 
Canal Report". It lists the conclusions reached in prioritizing components 
needing replacement. 
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DETAILED JESCRIPTION 
OF REPLACEMENT AND IMPROVEMENTS 

PRIORITY ITENS 

1. Big Horn River Flume (sta 157+20) 

This structure is of major importance to the continued satisfactory 
operation o! the canal system. Options considered were the replacement 
of the existing flume with an inverted siphon or the maintenance of the 
existing flume. 

Replacement of the flume with a siphon would be a major 
construction project estimated to cost in the ran~e of $500,000 and 
$1,000,000. 

The existing superstructure of the flume is considered to be in 
excellent condition and structurally sound. With proper maintenance, 
the structure could function satisfactorily for many years. 

Maintenance items include painting and replacing of concrete 
appurtenances as required. It is estimated that the flume lining will 
have to be painted every 15 years at a cost of about $25,000. The 
concrete inlet and outlet structures will need replacement in about 
30 years at an estimated cost of $75,000. 

2. Underpass (sta 194+90) 

This existing 24-inch-diameter corrugated m.etal pipe, which is in 
poor condition, could result in the failure of the canal at this point. 
The purpose of the underpass is to outlet wastewater from the fields 
above the canal and has no benefit to the Hanover Irrigation District. 
The cost of replacement should be to others; however, the Hanover 
Irrigation District has a vital interest in the underpass as its 
condition affects the safe operation of the canal. 

3. Underpass (sta 535+00) 

This underpass is located at a major drainage of some 1,728 acres. 
Problems have occurred in recent years in the canal due to storm runoff. 
This drainage has contributed significantly to the runoff and 
overtopping of the canal in that area. It is proposed to install a 
42-inch-diameter p:fpe underpass and reestablish the waste channel in the 
field below the canal. This underpass would provide protection to the 
canal from the runoff of a 10-year, 24-hour storm. The estimated cost 
is $10,000. 

4. Underpass (sta 1383+30) 

The existing concrete box culvert on the underpass has deteriorated 
to the point that storm runoff is outletting :f.nto the canal. The 
u~derpass 1.s located on a drainage and is judged to have the potential 
to contrihute significant amounts of flow i.nto the canal during storms. 
It is proposed to install a 2~-inch-diameter pipe which would be capable 
of handling a IO-year, 24-hour storm. Th~ estimated cost is $3,600. 



5. Nowater Wastewav 

There are several different method~ of replacing this wasteway, 
~Thich is in poor condition and located at such a critical spot tn the 
canal. Failure of the wasteway would make repairs to the canal very 
difficult and costly. It is proposed to install a 48-inch-diameter 
concrete pipe drop wasteway structure on the left bank of the can~l just 
ahead of the siphon inlet. Estimated cost for thiR work is $90,000. 

6. Durkee Draw Wastewav (sta 1535+00) 

The existing wasteway is located in the bottom of a deep, badly 
eroded cut. The portion of the waste\'l~y between the Upper Hanover Canal 
and the Lower Hanover Canal was judged to be the most critical. The 
portion between the Lower Hanover Canal and the Big Horn River is u~ed 
jointly by both canal~ and is in a more stable condition than the upper 
portion of the wasteway. The reach between the two canals in most 
critical ~eed of repair is 4,000 feet long and has 72 feet of fall. It 
is proposed to construct a concrete lined channel in the first 2,800 
feet to the right of the existing-channel. The lining would be 
nonreinforced concrete within a 2.0-foot bottom wjdth, 1.25 to 1 side 
slopes, and would vary in depth from 26 to 30 inches. The lower 
1,200 feet of the wasteway is an extremely deep canyon. For this 
portion of the wasteway, it is proposed that a 30-inch-diameter 
reinforced concrete pipeline be installed. As an alternative if 
landrights could be obtained, the lined channel could be continued on 
the left side of the existing canyon. The estimated cost for the 
wasteway is $110,000. 

7. Sage Creek Underpass (sta 1013+50) 

It is proposed to replace the existing box culvert underpass with 
an inverted siphon in the canal. The siphon would cross Sage Creek and 
would be a 72-inch-diameter, reinforced concrete pipe. The estimated 
cost of the siphon is $60,000. 

8. Underpass (sta 1281+00) 

The existinp. 24-inch-diameter corrugated metal pipe underpass is 
Jccated in a drninage that contains 1,855 acres. It iR proposed to 
replace the existing underpass with one of similar sjze and 
construction. The estimated cost is $4,000. 

9. Check (sta 1441+50) 

In addition to replacing a deteriorated check, a new check at this 
location would provide for the ~omplete drainage of the canal in the off 
season. It is proposed to install a reinforced concrete check with ar 
B.O-foot throat width. The estimated cost is $5,000. 



10. Pipeline (sta 1535+10) 

It is proposed to replace the exjsting 30-inch-diameter corrugated 
metal pipeline with a 24-inch-diameter reinforced concrete pipeline 
370 feet long. The estimated cost is $15,000. 

11. Slick Creek Flume (sta 1141+50) 

It is proposp.d to replace the existing 48-inch-diameter welded 
steel pipe flume at Slick Creek with a 60-inch-diameter reinforced 
concrete pipe inverterl siphon. The estimated cost is $64,000. 

It is further proposed that the wasteway at Little Slick Creek be 
relocated to this location when replacement of the wasteway becomes 
necessary. 

12. Wasteway (sta 350+20) 

It is proposed that the existing chute drop wasteway be replaced 
with a pipe drop wasteway. The pipe drop would consist of a concrete 
box inlet structure, twin 48-inch-diameter pipes 100 feet long, and a 
rock riprap plunge pool. The estimated cost is $60,000. 

13 & 14. Neiber Draw and Tie Dow~ Draw Flumes (sta 428+90 and 292+20) 

These two flumes of reinforced concrete are of the same general 
design and are both in a deteriorating condition. It is proposed to 
replace both these flumes with structures of the same general design as 
the existing flumes. The estimated cost for each structure is $100,000. 

15. Drop (sta 1658+10) 

It is proposed to install a reinforced concrete structure at this 
location. The estimated cost is $5,000. 

16. Underpass (sta 584+10) 

The underpass is used to outlet wastewater from fields above the 
canal. It is presently in fair condition, but can be expected to 
deteriorate at a rapid rate due to its being an exposed steel pipe in 
the bottom of the canal. Maintenance of this item is not the 
responsibility of the Hanover Irrigation District. 



Non-structural components of the Flood Hazard Reduction Plan are: 

1. A preliminary report "Wa-Sage Creek Watershed" was completed in 
1985. The district should investigate the status of that report, 
resolve how the report could be used to the best advantage of 
Upper Hanover Irrigation District, and participate, as adviseable 
in any proceedings which might result in improvements. 

2. Natural drainages at Sta. 540+00, Durkee Draw and others have been 
encroached onto by the landowner/farmer, or experienced other 
major changes of their hydraulics. This results in crops being 
grown, or roads built, across an area historically the path of 
drainage runoff. The district should renegotiate or reassert its 
right to have the waters cross its canals and continue on down its 
natural and historic course. Some of the canal was designed under 
the general philosophy to exclude surface drainage. The district 
should operate and maintain the canals under that philosophy. 

3. Upper Hanover Irrigation District has a $300,000 limit Contingent 
General Liability policy with no deductible. The district should 
review its exposure, its needs and its policy with a competent 
insurance advisor and with its agent on a periodic basis. 

4. A Design Operating Criteria was probably written for a part of the 
system. If one exists, it should be reviewed and updated. If one 
cannot be found, a competent engineering firm should be retained 
to prepare one. The Design Operating Criteria should be used in 
operating the system so that the intent of design is not 
compromised. Operating in accordance with a DOC precludes the 
making of adjustments or settings which create or aggravate a 
problem the designer was trying to avoid. 

5. As part of the DOC, or as a separate manual, the district should 
have a set of written policies. The policy manual could cover 
such problems as Item 1 above as well as any other procedures and 
guidelines expressing the district's policy on issues involving 
its canals and appurtenances. The district should seek 
ratification of its policy manual by the County planning authority 
and County commissioners so that there is some review over 
proposed change and development. 

6. Many flood hazard problems can be avoided, or at least mitigated 
by intensive, intelligent maintenance. Preventive maintenance 
along the canal system should be the first line of defense against 
flood damage. Most crossing structures observed were choked with 
weeds, silt and debris to the point of incipient failure. They 
should all be cleaned and maintained for their intended service. 

7. The ditchrider cannot be everywhere at once. Owners, tenants 
living near the canal and irrigators should be instructed in the 
districts policy, its operation and maintenance procedures, and in 
the Design Operating Criteria. A trained and intelligent group to 
assist the ditchrider in case of emergency will reduce the damage 
incurred during a flood event. 
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TABLE 8 

UPPER HANOVER CANAL FACILITIES ESTIMATE 

REACH DESCRIPTION 

,Q,10 Replacement 

84+96 to 
342+28 Clean Canal and Enlarge Dike 15,600 LF 

Siphon Across Tie Down Creek 

324+28 to 
540+00 Siphon Across Neiber Draw 

Wasteway and Channel Construction 

670+00 Construct Weir for Siphon/Wasteway 

721+12 Construct Wasteway for Pump Surge 

721 +12 to 
1099+23 Adjust Bri dge to All ow ~'ore Flow 

Construct Wasteway/Check 

1099+23 Rebuild 5 Culvert Underflows 

1503+54 to 
End Rebuild 2 Culvert Underflows 

Annual Cost 

gz5 Replacement 

721+12 to 
1099+23 Box Culvert at Sage Creek 

1099+23 to 
1503+54 Flume and Culvert at Little Slick Creek 

Build 5 Culvert Underflows 

Annual Cost 
Ql 0 Ca rri ed Fo rwa rd 

Annual Cost 
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ESTIMATED COST 

$46,800.00 
230,000.00 

230,000.00 
180,000.00 

60,000.00 

140,000.00 

20,000.00 
250,000.00 

75,000.00 

30,000.00 

$1 ,261 ,800.00 

$116,200.00 

$70,000.00 

50,000.00 
40,000.00 

$160,000.00 

15,000.00 
116,200.00 

$131 ,200.00 



TABLE 8, Cont. 

REACH DESCRIPTION 

.Q50 Replacement 

All Misc. Corrective Construction 

Annual Cost 
Q25 Carried Forward 

Non-Structural Alternatives 

Writing a Design Operating Criteria, Policy Manual 
and Emergency Response Guideline 

Annual Cost 
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ESTIMATED COST 

80,000.00 

7,500.00 
131 ,200.00 

$15,000.00 

$1,450.00 



C. LOWER HANOVER 

Ownership - The canal is owned and operated by: 

LOWER HANOVER CANAL ASSOCIATION 
Box 640, Worland, WY 82401 

Joe P. Salzman, President 
Leland Delker, Vice President 
Terry Glanz, Manager 
Leo Scheuerman, Secretary-Treasurer 
Virginia Kimzey, Bookkeeper 
F.B. Clark, Board Member 
Herman De110w, Board Member 

Background - The Lower Hanover Canal was originally built in 1906 to 
serve approximately 13,000 acres. Since its original construction, there have 
been no major improvements or enlargements and because of this, there is little 
documentation on the Lower Hanover Canal. The point of diversion, on the Big 

Horn River, is approximately five miles south of Worland. The canal runs 19 
miles to a point about a mile and a half north ·of the Washakie County line. 

The Upper Hanover Canal is above the Lower Hanover Canal for most of its length 
as is the Highland Hanover Canal for about half its length. These two higher 
canals tend to reduce or restrict the impact of flood waters on most of the 

minor drainages. 

The Lower Hanover Canal flows through the Town of Worland and is a potential 
flood hazard to the Town. 

General - Comments about Lower Hanover Canal: 

1. Drainage structures across and under the canal generally are 
adequate to convey runoff from a 25-year storm. 

2. Silt deposition and encroachment of farming and/or residential 
development into the major drainages, Sand Knoll Draw and Sage 
Creek, have severely restricted the capacity of the drainage to 
carry its normal historic flow. 

3. Wasteways generally do not have the capacity to discharge the 
entire canal capacity in excess of required irrigation flows. 
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4. Bridges across the canal in the Town of Worland restrict the 
canal's capacity. 

5. Except in the Town of Worland, additional flood flows caused by 
irrigation water from the canal, if breached by storm runoff, is 
minimal. The irrigation flow is small in comparison with the 
runoff flow. 

6. U.S. Highway 16-20, north of Worland, is a major cause of flooding 
below the canal during severe storms. 

Inventory - At the conclusion of field inventory, but prior to technical 
analysis, a listing of observed and discussed problems was made by the party 
chief responsible for survey. A listing of observations by the party chief 
surveying the Lower Hanover follows: 

STATION 

92+20 

132+10 

168+20 

193+10 

244+70 

244+70 to 
299+30 

294+30 to 
310+00 

354+95 

374+60 

425+38 

451 +70 

Appears to be a spring with clear water bubbling up in canal. 

Drainage - possibly underflowing, but couldn't find culvert due to 
ponding and silting. 

Drainage underf10wing - culvert silting in and ponding. 

Drainage underflowing - ponding at outlet prevented pipe size 
measurement. 

Sage Creek - Underflow 6 ft. diameter CMP - Canal wasteway into 
drainage below canal. This wasteway not used due to pipe at Holly 
Sugar (down-drainage) being too small. Ditch Company has 
suggested replacing wasteway by installing one on Slick Creek. 
This CMP is half full of silt. The natural Sage Creek drainage 
has been diverted into this ditch w~ich runs along the edge of 
Washakie Avenue on the south end of Worland. 

"Worland" has never flooded over banks, but if it ever does, urban 
area inundation! 

Low dike with extremely low area at 301+50. 

Drainage entering canal. 

Drainage entering canal. 

? - Slick Creek - Has never been a problem; enclosed flume, but is 
very big drainage. 

Drainage entering canal. 
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STATION 

625+29 

776+79 

790+95 

910+05 

Durkee Draw Wasteway - ? - Flume and wasteway underflow 4 1 x8 1 box 
culvert; Upper Hanover also wastes into this drainage; causes 
problems down-drainage at highway crossing. See interviews with 
Glen Swing and Leroy Gall and Highway Department report. 

Field return flows. 

Flume and Wasteway - Does not have much of a drainage above canal; 
some field return flows, but drainage below canal is restricted. 
According to interviews, it is not used to waste much water during 
floods. 

County Line Spillway - Flume and wasteway underflow - Drainage 
above and below restricted by encroaching cultivation. Leroy 
Gall, ditchrider, said water ran over the headwall and into canal 
in 1966. Farmer below throws boards into drainage which plug 
bridges and culverts further downstream during runoff. The farmer 
was flooded out last two springs. 

Lower Hanover has never had bank failure. 

Lower Hanover Canal Structure Inventory is on the following pages. 
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NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

LOWER HANOVER CANAL - STRUCTURE INVENTORY 

STATION STRUCTURE 

DIVERSION 
BRIDGE 
WASTEWAY & CHECK 
BRIDGE 
SIPHON 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
SIPHON 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 
15" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
15" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
BRIDGE' 
CHECK 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
DRAINAGE CULVERT 36"? CMP 
DRAINAGE CULVERT ? 
DRAINAGE CULVERT 18 If CMP 
CHECK 
WASTEWAY 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
15" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
BRIDGE 
ENCLOSED FLUME 72" 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 
DRAINAGE CULVERT 4X8' BOX 
DRAINAGE CULVERT 18" CMP 

REMARKS 

218 CFS 

JOB NO. 88-025 
SEPTEMBER 23, 1988 

NOWATER CREEK 

SAND KNOLL DRAW? 

SAGE CREEK 
WASHAKIE AVE 

S 12th ST 
GRACE ST 
CULBERTSON AVE 
COBURN AVE 
BIG HORN ST 
15th ST 

SLICK CREEK 

0+00 
48+00 
53+16 
56+53 
62+00 
66+30 
70+70 
82+20 
86+00 
89+76 
105+60 
105+80 
154+40 
155+60 
156+00 
168+20 
193+10 
218+10 
227+00 
244+70 
244+90 
245+80 
261+20 
274+60 
278+40 
282+20 
286+30 
290+70 
299+30 
321+40 
341+50 
394+50 
425+38 
438+40 
487+90 
495+95 
502+60 
514+48 
518+23 
548+54 
553+60 
555+35 
559+60 
569+91 

FLUME, WASTEWAY, CHECK ? 4X8 I BOX CULVERT UNDERFLOW 
BRIDGE COUNTY ROAD 
8" STEEL PIPE DRAINS INTO CANAL 
12" PVC DRAINS INTO CANAL 
BRIDGE 
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NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

JOB NO. 88-025 
SEPTEMBER 23, 1988 

LOWER HANOVER CANAL - STRUCTURE INVENTORY 

STATION 

571+54 
574+98 
578+41 
580+54 
583+85 
589+60 
597+91 
599+98 
614+98 
625+29 
625+79 
630+79 
636+41 
657+23 
662+10 
684+16 
685+91 
732+16 
736+48 
774+48 
790+85 
790+95 
791+25 
804+95 
814+05 
853+95 
854+15 
868+75 
875+05 
909+35 
910+05 
911+85 
919+85 
941+55 
968+95 
982+65 

STRUCTURE 

CHECK 
12" STEEL PIPE DRAINS INTO CANAL 
12" STEEL PIPE DRAINS INTO CANAL 
18 II CMF DRAINS INTO CANAL 
12" STEEL PIPE DRAINS INTO CANAL 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
12" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 
FLUME, WASTEWAY DURKEE SPILLWAY ? 4X8' BOX UNDERFLOW 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
8 II STEEL PIPE DRAINS INTO CANAL 
CHECK 
GAS LINE CROSSING 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
FLUME, WASTEWAY 4. 2X18' BOX UNDERFLOW 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 96" CMP 
CHECK,FLUME,WASTEWAY COUNTY LINE SPILLWAY 2(4.5X9.5') BOX 
CHECK 
CHECK 
CHECK 
CHECK 
END 
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Analysis - Hydrologic analysis of the drainages intersecting Lower 
Hanover Canal resulted in the drainage flood discharges presented in the first 
table following this page. Peak discharge from the drainages, at their point 

of intersecting the canal, were calculated for a storm return frequency of 10, 
25, 50 and 100 years. The most severe storms have the longest return 

frequency. The second table following this page depicts irrigated areas (in 
acres) between units or wasteways which define a "reach" of the canal. The 

canal system was divided into "reaches" because that represents a manageable 
section both for study and for later design of canal improvements. 

Using the information from the two tables, along with measurements taken during 
field inventory, and data from other available sources, the canal was analyzed 

to determine its capability to withstand flooding. Failure points were 
determined at each storm return frequency. Each failure point was reviewed to 

determine its damage costs. Damage costs were estimated for direct loss to the 
canal (repair), adjoiner loss (for which the canal could be held responsible), 
and consequential loss (reduction of yield of crops) due to lack of water 

through down time. Because the loss from a flood event is directly related to 
the return frequency of the event, total loss is multiplied times a factor to 
determine its contribution to anticipated annual damages. Above-mentioned 
damages, for the storm return frequencies, are shown on the third table 
following this page titled "Lower Hanover Canal Damage Estimate". 

A narrative listing of facilities planned to reduce flood damages has been 
prepared. The list is presented to illustrate constructed items necessary to 
protect the canal from flooding up to a given magnitude. We propose that the 

Q25 flood be used as that is generally accepted in irrigation work and the 
design flood most often used by Bureau of Reclamation for their projects. This 
listing is presented as the canal ~ood Hazard Reduction Plan and includes a 
brief statement of non-structural measures that are recommended to help reduce 
flood hazard. 

Following the facilities plan is a cost estimate for construction. The 

estimate lists the reach of canal, brief description of the facility, its 
estimated cost and its annualized cost. The annualized cost is the amount 
required to amortize debt at 8% interest over 25 years. 
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NORTHERN l'IASHAI<IE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY JOB NO. 88-025 
NELSON ENGINEERING SEPTEtffiER 21, 1988 

LOWER HANOVER CANAL - DRAINAGE DISClrnRGES 

STATION DRAINAGE AREA AREA CROSSING llETHOD DRAINAGE DISCHARGE (CFS) 
ACRES SQ. HI. TYPE USED Q10 Q25 Q50 Q100 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
62+00 NOl'1ATER CREEK 288,188 450.29 OVERFLOl'l - SIPHON LOl'lHAtf 1,908 3,049 4,041 5,178 
82+20 SAND KNOLL - C 216 0.34 OVERFLOW - SIPHON SCS 71 108 137 170 
82+20 SAUD KNOLL - A 709 1.11 OVERFLOW - SIPHON SCS 138 211 266 332 
82+20 SAND KNOLL - B 231 0.36 OVERFLOW - SIPHON SCS 61 93 118 147 
193+10 E - 5 - A 1,106 1.73 UNDERFLOW ? CULVERT SCS 177 271 341 426 
193+10 E - 5 - B 200 0.31 UNDERFLOW ? CULVERT SCS 53 82 103 128 
193+10 E - 5 - C 226 0.35 UNDERFLOW ? CULVERT SCS 58 88 111 139 
244+70 SAGE CREEK - A 3,005 4.70 UNDERFLOW 6' CULVERT LOWlWf 404 676 938 1,258 

I 244+70 SAGE CREEK - B 305 0.48 UNDERFLOW 6' CULVERT SCS 74 113 143 178 
85 425+38 LIL SLICK - A 2,587 4.04 UNDERFLO'., ENCLOSED FLutlE LO\,lHAU 384 644 894 1,201 
I 425+38 SLICK CREEK 7,590 11.86 UNDERFLOli ENCLOSED FLut IE LOl'lHAlf 554 918 1,262 1,677 

514+48 E - 3 - A 2,536 3.96 UNDERFLOW 4X8' CULVERT LOlmAlf 382 640 889 1,194 
548+54 E - 2 - A 2,057 3.21 UNDERFLOW 4X8'? CULVERT LOl'lHAH 355 597 831 1,119 
625+29 E - 1 - A 802 1.25 UNDERFLOW 4X8' CULVERT SCS 215 329 415 518 
650+00/774+00 E - 1 - B 740 1.16 ENTERING SCS 403 617 778 971 
790+95 E - 1 - C 843 1.32 UNDERFLOW 4X18 I CULVERT SCS 209 319 403 503 
853+00 E - 1 - D 609 0.95 ENTERING SCS 177 271 342 426 
910+05 E - 1 - E 1,115 1.74 UNDERFLOW 2(9.5X4.5)' CULVERTS SCS 168 257 325 405 
960+00 E - 1 - F 495 0.77 ENTERING SCS 174 266 336 419 



NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

LOWER HANOVER CANAL 
IRRIGATED ACREAGE AFFECTED BY CANAL FAILURE 

FAILURE LOCATION 

WASTEWAY STA.. TO 

910+05 TO 
790+95 TO 
625+29 TO 
548+54 TO 
244+70 TO 

AREA BETWEEN 
WASTEWAY 

WASTEWAY STA. (ACRES) 

982+65 1319 
910+05 2387 
790+95 3673 
625+29 577 
548+54 3804 

JOB NO. 88-025 
SEPTEMBER 29, 1988 

CUMULATIVE 
AREA 

(ACRES) 

1319 
3706 
7379 
7956 

11760 
WORLAND STA. 244+70 TO STA. 305+00 = 820 ACRES NOT INCLUDED 

53+16 TO 244+70 1218 12978 
0+00 TO 53+16 21 12999 
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IRRIGATION 
FLOWS 

CFS 

22 
62 

124 
133 
197 

0 
218 
218 



TABLE 9 

LOWER HANOVER CANAL DAMAGE ESTIMATE 

REACH 
CANAL 
REPAIR 

,Q,10 Damage Estimate 

53+16 to 
244+70 50,000.00 

244+70 to 
548+54 69,800.00 

548+54 to 
625+29 10,000.00 

625+29 to 
790+95 10,000.00 

790+95 to 
868+75 5,000.00 

144,800.00 

ADJOINER 
DAMAGE 

105,000.00 

525,000.00 

15,000.00 

15,000.00 

5,000.00 

665,000.00 

CONSEQUENTIAL 
LOSS 

538,000.00 

487,000.00 

78,200.00 

39,000.00 

39,000.00 

Use only one Consequential Loss to carry forward 

TOTAL COST 

693,000.00 

1 ,081 ,800.00 

103,000.00 

64,000.00 

49,000.00 

145,800.00 + 665,000.00 + 538,000.00 = 1,347,800.00 

Contribution to Annual Cost 

~5 Damage Estimate 

244+70 to 
548+54 80,000.00 15,000.00 

Total Contribution on Annual Basis 
Carry Forward Ql0 Damage 

Total Damage on Annual Basis 

,Q,50 Damage Estimate 

53+16 to 
244+70 75,000.00 0.00 

Total Contribution on Annual Basis 
Ca rry Forward Q25 Damage 

Total Damage on Annual Basis 

540,000.00 635,000.00 

622,000.00 697,000.00 
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ANNUAL COST 

69,300.00 

108,180.00 

10,300.00 

6,400.00 

4,900.00 

134,780.00 

25,400.00 

25,400.00 
134,780.00 

160,180.00 

13,940.00 

13,940.00 
160,180.00 

174,120.00 



TABLE 9, Cant. 

REACH 
CANAL 
REPAIR 

g100 Damage Estimate 

244+70 to 

ADJOINER 
DAMAGE 

548+54 50,000.00 1 ,000,000.00 

Total Contribution on Annual Basis 
Carry Forward Q50 Damage 

Total Damage on Annual Basis 

CONSEQUENTIAL 
LOSS 

125,000.00 
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TOTAL COST 

1,175,000.00 

ANNUAL COST 

11,750.00 

11,750.00 
174,120.00 

185,870.00 



~ood Hazard Reduction Plan - So that the canal components, structures 

and facilities necessary to provide the canals a measure of flood hazard 
protection would be consistent across a wide range of circumstances, they have 
been designed or selected based upon the following guidelines: 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

All canal components suffering a Q10 damage are replaced with a 
similar, larger capacity component or another facility designed to 
relieve the cause of failure. 

All facilities selected for 1) are sized to accommodate a Q25 
event as a minimum. 

In selecting facilities, improved water management and efficiency 
are given high consideration. 

An objective is to divide the canals into reaches, therefore, some 
structures, such as wasteway/check combinations are given higher 
priority where they assist in achieving water management goals. 

Care is exercised in the improvements to one canal such that it 
does not create a problem for a lower canal. 

Whenever prior studies and reports exist which have itemized 
listing of improvements for a canal, those listings be compared so 
as to achieve the best of both. 

The following improvements, together with non-structural measures suggested, 
constitute the Lower Hanover Canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan: 

1. Clean about 12,000 LF of canal at numerous stations using the 
material excavated plus other acceptable fill to enlarge the low 
dikes in these areas. 

2. Complete replacement of the entire structure including the bridge, 
the Sage Creek flume and wasteway. In addition, we have 
anticipated channel work for Sage Creek Channel from Lower Hanover 
Canal to the Big Horn River. This is consistent with channel 
improvements described in the Wa-Sage Report. 

3. Replace combination check, flume and wasteway at Sta. 548+54. 

4. This bridge restricts flow. The abutments to the bridge are to be 
raised; existing bridge raised vertically. 
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s. This bridge restricts flow. The abutments to the bridge are to be 
raised; existing bridge raised vertically. 

6. Clean and line the Slick Creek Drainage Channel to provide 
capability for a flow in excess of Q2S. 

Non-structural components of the Flood Hazard Reduction Plan are: 

1. Natural drainages at Slick Creek, Durkee Draw and others have been 
encroached onto by the landowner/farmer. This results in crops 
being grown into or even totally across an area historically the 
path of drainage runoff. The district should renegotiate or 
reassert its right to have the waters cross its canals and 
continue on down its natural and historic course. It is a good 
general philosophy to exclude surface drainage. Underflow 
culverts were provided for that purpose. They should be clean and 
capable of flowing the design runoff across the canal. The 
district should operate and maintain the canals under that 
philosophy. 

2. Lower Hanover Irrigation District has a $300,000 limit, Contingent 
General Liability policy with no deductible. The district should 
review its exposure, its needs and its policy with a competent 
insurance advisor and with its agent on a periodic basis. 

3. A Design Operating Criteria was probably never written for the 
system. If one exists, it should be reviewed and updated. If one 
cannot be found, a competent engineering firm should be retained 
to prepare one. The Design Operating Criteria should be used in 
operating the system so that the intent of design is not 
compromised. Operating in accordance with a DOC precludes the 
making of adjustments or settings which create or aggravate a 
problem the designer was trying to avoid. 

4. As part of the DOC, or as a separate manual, the district should 
have a set of written policies. The policy manual could cover 
such problems as Item 1 above as well as any other procedures and 
guidelines expressing the district's policy on issues involving 
its canals and appurtenances. The district should seek 
ratification of its policy manual by the County planning authority 
and County commissioners so that there is some review over 
proposed change and development. 

S. Many flood hazard ~roblems can be avoided, or at least mitigated 
by intensive, intelligent maintenance. Preventive maintenance 
along the canal system should be the first line of defense against 
flood damage. Most crossing structures observed were choked with 
weeds, silt and debris to the point of incipient failure. They 
should all be cleaned and maintained for their intended service. 
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6. The ditchrider cannot be everywhere at once. Owners, tenants 
living near the canal and irrigators should be instructed in the 
districts policy, its operation and maintenance procedures, and in 
the Design Operating Criteria. A trained and intelligent group to 
assist the ditchrider in case of emergency will reduce the damage 
incurred during a flood event. 
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TABLE 10 

LOWER HANOVER CANAL FACILITIES ESTIMATE 

REACH DESCRIPTION 

.!l10 Replacement 

53+16 to 
548+54 

53+16 to 
244+70 

244+70 to 
548+54 

625+29 to 
790+95 

790+95 to 
868+75 

Clean Canal and Enlarge Dike (1200 LF) 

Replace Sage Creek Bridge, Wasteway and 
Flume, Channel Construction to River 

Replace Combination Check, Flume and 
Wasteway at 548+54 

Raise Bridge to Gain Freeboard 

Raise Bridge to gain Freeboard 

Estimated Cost 

Annual Cost 

.!l25 Replacement 

425+38 Build Channel for Slick Creek 

Annual Cost 
Q10 Ca rri ed Forwa rd 

Annual Cost 

Non-Structural Alternatives 

Writing a Design Operating Criteria, Policy Manual 
and Emergency Response Guideline 

Annual Cost 
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ESTIMATED COST 

$36,000.00 

835,000.00 

85,000.00 

7,000.00 

7,000.00 

$970,000.00 

$93,500.00 

25,000.00 

$2,400.00 
93,500.00 

$95,900.00 

$10,000.00 

$970.00 



D. EAST SIDE FLOOD HAZARD REDUCTION PLAN 

Major intersecting drainages having ability to damage more than one canal 

during a flood event are: 

1. No Water Creek crosses Upper Hanover and Lower Hanover in 
siphons. At the Upper Hanover siphon, that canal is a carrier for 

Highland Hanover Units 2 through 5. The total irrigated acreage 
down canals from these crossings is about 20,000 acres for Upper 

Hanover and about 13,000 acres for Lower Hanover. Although they 
serve many acres, these canal crossings do not appear to be in 
jeopardy at this time. 

2. Sand Knoll Draw and Airport Draw cross Highland Hanover and Upper 
Hanover before descending off the bench into lower lands. They 
probably historically joined and crossed the Lower Hanover via 
culvert at Sta. 168+20. They are included with Sage Creek in a 

comprehensive Flood/Drainage study of the south Worland area. 

3. Sage Creek crosses Highland Hanover, Upper Hanover and Lower 

Hanover. It has been the subject of a reconnaissance level study 
which was reviewed and referenced in this report. It is included 
with Sand Knoll and Airport Draws in a comprehensive Flood 

Drainage Study of the south Worland area. 

4. Little Slick Creek and Slick Creek cross Highland Hanover and 
Upper Hanover Canals before their confluence. From the confluence 

they flow northwesterly and cross Lower Hanover. They do not 
appear to have significant effect on Highland Hanover or Lower 

Hanover at the lesser storm intensities. They are not considered 

for further effort at this time. 

5. Durkee Draw crosses Upper Hanover and Lower Hanover Canals and has 
been cause of a. serious problem. The problem is described in the 
Wyoming Highway Department letter which is duplicated in the 

Appendix. 
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Items 2 and 3 above were included in an SCS report titled "Wa-Sage Creek 

Watershed". This reconnaissance level report has four alternative solutions 
for flooding in the Sage Creek and related drainages. Alternative 3 was 

recommended, primarily because it appeared to qualify for PL-566 funding 

assistance. However, for many reasons, A1terntive 3 is not the most desireab1e 

alternative. Alternative 4, although most expensive, has the most desireab1e 
features for the irrigation districts. It would provide an opportunity for a 

desired crossing and wasteway at Sage Creek for Upper Hanover Canal, rechannel 
Sage Creek, intercept Sand Knoll Draw and provide a better crossing for the 

combined drainage at Lower Hanover Canal. It was estimated to cost 
$1 ,490,000. Some components of that cost are included in our individual canal 
Flood Hazard Reduction Plans. The proposed works are included herein and shown 
on Figure 10. 

Our recommended solution to the Durkee Draw drainage problem is shown on 
Figure 11. It will require drainage channel improvements and enlarged highway 
crossing culverts. It is estimated to cost $220,000.00. 

The two above drainages present individual problems warranting community 
involvement and input. Each should be discussed in detail with the irrigation 
districts involved. Potential solutions should be modified and mutually 

compatible goals should be sought so that the recommended facilities will be 
most satisfactory. 
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SECTION V 

WEST SIDE CANALS 



v - WEST SIDE CANALS 

A. UPPER BLUFF 

Ownership - The canal is owned and operated by: 

UPPER BLUFF IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Box 453, Worland, WY 82401 

William Glanz, President 
John W. Snyder, Jr., Treasurer 
Ruth Bower, Bookkeeper 
Ed Keller, Jr., Board Member 

Background - Upper Bluff consists of three pumping facilities originally 
designed as No.1 (17 cfs), No. -1 Auxiliary (3 cfs) and No.2 (20 cfs) by 

Bureau of Reclamation. It is part of the Hanover-Bluff Unit, Pick-Sloan 
Missouri Basin Program. About 1 ,340 acres of land are irrigated by the Upper 
Bluff system. Upper Hanover Canal and Bluff Canal were improved as part of the 
project and are. carriers for the water used for Upper Bluff. The facilities 
were built between 1956-58 with a major improvement of the No Water Creek 
siphon and Hanover Diversion Dam in 1975. Following the construction and 

rehabilitation efforts, the entire facilities were turned over to Upper Bluff 
Irrigation District for operation and maintenance. 

General - Upper Bluff receives water through two carrier canals, Upper 
Hanover and Bluff. It is therefore vulnerable to water loss when those canals 
fail. Currently, there is no method of continuing supply to Upper Bluff 
irrigators while a portion of Upper Hanover Canal is out of service. 

Reported flooding damages consist of runoff damage to fields below the existing 
siphons. Development below the canal has incorporated the natural drainages 

into the cultivated fields and restricted or eliminated these drainageways. 

Historic drainage routes above the canal have been altered in several 
locations. These alterations generally divert runoff into the canal and use 
the canal to carry stormwater. This practice may reduce the runoff damage to 
specific fields but the problem is shifted to other areas down the canal. 
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The irrigation flows and canal carrying capacities are minor compared to the 
naturally occurring runoff. If runoff is allowed to enter the canals, it will 
quickly exceed the canal capacity and overflow the canal at the siphon inlets 
and along the canal at low bank areas. 

Existing siphons are located at historic drainages crossing the canal. The 
siphon capacities are less than the 'full bank' capacity of the canals. 
Overflow at the siphon inlets will follow these drainages and if the drainages 
are now part of a cultivated field, the overflow will add slightly to the 
resulting field damage. 

The Upper Bluff Canal System is supplied by pumps from the Bluff Canal. 
Turning off the pumps will stop irrigation flow into the canals. This would 
assist slightly in stormwater management. 

Inventory - At the conclusion of field inventory, but prior to technical 
analysis, a listing of observed and discussed problems was made by the party 
chief responsible for survey. A listing of observations' by the party chief 
surveying the Upper Bluff follows: 

STATION 

Uni t No. 1 

47+43 

48+60 to 
49+60 

52+00 to 
54+00 

60+00 to 
60+50 

Due to the fact that canal flows are controlled by pumps and most 
drainages are crossed by siphons, there does not appear to be any 
problems with the canal. 

However, due to cultivation, encroaching on and restricting 
natural drainages below the canal, most all runoff floods the 
fields below the canal. 

Siphon inlet was running water over banks and into the drainage. 
Couldn't tell if canal capacity is insufficient or if the siphon 
was partially plugged with debris. 

low di ke 

low di ke 

low di ke 
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STATION 

Unit No. 2 - Lateral 2 

21 +20 

49+00 to 
49+50 

52+30 

56+00 to 
72+00 

83+50 

106+70 

125+92 

144+34 

170+32 

Natural drainage changed by gravel pit, runoff could (can,does) 
jump channel and flow into canal at 22+70. Restore drainage 
channel above canal to flow across siphon. 

No upstream bank; runoff entering canal? 

McGarvin Draw - One of the bigger drainages, which overflows the 
canal in a siphon and floods fields. 

No upstream bank; runoff entering canal? 

Runoff diverted from flowing across this siphon; it is diverted 
along upstream side of canal to next siphon. Farmer apparently 
diverted flow to prevent erosion/silting problem in his field. 

Lester Creek - Floods fields below siphon; problem compounded by 
additional runoff diverted from crossing siphon at 83+50. Improve 
downstream drainage channel. 

No drainage channel across siphon, runoff ponds above canal; 
drainage floods access road and field below. 

High drainage flows would run water into the canal. 

A ditch has been cut above this siphon which causes shallow 
ponding and overflow runs into canal. 

Unit No.2 - Lateral 2-0.1 

2+50 Drainage entering; concrete ditch choked with grass. 

Upper Bluff Canal Structure Inventory is on the following pages. 
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NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

UPPER BLUFF - CANAL STRUCTURE INVENTORY 

STATION STRUCTURE 

UNIT 1 
0+00 
5+74 
5+74 
12+74 
29+56 
30+24 
31+82 
47+43 
56+80 
77+10 
83+15 
91+40 
98+96BK 
72+20 
86+20 
96+75 
102+36 
104+70 
116+00 
121+98 

DIVERSION 
BLUFF NO.1 - PUMPING PLANT 
BLUFF NO.1 - AUX. PUMPING PLANT 
RR BRIDGE 
OUTLET 
CHECK 
BRIDGE, 24" CMP CULVERT 
SIPHON 24" 
CHECK 
SIPHON 24" 
CHECK 
WASTEWAY & BEGIN CONCRETE LINING 
=71+74AH 
SIPHON 18 It, END CONCRETE LINING 
CHECK 
DROP 
BRIDGE, 18" CMP CULVERT 
DROP 
DRAINAGE CULVERTS 2 ( 42" ) 
END 

UNIT 
0+00 
3+46 
7+05 
10+90 
21+20 
29+00 
37+00 
43+45 
52+30 
63+90 
71+60 
83+50 

2 LATERAL 2 
DIVERSION 

106+70 
114+56 
125+92 
144+34 
147+60 
156+06 
159+60 
170+32 

BLUFF CANAL NO.2 PUMPING PLANT 
OUTLET 
CHECK 
SIPHON 24" 
18" CHP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
18" CHP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
CHECK - BEGIN CONCRETE LINING 
SIPHON 24" 
CHECK 
CHECK 
SIPHON 24" 
SIPHON 24" 
CHECK 
SIPHON 24" 
SIPHON 24" 
CHECK 
SIPHON 24" 
CHECK 
SIPHON 24" 
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JOB NO. 88-025 
INVENTORY DATE: 
AUGUST 9&10, 1988 

BLUFF CANAL STA. 107+00 
17 CFS CAPACITY 
3 CFS CAPACITY 

US HIGHWAY 20 
OVERFLOWING INLET 

LITTLE GOOSEBERRY CREEK 

US HIGHWAY 20 

BLUFF CANAL STA. 386+76 
20 CFS CAPACITY 
LATERAL 2-0.1 STA. 0+00 

McGARVIN DRAW 

LESTER DRAW 



NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

UPPER BLUFF - CANAL STRUCTURE INVENTORY 

STATION STRUCTURE 

185+70 
186+50 
189+50 
192+04 
211+00 
216+40 

BRIDGE, 21" VCP 
DROP 
WASTEWAY 
SIPHON 18" 
DROP 
END 

UNIT 2 LATERAL 2-0.1 
0+00 DIVERSION - BEGIN CONCRETE LINING 
13+50 CHECK 
16+95 SIPHON 18" 
26+11 END 
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JOB NO. 88-025 
INVENTORY DATE: 
AUGUST 9&10, 1988 

REMARKS 

FARM ROAD 

HORSE GULCH 

LATERAL 2 STA. 7+05 



Analysis - Hydrologic analysis of the drainages intersecting Upper Bluff 
Canal resulted in the drainage flood discharges presented in the first table 
following this page. Peak discharge from the drainages, at their point of 
intersecting the canal, were calculated for a storm return frequency of 10, 25, 
50 and 100 years. The most severe storms have the longest return frequency. 
The second table following this page depicts irrigated areas (in acres) between 
units or wasteways which define a "reach" of the canal. The canal system was 
divided into "reaches" because that represents a manageable section both for 
study and for later design of canal improvements. 

Using the information from the two tables, along with measurements taken during 

field inventory, and data from other available sources, the canal was analyzed 
to determine its capability to withstand flooding. Failure points were 

determined at each storm return frequency. Each failure point was reviewed to 
determine its damage costs. Damage costs were estimated for direct loss to the 

canal (repair), adjoiner loss (for which the canal could be held responsible), 
and consequential loss (reduction of yield of crops) due to lack of water 
through down time. Because the loss from a flood event is directly related to 
the return frequency of the event, total loss is multiplied times a factor to 
determine its contribution to anticipated annual damages. Above-mentioned 
damages, for the storm return frequencies, are shown on the third table 

following this page titled "Upper Bluff Canal Damage Estimate". 

A narrative listing of facilities planned to reduce flood damages has been 
prepared. The list is presented to illustrate constructed items necessary to 
protect the canal from flooding up to a given magnitude. We propose that the 

Q25 flood be used ai that is generally accepted in irrigation work and the 
design flood most often used by Bureau of Reclamation for their projects. This 
listing is presented as the canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan and includes a 
brief statement of non-structural measures that are recommended to help reduce 
flood hazard. 

Following the facilities plan is a cost estimate for construction. The 
estimate lists the reach of canal, brief description of the facility, its 
estimated cost and its annualized cost. The annualized cost is the amount 
required to amortize debt at 8% interest over 25 years. 
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NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

UPPER BLUFF CANAL - DRAINAGE DISCHARGES 

JOB NO. 88-025 
SEPTElffiER 21, 1988 

STATION DRAINAGE AREA AREA CROSSING 
TYPE ACRES SQ. HI. 

UNIT 1 
47+43/77+10 TIE DONN B 1,184 1.85 OVERFLO\'l - SIPHON 
72+20 L GOOSEBERRY CREEK 19,920 31.13 OVERFLOW - SIPHON 

.!-. UNIT 2 LATERAL 2 
g 21+20 lIcGARVIN B 359 0.56 OVERFLON - SIPHON 
I 52+30 tfcGARVIN DRAt' 2,806 4.38 OVERFLOW - SIPHON 

106+70 LESTER ORA'" 2,339 3.65 OVERFLOli - SIPHON 
192+04 HORSE GULCH 5,271 8.24 OVERFLOW - SIPHON 

UNIT 2 LATERAL 2-0.1 
16+95 tfcGARVIN A 870 1.36 OVERFLO\,' - SIPHON 

tlETHOD 
USED 

SCS 
LO~IHAH 

SCS 
L01'lHAH 
LOl'nIAH 
L01'IHAlf 

SCS 

DRAINAGE DISCHARGE (CFS) 
Q10 Q25 Q50 Q100 

199 304 383 478 
769 1,263 1,719 2,262 

94 143 181 226 
395 661 918 1,232 
371 623 866 1,164 
489 814 1,123 1,498 

205 314 396 494 



NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGL~ERING 

UPPER BLUFF CANAL 
IRRIGATED ACREAGE AFFECTED BY CANAL FAILURE 

FAILURE LOCATION 

WASTEWAY STA. TO 

UNIT 1 
91+40 TO 
0+00 TO 

UNIT 2 LATERAL 2 
189+50 TO 
0+00 TO 

UNIT 2 LATERAL 2-0.1 
0+00 TO 

AREA BETWEEN 
WASTEWAYS 

WASTEWAY STA. (ACRES) 

121+98 98 
91+40 566 

216+40 47 
189+50 647 

26+11 51 

TOTAL = 1409 
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JOB NO. 88-025 
SEPTEMBER 29, 1988 

CUMULATIVE 
AREA 

(ACRES) 

98 
664 

47 
694 

51 

IRRIGATION 
FLOWS 

CFS 

3 
17 

1 
19 

1 



TABLE 11 

UPPER BLUFF CANAL DAMAGE ESTIMATE 

REACH 
CANAL 
REPAIR 

,Q,10 Damage Estimate 

Unit 2 
Lat. 2 5,400.00 

ADJOINER 
DAMAGE 

0.00 

Contribution to Annual Cost 

~5 Damage Estimate 

Unit 1-1 14,000.00 

Unit 1-2 10,000.00 

Unit 2 
L2-1 

Unit 2 
L2-2 

Unit 2 
L2-0.1 

36,000.00 

4,000.00 

4,000.00 

10,000.00 

7,000.00 

25,000.00 

3,000.00 

3,000.00 

Total Contribution on Annual Basis 
Carry Forward Q10 Damage 

Total Damage on Annual Basi s 

,Q,50 Damage Estimate 

Unit 1-1 14,000.00 

Unit 1-2 10,000.00 

Unit 2 
L2-1 

Unit 2 
L2-2 

Unit 2 
L2-0.1 

36,000.00 

4,000.00 

4,000.00 

10,000.00 

7,000.00 

25,000.00 

3,000.00 

3,000.00 

Total Contribution on Annual Basis 
Ca rry Forward Q25 Damage 

Total Damage on Annual Basis 

CONSEQUENTIAL 
LOSS 

0.00 

17,000.00 

3,000.00 

19,000.00 

1 ,000 •. 00 

2,000.00 

6,000.00 

1 ,000.00 

7,000.00 

500.00 

500.00 
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TOTAL COST 

5,400.00 

41 ,000.00 

20,000.00 

80,000.00 

8,000.00 

9,000.00 

30,000.00 

18,000.00 

68,000.00 

7,500.00 

7,500.00 

ANNUAL COST 

540.00 

540.00 

1 ,640.00 

800.00 

3,200.00 

320.00 

360.00 

6,320.00 
540.00 

6,860.00 

600.00 

360.00 

1 ,360.00 

150.00 

150.00 

2,620.00 
6,860.00 

9,480.00 



TABLE 11, Cant. 

REACH 
CANAL 
REPAIR 

.Q100 Damage Estimate 

ADJOINER 
DAMAGE 

Same Total Damage and Annual 

Carry Forward QSO Damage 

Total Damage on Annual Basis 

CONSEQUENTIAL 
LOSS 
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TOTAL COST 

130,000.00 

ANNUAL COST 

1,310.00 

9,480.00 

10,790.00 



Flood Hazard Reduction Plan - So that the canal components, structures 

and facilities necessary to provide the canals a measure of flood hazard 
protection would be consistent across a wide range of circumstances, they have 

been designed or selected based upon the following guidelines: 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

All canal components suffering a Q10 damage are replaced with a 
similar, larger capacity component or another facility designed to 
relieve the cause of failure. 

All facilities selected for 1) are sized to accommodate a Q25 
event as a minimum. 

In selecting facilities, improved water management and efficiency 
are given high consideration. 

An objective is to divide the canals into reaches, therefore, some 
structures, such as wasteway/check combinations are given higher 
priority where they assist in achieving water management goals. 

Care is exercised in the improvements to one canal such that it 
does not create a problem for a lower canal. 

Whenever prior studies and reports exist which have itemized 
listing of improvements for a canal, those listings be compared so 
as to achieve the best of both. 

The following improvements, together with non-structural measures suggested, 
constitute the Upper Bluff Canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan: 

1. Clean about 700 feet of canal in Unit 1 at Sta1s. 48+60, 52+00 and 
60+00 using the material excavated plus other acceptable fill to 
enlarge the low dikes in these areas. 

2. Rebuild (or clean and rehabilitate), the siphon at Sta. 77+10, 
Uni t 1. 

3. Clean about 1,800 feet of canal in Unit 2 at Sta1s. 49+00 and 
56+00 using the material excavated plus other acceptable fill to 
enlarge the low dikes in these areas. 

4. Build channel improvements on Lester and McGarvin Draws. Build 
silt retention pond at mouth of drainage with paved outlet across 
siphon and into drainage across fields. Provide 2 drop structures 
per drainage in fields and improve drainage channels. 
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Non-structural components of the Flood Hazard Reduction Plan are: 

1. Natural drainages at McGarvin Draw, Lester Draw and others have 
been encroached onto by the landowner/farmer. This results in 
crops being grown into or even totally across an area historically 
the path of drainage runoff. The district should renegotiate or 
reassert its right to have the waters cross its canals and 
continue on down its natural and historic course. All canals and 
laterals in this system were designed under the general philosophy 
to exclude surface drainage. The district should operate and 
maintain the canals under that philosophy. 

2. Upper Bluff Irrigation District has a $100,000 limit, Contingent 
General Liability policy with no deductible. The district should 
review its exposure, its needs and its policy with a competent 
insurance advisor and with its agent on a periodic basis. 

3. A Design Operating Criteria was probably written for the system. 
If one exists, it should be reviewed and updated. If one cannot 
be found, a competent engineering firm should be retained to 
prepare one. The Design Operating Criteria should be used in 
operating the system so that the i~tent of design is not 
compromised. Operating in accordance with a DOC precludes the 
making of adjustments or settings which create or aggravate a 
problem the designer was trying to' avoid. 

4. As part of the DOC, or as a separate manual, the district should 
have a set of written policies. The policy manual could cover 
such problems as Item 1 above as well as any other procedures and 
guidelines expressing the district1s policy on issues involving 
its canals and appurtenances. The district should seek 
ratification of its policy manual by the County planning authority 
and County commissioners so that there is some review over 
proposed change and development. 

S. Many flood hazard problems can be avoided, or at least mitigated 
by intensive, intelligent maintenance. Preventive maintenance 
along the canal system should be the first line of defense against 
flood damage. Most crossing structures observed were choked with 
weeds, silt and debris to the point of incipient failure. They 
should all be cleaned and maintained for their intended service. 

6. The ditchrider cannot be everywhere at once. Owners, tenants 
living near the canal ,and irrigators should be instructed in the 
districts policy, its operation and maintenance procedures, and in 
the Design Operating Criteria. A trained and intelligent group to 
assist the ditchrider in case of emergency will reduce the damage 
incurred during a flood event. 
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TABLE 12 

UPPER BLUFF CANAL FACILITIES ESTIMATE 

REACH DESCRIPTION 

Unit 1 Clean Canal and Enlarge Dike (700 LF) 
Replace One Siphon 

Unit 2 Clean Canal and Enlarge Dike (1800 LF) 

General Build Silt Retention Ponds in Lester 
and McGarvin Draws. Channel improvements 
and drop structures in drainage outfa11s. 

Estimated Cost 

Annual Cost 

Non-Structural Alternatives 

Writing a Design Operating Criteria, Policy Manual 
and Emergency Response Guideline 

Annual Cost 
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ESTIMATED COST 

$2,100.00 
4,000.00 

5,400.00 

60,000.00 

$71 ,500.00 

$6,700.00 

$7,500.00 

$722.00 



B. BLUFF 

Ownership - The canal is owned and operated by: 

BLUFF IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Box 453, Worland, WY 82401 

Kenneth Bower, President 
Ed Keller, Jr., Treasurer 
Ruth Bower, Treasurer 
Richard Weber, Bookkeeper 

Background - The Bluff Canal was originally built in 1904 to serve 2,800 
acres. A portion, included as carrier for the Upper Bluff Units 1 and 2, was 

reconstructed by the Bureau of Reclamation in 1956. This construction was part 
of the Hanover-Bluff Unit, Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Program, and designed by 
Bureau of Reclamation. The point oT diversion, on the Big Horn River, was 
relocated approximately one mile upstream from the original diversion 
structure. Diversion, at the Upper Hanover Diversion Dam, is now common with 
Upper Hanover and Upper Bluff. 

The first 48,300 feet of the canal was improved and siphons installed at most 

drainages from the diversion to Gooseberry Creek. Culverts were generally 
installed at drainage crossings north of Gooseberry Creek. Since 1956, a 

siphon has been installed at Little Gooseberry Creek and a new 96-inch culvert 
installed at McGarvin Draw. 

Upper Hanover Canal is a carrier for Bluff Canal. Bluff Canal is a carrier for 
Upper Bluff waters. 

General - Bluff Canal receives water through Upper Hanover Canal as a 
carrier. It is therefore vulnerable to water loss when Upper Hanover fails. 

Currently, there is no method of continuing supply to Bluff Canal when a 
portion of Upper Hanover is out of service. 
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Other general comments about Bluff Canal are: 

1. Drainage structures across and under the canal generally are 

adequate to convey runoff from a 25-year storm. 

2. Silt deposition and encroachment of farming acti,vities into the 
natural drainages, McGarvin Draw and Lester Draw, have severely 

restricted the capacity of the drainage culverts in these 
locations. The 84-inch culvert at Horse Gulch cannot pass a 

25-year storm without flooding the canal. 

3. Sudden stoppage of pumping for Upper Bluff, sends an uncontrolled 

surge of extra water down Bluff Canal. 

4. Wasteways generally do not have the capacity to discharge the 

entire canal capacity in excess of. required irrigation flows. 

5. Additional flood flows caused by irrigation water from the canal, 
if breached by storm runoff, is minimal. The irrigation flow is 
small in comparison with the runoff flow. 

Inventory - At the conclusion of field inventory, but prior to technical 
analysis, a listing of observed and discussed problems was made by the party 

chief responsible for survey. A listing of observations by the party chief 
surveying the Bluff follows: 

STATION 

53+14 

66+09 

126+94 

174+77 

Original Diversion Channel - Some canal water overflowing into 
this old channel for 100 feet or so. 

Tie Down Gulch - Concrete overchute - Problem here is a 36-inch 
diameter CMP under road below the overchute backs water and 
overchute silts in. Water could and probably has overflown into 
the canal, although canal has good high banks (adequate capacity) 
and is well protected by wasteways either direction. 

Wasteway shown on BuRec drawings; not found. 

Wasteway shown on BuRec drawings; not found. 
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206+50 

260+00 

297+24 

337+00 to 
343+00 

434+34 

481+55 

528+60 

562+60 

565+00 to 
End 

567+50 

? - Little Gooseberry Creek - Used to be a problem -but has new 
siphon that seems sufficient. Siphon outlet structure has failed 
internally (improper construction). 

Ponding area above canal; enters canal. 

? - Gooseberry Creek - New siphon on big drainage. 

Low uphill bank; seeping onto service road. 

McGarvin Draw - Underflow - 8 ft. diameter CMP - 2/3 full of silt; 
BuRec drawings indicate 4'x6' concrete box culvert - Ditchrider 
said it washed out 20 years ago along with the canal and was 
replaced with this CMP. He said ten years ago, water overflowed 
this CMP into the canal. Bu11rushes and swamp below canal with no 
well-defined drainage. It may not be a problem as drainage above 
canal is restricted due to cultivation. See Upper Bluff Station 
52+30. 

? - Lester Draw - 7'x7' Concrete culvert and wasteway 1/2 full 
silt at outlet. See Upper Bluff. 

Bridge in bad repair. 

Bridge, inlet plugged with weeds and trash; canal bank full, water 
surface one foot below road. 

Canal has lots of weeds. 

Horse Gulch - Underflow - 7 ft. diameter CMP - Ditchrider (Bud) 
said water overflowed into ditch in Spring 1987. 

Bluff Canal Structure Inventory is on the following pages. 
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NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

JOB NO. 88-025 
INVENTORY DATE: 
AUGUST 11&12, 1988 

BLUFF CANAL - STRUCTURE INVENTORY 

STATION STRUCTURE REMARKS 
------------------------------------------------------------
0+00 DIVERSION UPPER HANOVER CANAL STA. 156+25 
7+76 SIPHON 48" 
22+06 SIPHON 48" 
39+02 SIPHON 48" 
48+46 SIPHON 48" 
50+50 DROP 
53+14 OLD DIVERSION 
66+09 OVERCHUTE TIE DOWN GULCH 
70+81 WASTEWAY 
82+08 OVERCHUTE 2(42") CMP 
102+00 BRIDGE 
107+00 = 0+00 UNIT 1 BLUFF NO.1 PUMPING PLANT 
109+76 CHECK 
118+47 WASTEWAY 
189+16 BRIDGE 
206+40 WASTEWAY 
206+50 SIPHON LITTLE GOOSEBERRY CREEK 
214+00 CHECK 
228+68 BRIDGE 
232+00 12 It CMP ENTERING 
291+15 BRIDGE 
296+50 WASTEWAY 
297+24 SIPHON GOOSEBERRY CREEK 
301+64 BRIDGE 96" CMP NEIBER ROAD 
326+24 BRIDGE RAILROAD 
327+50 BRIDGE US HIGHWAY 20 
375+00 BRIDGE 
386+75 = 0+00 UNIT 2 LATERAL 2 BLUFF NO.2 PUMPING PLANT 
387+36 CHECK 
412+87 BRIDGE 
431+94 BRIDGE 
434+34 DRAINAGE CULVERT 96" CHP McGARVIN DRAW 
451+50 CHECK 
451+75 18" CMF ENTERING 
472+00 BRIDGE 96" CMP 
481+55 WASTEWAY & CULVERT 7 'X7 I BOX LESTER DRAW 
482+73 CHECK 
483+45 12" CMP ENTERING 
497+00 12" CMP ENTERING 
499+00 12" CMP ENTERING 
499+75 BRIDGE 
528+60 BRIDGE 
529+30 12" CMP ENTERING 
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NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

BLUFF CANAL - STRUCTURE INVENTORY 

STATION STRUCTURE 

18" CMP ENTERING 
12ft CHP ENTERING 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 
WASTEWAY 

JOB ,NO. 88-025 
INVENTORY DATE: 
AUGUST 11&12, 1988 

535+30 
542+00 
550+25 
562+60 
565+25 
567+50 
577+20 
585+40 
594+30 
631+00 
653+10 
662+80 
670+00 
674+00 

DRAINAGE CULVERT 84" CMP 
CHECK 

HORSE GULCH 

BRIDGE 48" CMP 
BRIDGE 48" CMP 
BRIDGE 36" CMP 
CHECK 
CHECK 
DROP 
END 
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Analysis - Hydrologic analysis of the drainages intersecting Bluff Canal 
resulted in the drainage flood discharges presented in the first table 
following this page. Peak discharge from the drainages, at their point of 
intersecting the canal, were calculated for a storm return frequency of la, 25, 
50 and 100 years. The most severe storms have the longest return frequency. 
The second table following this page depicts irrigated areas (in acres) between 
units or wasteways which define a "reach" of the canal. The canal system was 
divided into "reaches" because that represents a manageable section both for 

study and for later design of canal improvements. 

Using the information from the two tables, along with measurements taken during 

field inventory, and data from other available sources, the canal was analyzed 
to determine its capability to withstand flooding. Failure points were 

determined at each storm return frequency. Each failure point was reviewed to 
determine its damage costs. Damage costs were estimated for direct loss to the 

canal (repair), adjoiner loss (for which the canal could be held responsible), 
and consequential loss (reduction of yield of crops) due to lack of water 

through down time. Because the loss from a flood event is directly related to 
the return frequency of the event, total loss is multiplied times a factor to 

determine its contribution to anticipated annual damages. Above-mentioned 
damages, for the storm return frequencies,- are shown on the third table 
following this page titled "Bluff Canal Damage Estimate". 

A narrative listing of facilities planned to reduce flood damages has been 
prepared. The list is presented to illustrate constructed items necessary to 

protect the canal from flooding up to a given magnitude. We propose that the 

Q25 flood be used as that is generally accepted in irrigation work and the 
design flood most often used by Bureau of Reclamation for their projects. This 
listing is presented as the canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan and includes a 
brief statement of non-structural measures that are recommended to help reduce 
flood hazard. 

Following the facilities plan is a cost estimate for construction. The 
estimate lists the reach of canal, brief description of the facility, its 
estimated cost and its annualized cost. The annualized cost is the amount 
required to amortize debt at 8% interest over 25 years. 
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lJORTHERlJ tlASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

BLUFF CANAL - DRAINAGE DISCHARGES 

STATION DRAINAGE AREA AREA 
ACRES SQ. ttl. 

JOB NO. 88-025 
SEPTEIIDER 21, 1988 

CROSSING HETHOD 
TYPE USED 

DRAINAGE DISCHARGE (CFS) 
Q10 Q25 Q50 Q100 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
22+06 TIE DOWN - A 1,054 1.65 OVERFI..IOW - SIPHOn SCS 227 347 438 546 
66+09 TIE DOtro GULCH 1,641 2.56 OVE RF LOti - OVERCHUTE LO,.,H1\M 329 554 773 1,043 
82+08 TIE D01'IN - B 1,184 1.85 OVERFLOW - OVERCHUTE SCS 202 309 390 487 

206+50 LIL GOOSEBERRY CR 19,920 31.13 OVERFLOt" - SIPHON LOtrlHAH 769 1,263 1,719 2,262 
220-+ 00+ lJIEBER Nlt 1,614 2.52 ENTERING LOtlll1\1I 327 551 769 1,038 

297+24 GOOSEBERRY CREEK 250,475 391.37 OVERFLOW - SIPHON LOWHAII 1,819 2,911 3,864 4,957 
434+34 tfcGI\RVIN DRAt., 2,806 4.38 IDJDERFLOW 8' CULVERT LOlfllAlf 395 661 918 1,232 
481+55 LESTER DRAW 2,339 3.65 UNDERFLOti 4X6' CULVERT LOtfllAH 371 623 866 1,164 
567+50 HORSE GULCH 5,271 8.24 UNDERFLOW 7' CULVERT LOWHAlf 489 814 1,123 1,498 



NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

BLUFF CANAL 
IRRIGATED ACREAGE AFFECTED BY CANAL FAILURE 

FAILURE LOCATION AREA BETWEEN 
WASTEWAY 

WASTEWAY STA. TO WASTEWAY STA. (ACRES) 

JOB NO. 88-025 
SEPTEMBER 29, 1988 

CUMULATIVE 
AREA 

(ACRES) 

IRRIGATION 
FLOWS 

CFS 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

565+25 TO 674+00 617 617 16 
481+55 TO 565+25 1069 1686 43 
296+50 TO 481+55 1140 2826 72 

UPPER BLUFF UNIT 2 = STA. 386+75 = 745 3571 92 
206+40 TO 296+50 515 4086 105 
118+47 TO 206+40 32 4118 106 

70+81 TO 118+47 40 4158 107 
UPPER BLUFF UNIT 1 = STA. 107+00 = 664 4822 127 

0+00 TO 70+81 86 4908 129 
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TABLE 13 

BLUFF CANAL DAMAGE ESTIMATE 

CANAL ADJOINER CONSEQUENTIAL 
REACH REPAIR DAMAGE LOSS TOTAL COST ANNUAL COST 

.Q10 Damage Estimate 

206+40 to 
296+50 5,000.00 2,000.00 121 ,000.00 128,000.00 12,800.00 

296+50 to 
481 +55 2,000.00 0.00 0.00 2,000.00 200.00 

7,000.00 2,000.00 

Use only one Consequential Loss to carry forward 
7,000.00 2,000.00 121,000.00= 130,000.00 

Contribution to Annual Cost 13,000.00 

.Q25 Damage Estimate 

70+81 to 
118+47 15,000.00 0.00 143,000.00 158,000.00 6,320.00 

296+50 to 
481 +55 10,000.00 9,000.00 167,000.00 186,000.00 7,440.00 

565+25 to 
674+00 5,000.00 4,000.00 18,000.00 27,000.00 1 ,080.00 

Total Contribution on Annual Basis 14,840.00 
Carry Forward Q10 Damage 13,000.00 

Total Damage on Annual Basis 27,840.00 

.Q50 Damage Estimate 

0+00 to 
70+81 5,000.00 0.00 52,000.00 57,000.00 1 ,140.00 

70+81 to 
118+47 15,000.00 0.00 51 ,000.00 66,000.00 1,320.00 

296+50 to 
481 +55 10,000.00 9,000.00 78,000.00 97,000.00 1 ,940.00 

565+25 to 
674+00 5,000.00 4,000.00 7,000.00 16,000.00 320.00 

Total Contribution on Annual Basis 4,720.00 
Carry Forward Q25 Damage 27,840.00 

Total Damage on Annual Basis 32,560.00 
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TABLE 13, Cant. 

REACH 
CANAL 
REPAIR 

Q100 Damage Estimate 

S i mil a r to Q50 

ADJOINER 
DAMAGE 

Total Contribution on Annual Basis 
Carry Forward Qso Damage 

Total Damage on Annual Basis 

CONSEQUENTIAL 
LOSS 
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TOTAL COST 

236,000.00 

ANNUAL COST 

2,360.00 

2,360.00 
32,560.00 

34,920.00 



Flood Hazard Reduction Plan - So that the canal components, structures 

and facilities necessary to provide the canals a measure of flood hazard 
protection would be consistent across a wide range of circumstances, they have 
been designed or selected based upon the following guidelines: 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

A1 1 ,canal components ~uffering a Q10 damage are reolaced with a 
slmllar, larger capaclty component Or anotner taclllty deslgnea to 
relieve the cause of failure. 

All facilities selected for 1) are sized to accommodate a Q25 
event as a minimum. 

In selecting facilities, improved water management and efficiency 
are given high consideration. 

An objective is to divide the canals into reaches, therefore, some 
structures, such as wasteway/check combinations are given higher 
priority where they assist in achieving water management goals. 

Care is exercised in the improvements to one canal such that it 
does not create a problem for a lower canal. 

Whenever prior studies and reports exist which have itemized 
listing of improvements for a canal, those listings be compared so 
as to achieve the best of both. 

The following improvements, together with non~structural measures suggested, 
constitute the Bluff Canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan: 

1. At Sta. 337+00, clean about 600 LF of canal and use excavated 
material, along with other acceptable fill material to build up 
low bank. 

2. Remove the two CMP overchutes at Sta. 82+08. Build a concrete 
overchute structure in lieu. 

3. Build a check below the wasteway at Sta. 118+47 (only if wasteway/ 
check is built in conjunction). 

4. Build a concrete outlet structure for the siphon at Gooseberry 
Creek to prevent erosion. 

5. Install a wasteway, check and underflow structure at McGarvin 
Draw. Clean drainage channel. 

6. Remove and replace culvert at Horse Gulch with 84-inch diameter 
concrete culvert. 
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Non-structural components of the Flood Hazard Reduction Plan are: 

1. Natural drainages at McGarvin Draw, Lester Draw and others have 
been encroached onto by the landowner/farmer. This results in 
crops being grown into or even totally across an area historically 
the path of drainage runoff. The district should renegotiate or 
reassert its right to have the waters cross its canals and 
continue on down its natural and historic course. All canals and 
laterals in this system were designed under the general philosophy 
to exclude surface drainage. The district should operate and 
maintaln the canals under that philosophy. 

2. Bluff Irrigation District has a $100,000 limit, Contingent General 
Liability policy with no deductible. The district should review 
its exposure, its needs and its policy with a competent insurance 
advisor and with its agent on a periodic basis. 

3. A Design Operating Criteria was probably written for the system. 
If one exists, it should be reviewed and updated. If one cannot 
be found, a competent engineering firm should be retained to 
prepare one. The Design Operating Criteria should be used in 
operating the system so that the intent of design is not 
compromised. Operating in accordance with a DOC precludes the 
making of adjustments or settings which create or aggravate a 
problem the designer was trying to avoid. 

4. As part of the DOC, or as a separate manual, the district should 
have a set of written policies. The policy manual could cover 
such problems as Item 1 above as well as any other procedures and 
guidelines expressing the district's policy on issues involving 
its canals and appurtenances. The district should seek 
ratification of its policy manual by the County planning authority 
and County commissioners so that there is some review over 
proposed change and development. 

5. Many flood h~zard problems can be avoided, or at least mitigated 
by intensive, intelligent maintenance. Preventive maintenance 
along the canal system should be the first line of defense against 
flood damage. Most crossing structures observed were choked with 
,weeds, silt and debris to the point of incipient failure. They 
Ishould all be cleaned and maintained for their intended service. 

6. The ditchrider cannot be everywhere at once. Owners, tenants 
living near the canal and irrigators should be instructed in the 
districts policy, its operation and maintenance procedures, and in 
the Design Operating Criteria. A trained and intelligent group to 
assist the ditchrider in case of emergency will reduce the damage 
incurred during a flood event. 
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TABLE 14 

BLUFF CANAL FACILITIES ESTIMATE 

REACH DESCRIPTION ESTIMATED COST 

All Clean Canal and Enlarge Dike (600 LF) 900.00 

70+81 to 
118+47 Remove and Rebuild Overchute 82+08 27,000.00 

Build Check Structure at 118+47 25,000.00 

206+40 to 
296+50 Build Outlet Structure, Cottonwood Siphon 30,000.00 

296+50 to 
481+55 Install Wasteway and Check at 434+00 and 

Design to be Combination Underflow Structure 55,000.00 

565+25 to 
End Remove and Replace Corrugated Metal 

Culvert with 84" Dia. RCP 17,000.00 

Estimated Cost 

Annual Cost 

Non-Structural Alternatives 

Writing a Design Operating Criteria·, Policy Manual 
and Emergency Response Guideline 

Annual Cost 
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$154,900.00 

14,930.00 

$7,500.00 

$720.00 



C. BIG HORN 

Ownership - The canal is owned and operated by: 

BIG HORN CANAL ASSOCIATION 
Box 71, Basin, WY 82410 

Bob Lass, President 
Neil Greet, Superintendent 
Vernon Estes, Assistant Secretary 
Harold Miller, Board Member 
Winston Miller, Board Member 
Jerry Lewis, Board Member 
Frank Mosegard, Board Member 
Don Oryall, Ditchrider 
Marvin Stricker, Assistant Ditchrider 

Background - The Big Horn Canal was completed in 1907. It diverts from 
the Big Horn River approximately six miles south of Worland and terminates at 

the Greybull River about 8 miles north of Basin. Initial capacity is about 520 
cfs and the canal length is approximately 50 miles. The canal provides 
irrigation water to 25,000 acres. 

An enlargement of the Big Horn Canal is being considered; it would provide 
irrigation flow for an additional 4,068 acres on the west side of the, canal 
between Worland and Manderson. This project is known as the Westside 
Irrigation Project and is presently being considered for funding by various 
Federa 1, State and pri va te agenc i es • 

General - The Big Horn Canal deviates from normally accepted irrigation 
canal construction in that stormwater runoff is allowed to enter the canal 
except at a few major drainages. Past canal failures have generally been 
associated with rainfall events and resulting runoff entering the canal. 

Canal siphons appear adequate to pass runoff over the siphons with minimal 
damage to the siphons. Culverts carrying runoff under the canal are generally 
inadequate to pass a 10-year frequency runoff. Most culverts are partially or 
totally silted. 
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The historic runoff patterns and peak flows have been altered by construction 

of a railroad and highway above the canal. Ponding areas above the highway, 
railroad and the canal generally retard the peak runoff and lessen the direct 

storm impact on the canal. 

Portions of the Bluff and Upper Bluff Canals are located above the Big Horn 
Canal. Failure of either or both of these canals will have a minimal impact on 

the Big Horn Canal. 

Inventory - At the conclusion of field inventory, but prior to technical 
analysis, a listing of observed and discussed problems was made by the party 

chief responsible for survey. A listing of observations by the party chief 
surveying the Big Horn follows: 

STATION 

1~0 

15+00 to 
19+30 

38+60 

77+50 

94+50 

147+50 

157+99 

165+95 

182+00 

186+00 

Field return flow washing out upstream bank. 

Small drainage ponding and entering canal. 

McGarvin Draw - Flows directly into the canal; although not known 
for any specific problems, is a fairly large drainage and would 
run a considerable amount of water in ditch in big flood. Big 
Horn Canal banks are high here and in good shape. Wasteway at 
69+00 may be sufficient protection. 

Manmade drainage channel intersects and should have culvert 
underf10wing canal, but could not find pipe due to silting and 
ponding. 

Lester Gulch - Underflow - 60" Oia. CMP? - 2/3 full of silt and 
hard to measure. +2300 acre drainage above the Upper Bluff and 
could run a fair amount of water. Bluff Canal also has wasteway 
on this drainage that could be added to runoff. May only need 
maintenance, yet may not be able to handle severe flood. 

Low dike. 

Low dike. 

Low dike. 

Field return flow entering canal. 

Small drainage entering canal. 
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STATION 

234+29 

285+57 

306+35 

325+49 

365+92 to 
369+76 

404+08 

409+37 to 
417+28 

440+19 

469+00 

487+17 

497+73 

539+03 

546+95 

560+15 

563+35 to 
583+60 

587 +10 

601 +00 

635+90 

636+50 

645+40 

Ho rs e Gu 1 c h - ? 

Low di ke. 

Low dike. 

Low dike with an area drainage ditch intersecting canal but could 
find no culvert underf10wing the canal. 

Low di ke. 

Low di ke. 

Road bank erosion. 

Low di ke. 

Small drainage entering. 

Low di ke. 

Low di ke. 

Low di ke. 

Low di ke. 

Low dike. 

Low di ke. 

Low dike. 

Drainage entering canal. 

Drainage entering canal. 

Low di ke. 

Drainage entering canal. 
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STATION 

660+00 

669+20 

670+90 

699+90 

703+20 

735+75 

811 +00 
833+00 

849+00 
869+00 

872+50 

891 +90 

933+00 

946+00 

950+00 

954+00 

962+00 

968+00 

975+00 

996+00 

1000+00 

1004+00 

1025+00 

to 

to 

1037+00 

1048+00 

Site of the June 1987 canal blowout. 

Low di ke. 

Drainage entering canal. 

Crooked S Draw - entering canal and being a major contributor to 
the 1987 canal failure, along with entering drainages from 601+00 
to here. SCS is designing wasteway at this location. 

Low di ke. 

Low dike. 

Several small drainages entering canal with no visible channels. 

Several small drainages entering canal with no visible channels. 

Low di ke. 

Low di ke. 

Low di ke. 

Drainage entering canal from highway culverts. 

Low di ke. 

Drainage entering canal from highway culverts. 

Drainage ponding and entering canal from highway culverts. 

Drainage entering canal from highway culverts. 

Low di ke. 

Low di ke. 

Drainage entering ca~a1 from highway culverts. 

Drainage p~nding and entering canal from highway culverts. 

Drainage entering canal from highway culverts. 

Drainage ponding and entering canal from highway culverts. 

Low di ke. 
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STATION 

1065+50 

1072+00 

1084+00 

1099+00 

1110+00 

1145+00 

1160+00 

1185+50 

1210+00 

1297+00 

1312+25 

1317+50 

1356+75 

1365+65 

1440+00 to 
1700+00 

1457+90 

1473+90 

1587+70 

1657+00 

1664+45 

1681 +90 

1690+60 

1706+30 

1752+55 

Low dike with seepage indicated. 

Drainage ponding and entering canal. 

Drainage ponding and entering canal. 

Drainage ponding and entering canal with area of low dike. 

Drainage ponding and entering canal. 

Drainage entering canal. 

Low di ke. 

Low di ke. 

Sixmi1e - ? - Very flat drainage - CMP totally silted in. 

Drainage ponding and entering canal. 

Low di ke. 

Low di ke. 

Low di ke. 

Fivemi1e Creek - Drainage silting in below flume. 

All runoff entering canal with low rolling land above canal and no 
visible entering channels. 

Seepage indicated. 

Seepage indicated. 

Low di ke. 

Low di ke. 

Low di ke. 

Low di ke. 

Low di ke. 

Low di ke. 

Alamo Creek - Underflow totally silted in. 
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STATION 

1838+10 

1857+00 to 
1861 +00 

1918+75 to 
1925+50 

1930+75 

1933+00 

1940+90 

1948+80 

2095+00 to 
2100+00 

2330+70 

2422+60 

2442+20 

2457+80 

2485+70 

2519+20 

2572+50 

2594+60 

2690+00 

Low dike. 

Drainage ponding and entering canal. 

Low di ke. 

Dobie Creek - Underflow - Half full of silt; possible soft dikes 
due to seepage; swampy areas on both sides of canal. 

Low di ke. 

Low dike. 

Seepage indicated. 

Low di ke. 

Drainage underflow CMP half full of silt. 

Drainage entering canal. 

Drainage underflow CMP totally silted in. 

Drainage ponding and possibly entering canal 

Drainage underflow pipe 2/3 silted in. 

Drainage ponding and possibly entering canal. 

Drainage entering canal. 

Drainage entering canal. 

According to ditchrider, Don Oryall, water has flooded over canal 
in this area. Canal is fairly small and doesn't appear to be in 
danger of failure. 

Canal bank failure also occurred up-canal of highway bridge 355+35 
several years ago due to beaver burrows; canal banks have been 
reinforced and beaver eliminated. 

According to Don Oryall, the canal banks also failed up-canal of 
Antelope Creek (Antelope Creek Wasteway at 2317+70) six or eight 
years ago. Banks seem to be in good repair in that area. 

Big Horn Canal Structure Inventory is on the following pages. 
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NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

JOB NO. 88-025 
SEPTEMBER 28, 1988 

BIG HORN CANAL - STRUCTURE INVENTORY 

STATION STRUCTURE REMARKS 

0+00 
25+00 
59+40 
62+50 
67+00 
69+00 
74+50 
77+50 
94+50 
99+00 
102+00 
103+35 
107+50 
131+70 
152+50 
152+71 
220+00 
231+64 
234+29 
236+00 
259+00 
298+77 
308+99 
325+49 
336+35 
340+35 
355+35 
356+50 
370+00 
375+04 
375+05 
444+85 
449+85 
476+00 
526+77 
562+10 
586+10 
603+44 
614+00 
631+20 
712+35 
754+60 
797+35 
834+55 

DIVERSION 
BRIDGE 
WASTEWAY 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
BRIDGE 
WASTEWAY 
GAGING STATION 
DRAINAGE - NO PIPE FOUND 
DRAINAGE CULVERT 60" CMP LESTER DRAW 
15" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
15" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE RAILROAD 
DRAINAGE CULVERT 36" RCP 
BRIDGE 
WEIR 
BRIDGE 
DRAINAGE CULVERT +5X8' BOX HORSE GULCH 
12" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
12" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
DRAINAGE CULVERT - NOT FOUND 
BEGIN CONCRETE LINING 
END CONCRETE LINING 
BRIDGE US HIGHWAY 20 
18" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
12" STEEL PIPE DRAINS INTO CANAL 
GAS LINE CROSSING 
6" WELDED PIPE 
WASTEWAY 
SIPHON FIFTEENMILE CREEK 
DRAINAGE CULVERT 36" CMP 
GAS LINE CROSSING 
BRIDGE STATE HIGHWAY 433 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE STATE HIGHWAY 433 
WASTEWAY 
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NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

BIG HORN CANAL - STRUCTURE INVENTORY 

STATION STRUCTURE 

836+85 
876+95 
881+70 
897+20 
940+85 
962+30 
1003+30 
1034+65 
1050+00 
1056+95 
1111+40 
1112+00 
1181+00 
1201+15 
1210+00 
1243+15 
1325+45 
1358+95 
1362+35 
1365+65 
1441+90 
1478+40 
1510+65 
1510+85 
1569+70 
1667+90 
1673+55 
1713+65 
1718+90 
1752+55 
1755+00 
1849+30 
1907+15 
1930+75 
1967+05 
1991+05 
2064+60 
2109+60 
2116+20 
2147+40 
2182+00 
2216+00 
2217+10 
2244+60 

SIPHON 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
BRmGE 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
GAS LINE CROSSING 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
12" CMP DRAINS INTO CANAL 
15" CMF DRAINS INTO CANAL 
BRIDGE 
DRAINAGE CULVERT 48"? CMP 
CHECK 
WASTEWAY 
DROP CHECK 
DROP 
ENCLOSED FLUME 
GAS LINE CROSSING 
GAS LINE CROSSING 
BRIDGE 
WEIR 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
WASTID'lAY 
BRIDGE 
DRAINAGE CULVERT ?" 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
DROP CHECK 
DRAINAGE CULVERT 8X8'? BOX 
WEIR 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
WASTE\'lAY 
BRIDGE 
SIPHON 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGE 
CHECK 
CHECK 
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JOB NO. 88-025 
SEPTEMBER 28, 1988 

TENMILE CREEK 
STATE HIGHWAY 433 

STATE HIGHWAY 433 

SIXMILE CREEK 

FIVEMILE CREEK 

ALAMO CREEK 

DOBIE CREEK 

US HIGHWAY 20 

US HIGHWAY 20 
ELK CREEK 
US HIGHWAY 20 



NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

BIG HORN CANAL - STRUCTURE INVENTORY 

STATION STRUCTURE 

2317+70 WASTEWAY 
2330+70 DRAINAGE CULVERT 60" CMP 
2346+30 BRIDGE 
2375+30 SIPHON 
2397+80 BRIDGE 
2422+60 BRIDGE 
2435+60 BRIDGE 
2442+20 DRAINAGE CULVERT "? 
2464+20 BRIDGE 
2485+70 DRAINAGE CULVERT 84 1' ? 
2499+40 CHECK 
2499+70 BRIDGE 
2507+50 CHECK 
2524+30 BRIDGE 
2540+80 CHECK 
2552+40 DRAINAGE CULVERT 2411 CMP 
2573+00 CHECK 
2594+60 WASTEWAY 
2671+20 CHECK 
2685+20 BRIDGE 96 11 CMP 
2686+90 CHECK 
2698+70 CHECK 
2719+50 BRIDGE 96" CMF 
2742+80 CHECK 
2749+30 DROP 
2764+50 CHECK 
2785+80 END 
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US HIGHWAY 20 
ANTELOPE CREEK 



Analysis - Hydrologic analysis of the drainages intersecting Big Horn 

Canal resulted in the drainage flood discharges presented in the first table 
following this page. Peak discharge from the drainages, at their point of 

intersecting the canal, were calculated for a storm return frequency of 10, 25, 
50 and 100 years. The most severe storms have the longest return frequency. 
The second table following this page depicts irrigated areas (in acres) between 

units or wasteways which define a "reach" of the canal. The canal system was 
divided into "reaches" because that represents a manageable section both for 
study and for later design of canal improvements. 

Using the information from the two tables, along with measurements taken during 
field inventory, and data from other available sources, the canal was analyzed 
to determine its capability to withstand flooding. Failure points were 
determined at each storm return frequency. Each failure point was reviewed to 
determine its damage costs. Damage costs were estimated for direct loss to the 

canal (repair), adjoiner loss (for which the canal could be held responsible), 
and consequential loss (reduction of yield of crops) due to lack of water 
through down time. Because the loss from a flood event is directly related to 
the return frequency of the event, total loss is multiplied times a factor to 

determine its contribution to anticipated annual damages. Above-mentioned 
damages, for the storm return frequencies, are shown on the third table 

following this page titled "Big Horn Canal Damage Estimate". 

A narrative listing of facilities planned to reduce flood damages has been 
prepared. The list is presented to illustrate constructed items necessary to 
protect the canal from flooding up to a given magnitude. We propose that the 

Q25 flood be used as that is generally accepted in irrigation work and the 
design flood most often used by Bureau of Reclamation for their projects. This 
listing is presented as the canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan and includes a 
brief statement of non-structural measures that are recommended to help reduce 
flood hazard. 

Following the facilities plan is a cost estimate for construction. The 
estimate lists the reach of canal, brief description of the facility, its 
estimated cost and its annualized cost. The annualized cost is the amount 
required to amortize debt at 8% interest over 25 years. 
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NORTHERN ~11\SHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY JOB NO. 88-025 
NELSON ENGINEERING SEPTEIIDER 21, 1988 

BIG HORN CANAL - DRAINAGE DISClrnRGES 

STATION DRAINAGE AREA AREA CROSSING HETHOD DRAINAGE DISCHARGE (CFS) 
ACRES SQ. HI. TYPE USED Q10 Q25 Q50 Q100 

-.~~-~--~~~~-~~~.~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~-~~-~~~-~~~-~~-~~~-~~~-~~~-------------------------------------------------------------

38+60 }fcGARVIN DRAW 2,806 4.38 ENTERING LOWHAH 395 661 918 1,232 
94+50 LESTER ORAl., 2,339 3.65 UNDERFLOW 5'? CULVERT LOWlIAlf 371 623 866 1,164 
234+29 HORSE GULCH 5,271 8.24 UNDERFLOW 5X8' CULVERT LO~IHAlf 489 814 1,123 1,498 
449+85 FIFTEEtnfILE CREEK 35O,268 547.29 OVERFLOW - SIPHON LOl'lHAII 2,O39 3,252 4,302 5,5OO 
601+00 "IORLAnD 1'1 - A 499 0.78 ENTERING SCS 97 148 186 233 
635+9O "'ORLAND W - B 452 0.71 EN1'ERING SCS 9O 137 173 216 
645+40 l'lORLAND W - C 215 0.34 ENTERING SCS 48 73 92 115 
670+90 WORLAND W - D 358 0.56 ENTERING SCS 84 128 161 201 
70O+OO CROOKED S DRAW 3,439 5.37 ENTERING LO\iHAlf 423 707 980 1,312 
72O+00 WORLAND N - B 100 0.16 ENTERING SCS 35 53 67 84 
740+00 "'ORLAND N 660 1.03 ENTERING SCS 107 163 206 257 

I ...... 802+00 WORLAND N - A 503 0.79 ENTERING SCS 102 157 198 247 w 
0"\ 836+85 TENI fILE CREEK 19,725 30.82 OVERFLOW - SIPHON LOWHAH 767 1,258 1,713 2,255 
I 

962+00 SIXlfILE - E 2,226 3.48 EH'rERING LONHAlf 365 613 852 1,146 
1004+00 SIXlfILE - 0 2,641 4.13 ENTERING LONllAlf 387 648 90O 1,209 
1040+00 SIxtHLE - C 1,725 2.70 ElJTERING LONHAtf 335 563 786 1,059 
1070+00 SIXlHLE - B 2,697 4.21 ENTERING LONHAH 390 653 906 1,217 
1145+00 SIXlHIJE - A 1,O68 1.67 ENTERING SCS 162 248 313 390 
1210+00 SIXlfILE CREEK 6,O23 9.41 UNDERFLOl'1 5'? CULVERT LOtnlAH 512 851 1,172 1,561 
1365+65 FIVEt fILE CREEK 28,285 44.20 UNDERFLO\,1 ENCLOSED FLUlIE LOl'flIAH 867 1,417 1,923 2,521 
1443+00 ALAIIO -A 3,826 5.98 ENTERING LOl'lH1Uf 439 732 1,O14 1,356 
1705+00 ALAlIO - C 661 1.O3 ENTERING SCS 142 217 274 342 
1752+55 AI.J\IIO CREEK 2,941 4.60 UNDERFLOl" ? CULVERT LOl'nffilf 401 672 932 1,250 
1849+30 ALAlIO - B 1,315 2.05 ENTERING SCS 188 288 363 454 
1930+75 DOBIE CREEK 2,516 3.93 UNDERFLOl'1 4X8'? CULVERT LOl'fllAH 381 638 886 1,191 
2147+40 ELK CREEK 65,479 102.31 OVERFLOl'l - SIPHON LOl'lHAtf 1,153 1,870 2,515 3,270 
2375+30 ANTELOPE CREEK 12,700 19.84 OVERFLOW - SIPHON L011HAII 660 1,088 1,488 1,967 
2442+20 BASIN - A 451 0.70 UNDERE'LOl'l ? CULVERT SCS 131 201 254 316 
2485+70 BASIN - B 1,072 1.68 UNDERFLO\,1 7'? CULVERT SCS 173 265 334 416 
2500+00+ BASIN - C 436 0.68 EN1'ERING SCS 104 158 200 249 
2552+40 BASIN - 0 422 0.66 UNDERFLON 2' CULVERT SCS 83 127 160 199 
2596+10 BASIN - E 656 1.03 ENTERING SCS 106 162 204 255 
2610+00+ BASIN - F 421 0.66 EN'fERING SCS 107 163 206 257 
2680-+00 B1\SIN - G 874 1.37 ENTERING SCS 181 277 349 435 
2723+00 BASIN - H 434 0.68 ENTERING SCS 123 188 237 296 
2740+00+ BASIN - I 284 0.44 ENTERING SCS 104 158 200 249 



NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 
NELSON ENGINEERING 

BIG HORN CANAL 
IRRIGATED ACREAGE AFFECTED BY CANAL FAILURE 

FAILURE LOCATION AREA BETWEEN 
WASTEWAY 

WASTEWAY STA. TO WASTEWAY STA. (ACRES) 

JOB NO. 88-025 
SEPTEMBER 29, 1988 

CUMULATIVE 
AREA 

(ACRES) 

IRRIGATION 
FLOWS 

CFS 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2594+60 TO 2785+80 3782 3782 95 
2317+70 TO 2594+60 1479 5261 132 
2109+60 TO 2317+70 2570 7831 196 
1713+65 TO 2109+60 6299 14130 354 
1325+45 TO 1713+65 3653 17783 445 
834+55 TO 1325+45 3610 21393 536 
444+85 TO 834+55 1583 22976 575 

69+00 TO 444+85 917 23893 598 
59+40 TO 69+00 5 23898 598 
0+00 TO 59+40 102 24000 601 
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TABLE 15 

BIG HORN CANAL DAMAGE ESTIMATE 

CANAL ADJOINER CONSEQUENTIAL 
REACH REPAIR DAMAGE LOSS TOTAL COST 

Q10 Damage Estimate 

69+00 to 
444+85 60,000.00 1 ,000.00 707,000.00 768,000.00 

10,000.00 0.00 1,000.00 0.00 

444+85 to 
834+55 125,000.00 3,000.00 952,000.00 1 ,080,000.00 

834+55 to 
1325+45 90,000.00 20,000.00 633,000.00 743,000.00 

1325+45 to 
1713+65 100,000.00 3,000.00 526,000.00 629,000.00 

1713+65 to 
2109+60 10,000.00 0.00 418,000.00 428,000.00 

2317+70 to 
2594+60 3,000.00 2,000.00 156,000.00 159,000.00 

2594+60 to 
End 2,000.00 0.00 112,000.00 114,000.00 

Di ke 
Overflows 22,500.00 0.00 0.00 22,500.00 

412,500.00 29,000.00 

Use only one Consequential Loss to carry forward 
412,500.00 + 29,000.00 + 952,000.00 = 1,393,500.00 

Contribution to Annual Cost 

Q25 Damage Estimate 

69+00 to 
444+65 15,000.00 2,000.00 

Carry Forward Q10 Damage 
Contribution to Annual Cost 

707,000.00 724,000.00 
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ANNUAL COST 

76,800.00 
11,000.00 

108,000.00 

74,300.00 

62,900.00 

428,000.00 

15,900.00 

11 ,400.00 

2,250.00 

139,350.00 

28,960.00 

139,350.00 
161,310.00 



TABLE 15, Cont. 

CANAL ADJOINER CONSEQUENTIAL 
REACH REPAIR DAMAGE LOSS TOTAL COST ANNUAL COST 

.Qso Damage Estimate 

1987 48,000.00 56,000.00 266,000.00 370,000.00 7,400.00 

Carry Forward Q25 Damage 167,310.00 

Q100 Damage Estimate 

Similar to 
1987 50,000.00 60,000.00 270,000.00 380,000.00 3,800.00 

Ca rry Forward Q25 167,310.00 

Contribution to Annual Cost 171,110.00 



Flood Hazard Reduction Plan - So that the canal components, structures 
and facilities necessary to provide the canals a measure of flood hazard 

protection would be consistent across a wide range of circumstances, they have 
been designed or selected based upon the following guidelines: 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

All canal components suffering a Q10 damage are reDlaced with a 
similar, larger capacity component or another facll1ty deslgned to 
relieve the cause of failure. 

All facilities selected for 1) are sized to accommodate a Q25 
event as a minimum. 

In selecting facilities, improved water management and efficiency 
are given high consideration. 

An objective is to divide the canals into reaches, therefore, some 
structures, such as wasteway/check combinations are given higher 
priority where they assist in achieving water management goals. 

Care is exercised in the improvements to one canal such that it 
does not create a problem for a lower canal. 

Whenever prior studies and reports exist which have itemized 
listing of improvements for a canal, those listings be compared so 
as to achieve the best of both. 

The following improvements, together with non-structural measures suggested, 
constitute the Big Horn Canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan: 

1. Clean about 16,800 LF of canal at numerous stations, using the 
material excavated, plus acceptable fill to enlarge the low dikes 
in these areas. 

2. Install an inlet drain at Sta. 1+60. 

3. Build a new side spill wasteway with correct capacity at Sta. 
69+00. 

4. Build a new underflow at Lester Draw crossing, Sta. 94+50. 

5. Build a new underflow/wasteway combination structure at Horse 
Gulch, Sta. 234+29. 

6. Adjust the abutment height to raise three bridges increasing 
freeboard. 

7. Build a combination wasteway/underflow at Crooked S Draw at about 
Sta. 700+00. The wasteway should be side spill with Q25 capacity. 
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8. Increase the wasteway capacity at Sta. 834+55. 

9. Install a crossing culvert at Sta. 962+00. 

10. Install a crossing culvert at Sta. 1004+00. 

11. Install combination crossing structure and side spill wasteway at 
Sta. 1040+00. 

12. Install a crossing culvert at Sta. 1070+00. 

13. Install a crossing culvert at Sta. 1145+00. 

14. Install a crossing structure for Six Mile Creek at Sta. 1210+00. 

15. Increase the capacity of the wasteway to take Q25 inflows, Sta. 
1325+45. 

16. Construct a siphon and wasteway. 

17. Construct a side spill wasteway at or near Sta. 1600+00. 

18. Enlarge the wasteway at Sta. 1713+65. 

19. Enlarge the Dobie Creek crossing structure at Sta. 1930+75. 

20. Raise abutments and raise the bridge at Sta. 2216+00 to gain 
freeboard. 

21. Raise abutments and raise the bridge at Sta. 2524+30 to gain 
freeboard. 

22. Install a 60-inch diameter RCP culvert crossing at Sta. 2552+40. 

Non-structural components of the Flood Hazard Reduction Plan are: 

1. Natural drainages at McGarvin Draw, Lester Draw and others have 
been encroached onto by the landowner/farmer. This results in 
crops being grown into or even totally across an area historically 
the path of drainage runoff. The district should renegotiate or 
reassert its right to have the waters cross its canals and 
continue on down its natural and historic course. 

2. Big Horn Irrigation District has a $500,000 limit, Contingent 
General Liability policy with $1,000 deductible per claim. The 
district should review its exposure, its needs and its policy with 
a competent insurance advisor and with its agent on a periodic 
basis. 
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3. A Design Operating Criteria was probably never written for the 
system. If one exists, it should be reviewed and updated. If one 
cannot be found, a competent engineering firm should be retained 
to prepare one. The Design Operating Criteria should be used in 
operating the system so that the intent of design is not 
compromised. Operating in accordance with a DOC precludes the 
making of adjustments or settings which create or aggravate a 
problem the designer was trying to avoid. 

4. As part of the DOC, or as a separate manual, the district should 
have a set of written policies. The policy manual could cover 
such problems as Item 1 above as well as any other procedures and 
guidelines expressing the district's policy on issues involving 
its canals and appurtenances. The district should seek 
ratification of its policy manual by the County planning authority 
and County commissioners so that there is some review over 
proposed change and development. 

S. Many flood hazard problems can be avoided, or at least mitigated 
by intensive, intelligent maintenance. Preventive maintenance 
along the canal system should be the first line of defense against 
flood damage. Most crossing structures observed were choked with 
weeds, silt and debris to the point of incipient failure. They 
should all be cleaned and maintained for their intended service. 

6. The ditchrider cannot be everywhere at once. Owners, tenants 
living near the canal and irrigators should be instructed in the 
districts policy, its operation and maintenance procedures, and in 
the Design Operating Criteria. A trained and intelligent group to 
assist the ditchrider in case of emergency will reduce the damage 
incurred during a flood event. 
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TABLE 16 

BIG HORN CANAL FACILITIES ESTIMATE 

REACH DESCRIPTION 

All Clean Canal and Enlarge Dike (16,800 LF) 

0+00 to 
69+00 Install Inlet Drain at 1+60 

Build New Wasteway at 69+00 

69+00 to 
444+85 Build New Underflow at Lester Draw 

Build New Underflow/Wasteway at Horse 
Gulch - Sta. 234+29 

444+85 to 
834+55 Adjust Three Bridges to Increase Freeboard 

Build Combination Wasteway/Underflow 

834+55 to 

at Crooked S Draw, App. Sta. 700+00 
Increase Wasteway Capacity at 834+55 

1325+45 Install Crossing Structure at 962+00 
Install Crossing Structure at 1004+00 
Install Combination Wasteway and Crossing 
Structure at 1040+00 

1325+45 to 

Install Combination Wasteway and Crossing 
Structure at 1070+00 
Install Combination Wasteway and Crossing 
Structure at 1145+00 
Install Crossing Structure at Six Mile 
Creek, Sta. 1210+00 

1713+65 Construct Siphon at Sta. 1365+65 
Construct Wasteway at Approx. 
Sta. 1600+00 
Enlarge Wasteway at Sta. 1713+65 

1713+65 to 
2109+60 Enlargement of Dobie Creek Crossing 

Structure at Sta. 1930+75 

2109+60 to 
2317+70 Raise One Bridge at Sta. 2216+00 
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ESTIMATED COST 

$50,400.00 

1 ,000.00 
55,000.00 

30,000.00 

60,000.00 

24,000.00 

175,000.00 
30,000.00 

45,000.00 
45,000.00 

75,000.00 

45,00.00 

45,000.00 

50,000.00 

85,000.00 
20,000.00 

15,000.00 

5,000.00 



TABLE 16, Cant. 

REACH DESCRIPTION 

2317+70 to 
2594+60 Raise Bridge at Sta. 2524+30 

Install 60" Dia. RCP Crossing at 
Sta. 2552+40 

Total Construction Cost 

Annual Cost 

Non-Structural Alternatives 

Writing a Design Operating Criteria, Policy Manual 
and Emergency Response Guideline 

Annual Cost 
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ESTIMATED COST 

7,000.00 

12,000.00 

904,400.00 

$87,170.00 

$15,000.00 

$1 ,450.00 



D. WEST SIDE FLOOD HAZARD REDUCTION PLAN 

Major intersecting drainages having the ability to damage more than one canal 
during a flood event are: 

1. Tie Down Drainages and Little Gooseberry Creek which cross both 
Upper Bluff and Bluff Canals. Although these drainages can be 
dangerous in the high intensity storms, they do not appear to have 
caused significant damage to the canal systems. 

2. Gooseberry Creek which crosses Bluff Canal which, at the point of 
intersection, is a carrier for Upper Bluff. Although Gooseberry 

Creek can be dangerous, it does not appear to have caused 
significant problems to Bluff Canal. 

3. McGarvin Draw crosses Upper Bluff and Bluff Canal. It inflows Big 
Horn Canal. Suggested improvements for each of the canals even 

though independent of each other, are adequate for the drainage at 

the Q25 event. The drainage should be evaluated as a flood basin 
for flows at higher storm intensities. 

4. Lester Draw crosses Upper Bluff, Bluff and Big Horn Canals. 
Suggested improvements for each of the canals, even though 
independent of each other, are adequate for the drainage at the 

Q25 event. The drainage should be evaluated, together with 
McGarvin Draw and Horse Gulch, as a flood basin for flows at 
higher storm intensities. 

5. Horse Gulch crosses Upper Bluff, Bluff and Big Horn Canals. 
Suggested improvements for each of the canals, even though 

independent of each other, are adequate for the drainage at the 

Q25 event. The drainage should be evaluated, together with 
McGarvin Draw and Horse Gulch, as a flood basin for flows at 

higher storm intensities. 
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The five intersecting drainages present individual problems warranting 

community involvement and input. Each should be discussed in detail with the 
irrigation districts involved. Potential solutions should be modified and 
mutually compatible goals should be sought so that the recommended facilities 
will be the most satisfactory. None of these problems appears intense enough 

to warrant high priority at the present time. 

The highest priority item for consideration on the West Side Canals is the Big 

Horn Canal Wasteway/Underflow at Crooked S Draw. Its location is shown on 
Figure 12. 
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APPENDIX I 

MEETINGS AND INTERVIEWS 



NOTES FROM SCOPING MEETING 
JUNE 30, 1988 

1. Jim Perry - Lives on Neiber Draw; has a problem. 

FJG/88-025-1 

2. Paul Wades - Under Lower Hanover Lane 585; has attorney. 

3. Gene Little - Lives below Big Horn where 
he lost a10t of land. 

74048; it broke last year; 

4. Dave McKamey - Some drainages have been filled in, and canals have 
limited capacity to carry floods. 

5. Dale McComie - Interested in coordinating with us; WHO has two ongoing 
studies: 

1. Groundwater 
2. Surface water 

6. Gary Jensen - Flood control. 

7 • Bill G1 an z -

8. Ken Baurer - District Water Superintendent, 12 years; would like to meet 
with us; Bill Wilson, Hydrologist with BLM; concerned with sedimentation 
at Duck Swamp. 

9. Don Freeberg - Lives near Gene Little; call him when visiting Mr. 
Little. 

10. Joe Salzman, Chairman of Lower Hanover - Would like to meet with us. 

11. Dale McNomie - What is funding mechanism; John Jackson responded. 

12. Joe Salzman - Lower Hanover has never had a washout; what about through 
urban areas; John Jackson - take a look at Riverton Valley Project; they 
piped through Riverton WHO, City, WWDC financially participated. 

13. Mike Rutledge - BLM would be cooperative but has no money to help with 
detention dams. 

14. Bill Wilson - Numerous detention dams built in 1950's in Fifteen-Mile 
Creek are being managed and revamped by BLM. 



FJG/88-025-1 

COORDINATING MEETING AT WORLAND 

1. Mr. Glen Swing ask me to review drainage problem with him approximately 
five miles north of Worland along Basin Highway; made appointment. 

2. Mr. Terry Glanz ask to meet in order to review Hanover System; made 
appointment. 

3. Mr. Neil Greet wanted to meet to review Big Horn Canal problems; made 
appointment. 

Mr. Bob Lass, Chairman of Big Horn Canal Board indicated SCS is designing 
wasteway for Crooked S Draw location; would like to see our recommendations 
prior to completing design. 

Representative from WHD provided their evaluation (two copies) of 1987 flooding 
problems. 

Bill Hefeneider, Upper Hanover Board said canals would not be impacted so badly 
if BLM would do some upslope drainage control. 

Mike Rutledge stressed amount of runoff generated from very small drainages 
10-30 ac. 

Best date for next meeting prior to October 1 or after October 25. 

I mentioned that we would probably be back in Worland within a couple of weeks 
or early September. Also, the Draft Plan will be out about October 1 for their 
review. 

Presented and conducted meeting pretty close to enclosed outline. 



PUBLIC HEARING AT WORLAND 

ATTENDANCE: Mark Reid, Joint City-County Planner 
Paul and Mary Lou Rechard - WWC 
Sherman Allred - Donnell & Associates 
Ken Bower - Bluff Canal District President 
John Jackson - WWDC 
John Wade - WWDC 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

FJG/88-02S-1 
10/31/88 

John Jackson: Past practice - when break occurs, whole system is shutdown. 
How can you just shut down below breach; also, can wasteway drainage absorb 
flow? 

We need to address more strongly the foregoing issue. 

John said report was a good stepping stone for canal companies to identify 
specific projects. 

Presentation will be made at WWDC on November 10. We need to make specific 
recommendations on next step of study for Sage Creek study; maybe more analysis 
on our part. 

NOTE: Prospects for a Level II arising from this study in the forthcoming year 
are not that great. 
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P.O. BOX 1708 CHEYENNE. WYOMING 82002·9019 

July 29, 1988 

MEMORANDUM ---.-------

TO: w'1arles H. Wilson, P .E., State Bridge En;ineer 

FRCM: W.R. Bailey, P.E., Principal'Hydraulic En:rineer V~ el 

SlJBJB:':: F locd Review 

PROJB:T: ffiEB-034-4(24) , oorland North, U.W. 16, washakie County 

I. INl'RCOOCTION 

On the evening of June 8, 1987, at approximately 7:00 p.m. a high intensity 
t..~underst:orm, located 9 miles nort...~ of W:)rland, prcduced a 30 minute 
rainfall of 1.25 inches. Ac=ording to notes from the June 26, 1987, rreeting 
of the washakie County Ccmnissioners t.~e irrigation canals in the area y.ere 
operacing at capacity prior to the flood and overflowed during the 
rainstorm. As a result of t.~ese cirC'.JmStances portions of the Swi.ng fann, 
situated in Section 16, Township 48 N, Range 92 w, were inundated. Figure 1 
is a copy of the aer~al photcgrapny-of this siCe. 

The County Ccrnrnission meeting notes indicate ~~at Mr. SWing feels that the 
drainage culverts on u.s. 16 are inadeq~ate, the highway vas wilt too high 
and the canal overflow cannot cross U.s. 16 and flow to the river. A letter 
daced July 7, 1987, frcm Dale Wagner to Gaorge Brown farner ~'iID District 
Engineer indicates that damages of $47,200 were incurred due to inundation 
of his crops. Mr. Wagne~ further claims that the flcoding YlaS caused by 
"r:oor enginec-ring and design I •• 

The District requested that an analysis of the existing struct~e and flood 
review be perform=d. The existing structure was reviewed in accordance wi. th 
Wyoming Highway Cepartment Operating Policy 18-6, dated February 15, 1979. 

The following section addresses the flccd of June 8. Sec+'"...ion III then 
provides a Design Review of the existing 1-30 inch ~p and the landowner's 
prot;:osed 1-4 ft x 4 ft R:B. 



II. FLCOD REVIEW 

A statistical analysis of the ~rland rain gage which has 28 years of 
record, was used to estirrate t.~e frequency of 1:...~e rainstorm. The analysis 
indicates that the observed storm wit..., 1.25 inches in a 30 minute cerio::i 
has a reC..JIrence interval e.xceeding the 10 O-year , 30 minute rainfall 
intensity. 

The S:S rrethcd was used to estiIrate a peak discharge and volurre frcm this 
storm for use in estimating the peak discharge that rNOuld result fram ~~e 
watershed. only ar..d does not consider t.~e overflew from 1:...'e canal. This p:ak 
discharge fNaS corn:'~ed to t.~e USGS regional study hydrolcgic estirrat:es and 
was faund to be on ~,e order of rragnitude of a SaO-year flccd. This 
approximation of the peak. discharge is conservative since the aerial 
distribution of the storm. is unknown. Higher estirrat:es favor the landowner 
since they wouLd produce a maximam possible area of inundation for runoff 
fran the watershed only. 

The esti..rnated vol1Jl1'e of runoff fram the S:S IIet..~cd prcduces a volune of 
runoff Inlch less than what was cbse.-ryed whic..' is probably attributable to 
the canal overfloN. Vic Strube, District Maintenance Engineer indicates 
~~t excess flaws were intentionally discharged from the Hanover canal to 
prevent its failure during ~~e storm. The design and location of the canal 
overflow structures should be reviewed by the canal cwner as we suspect 
that allONing canal overflew to reach this location is not advisable due· to 
developed prope~y. 

Several ot.'er fact.ors are 'M:Jrt..1. noting as they relate to this flocd. 
Irrigation practices cause the fields both up and do~..m stream from the 
roadway to be saturated making sam: floods larger than they otherwise ~uld 
be. The G:ology re9Qrt dated December 9, 1987, indicates that 1:...~e subdrain 
system does not adequately lower t.~e ground water surface and 1:...~us reduces 
t..1.e capacity of the 1 - 30 inch Collver":. The roadway was const.."'\.lct.ed using 
a high grade line to provide a stable subbase above the groundwater 
surface. The lack of a defined channel is also a fact.or in the flccd.ing 
condi tion. The area is naturally flat and farming practices my have 
further reduced or flat~ened 1:...'e natural swale thus causing a larger area 
to be inundated. 

The landowner indicates that 48 ac=es ~re danaged. 0.lr analysis indicates 
that only 26 acres would have been inundated due to runoff solely from the 
1.12 square mile watershed. This again suggests that canal overflew caused 
inundation of 22 of the 48 acres. Also, of the remaining 26 acres 
inundated, a portion of this ~uld have been naturally inundated even if 
the highway didn I t e..xist. 

An additional collvert could be added to irncrove the conveyance of flccd 
waters across the roadway; oowever, this irnproverrent would rot greatly 
reduce the inundation of 1:...1.e adjacent property for the flcoding concii tions 
that occ'..JIred on June 8, 1987. A redesign of the canal overflew and 
irrigation drainage systems would provide greater improve..~nt than 
increasing ~~e culvert size. 



III. DESIGN REVIEW 

A. Hydrology 

This site has a drainage area of 1.12 square miles arrl is located in 
hydrolcgic region 3 as defined by t...~e USGS regional study. The USGS 
regional study \vas used to estimate t...~e flccd. frecuencv relationshio at 
this site. A 2S-year design discharge of 235 cfs and a iOO-year discharge 
of 430 cf s (base flccd) ~re used in this review. 

B. Channel Hydraulics 

The channel dC"H!ls~ream of High'way 16 is a fairly well defined c..1.ar.nel ~Ni th 
steep grassy bar~~ and a flat ~arsely vege~ated floodplain. No evidence of 
channel erosion is evident. This channel discharges into the Big Horn river 
approximately 4600 feet. downst.ream from the roadway. The upstream channel 
is undefined probably due to farming practices. The upstream property is 
very flat rut does slope toward t...~e highway. Several irrigation ditches or 
canals parallel the highway. 

c. Structure Hydraulics 

The existing stmcture at this site is a 1 - 30 inch OCP culvert and is 
located at Station 448+ 75. Concrete lined ditches from Station 429+00 to 
448+75 and from Station 471+00 to 448+75 discharge into t...~e culvert. A 6 
inch sub:irain system locat.ed bet~veen Stations 469+00 and 432+00 also 
discharges inco the 1 - 30 inch c'.J.lvert -- see Geolcgy Report dated 
December 9, 1987. 

Due to the flat slope of the farmland property upstream from the 
culvert, pending will occur wnenever rainfall (or irrigation) e..xceeds 
the infiltrat.ion capacity of the soil. The georre~l' of t...'1is property 
indicates that the pending will be &,allcw and widespread. 

Our review indicates that the existing st:::ucture is a:lequate for the 
overtopping standards indicated by Operatinq Policy 18-6.. A 5-year 
frequency is indicated for non-grain crops, 10-year frequency for grain 
crops and a 20-year frequency for beet.s, p:as and beans. The la-year 
flood was estimated to inundate approximacely 10 acres and the 20-year 
flccd. ~uld inunda't:.e approXllIlacely 12 acres of property. The existing 
structure my LOt tec:mically rreet. current r:olicy standards for 
inunda't:.ion of c=ops but a large po~ion of t...~e crop inur.dation ~uld 
also occur due to the lack of a defined. uostream channel which probably 
results fram the larxiowner's fanning pract.ices. Additional field survey 
data ar:d sorre forensic work r..-.ould be required to estimate t...'1e natural 
inundation area and will be :r;er::ormed upon request. The landcwner 
indicated that a 1 - 4 ft x 4 ft FCBculvert should be installed at this 
location. A review of the 1 - 4 ft x 4 ft RCB cJlvert indicates only a 
small reduction in the inundation of upstream property ~uld result. 
Figure 2 indicates a comparison of the inundation caused by the existing 
structure and a 1 - 4 ft x 4 ft feB culvert. 



D. Flccd Hazard 

The flood hazard to tra£=ic, adjacent property and human life wi~~ ~~e 
existin; 1 - 30 inch ReP was found, for all intents and 9l~ses , to 
rreet t..~e intent of current PJlicy. 

IV • CON:WSION 

A redesign or relocation of the canal overflew st.:::uc~ures is 
reccrrmended. This ~uld provide the greatest improverrent to limi1:. flccd 
darrage such as ccc~red on June 8, 1987. The upstream channel capacity 
through the adjacent preperty should be improved by the lancoNr.er to 
reduce inundation of his irrigated creps. 

Addi cional culverts could be installed to improve t..~e conveyance across 
the highway - similar to that shewn on Figure 2. As previcusly 
indicated a 1 - 4 ft x 4 ft OCB v.ould not provide a dramatic 
improve.rrent, but it ~uld lessen -the increase in inundation above 
"natural conditions". 

The subdrain as indicated by the Geolo;ry Report could be improved with a 
solid 6 inch PVC pipe 4600 feet to the Big Horn river. This v.ould rot 
however, greatly reduce the property inundation due to flccding. '!he 
landcwner should acce9t the fact that he has located his fields wi t.l1in a 
natural drainage path and that they will occasionally inCJI crop damage 
frcm the car.al overflows and/or local flccds. At present, canal 
overflows appear to have caused the majority of the crop inurnation on 
June 8 and as such it is not possible for the Departme.'1t to solve such 
problems. 

cc: R.L. Herzog, District Engineer, Basin 
~ D. M::Omie, Resident Engineer, Worlarri 

W.F. She...r:ran, Chief Engineering Geolcgist, Cheyenne 
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NORTHERN WASHAKIE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL STUDY 

8-11-88 - Don Fausset 

Culvert under State/County road - built approximately 1956-57; not a big 
drainage but keeps washing; stock pass culvert wouldn't carryall water in 
19861 

Dirt, rock, etc. washed over waterway into Unit 1 intake canal; caused flooding 
because it went into Upper Hanover; Upper Hanover old siphon set up to use as 
wasteway; old wasteway in pretty bad shape so not being used. 

Don has drain under the canal below the Unit 1 check on Upper Hanover; should 
bury intakes to pump stations; $1100/55-ga1. barrel; Maganisite H chemical for 
treatment of pond weed. 

Two years ago, Upper Hanover overflowed lots of places and blew out along 
county road; new wasteway at county road has not really been tested yet; flume 
at river is the bottleneck for getting more water down on Upper Hanover; bad 
moss grew on side of cement lined ditch and restricted flow three to four years 
ago on Upper Hanover. 

Don didn't think the flume at Nieber Draw had washed out, but Perry's have hard 
time trying to stabilize. 

Bureau pump stations down in a hole are bad because they wash in full of silt 
and debris; check concrete on Slick Creek; exposed and broken; culvert at Upper 
Hanover 529+68 was leaky so they plugged and abandoned. All flow from drainage 
now inflows to Upper Hanover. 

Two years ago, flood on Little Gooseberry washed out bluff. 

If pumps wet off, first thing to do is pull some wasteway boards; bad spot on 
Highland Hanover before Little Slick Creek because on a rain everyone shuts 
headgates, then water surplus hits ahead of Banjo Road; biggest expense is 
cleaning all four units every year; O&M up because of silt. 

Power source for pump stations: 

Unit 1 - Hot Springs Rural Electric 
Unit 3 - Hot Springs Rural Electric 
Unit 2 - Bluff - Hot Springs Rural Electric 
Unit 2 & 4, Highland Hanover - Pacific Power & Light 
Unit 1, Bluff - Pacific Power & Light 

8-11-88 - Bob Martin 

If it rained hard, draw at pump plant would silt; last year, 1987, in June, the 
Upper Hanover washed out; went across the field south of highway and crossed 
highway; Dye got flooded; new wasteway probably could handle the problem; 
washed out at 10 or 11 o'clock PM; next day they were working on it already. 
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When pumps go down, the Upper Hanover gets extra surge of water; needs wasteway 
protection; problem getting water shut down when a spring rain soaks then the 
farmers don't want water anymore and nowhere to waste. 

Sage Creek gets big runoff. Concrete slab bottom to cross; has seen water 3-5 
feet deep by 100-150' wide; old wasteway concrete washed out and undercut so 
they decided to abandon it. They now use the old siphon for wasteway. 

Slick Creek has concrete slab; must run by runoff; Bob didn't reme,mber the 
flume at Neiber Draw having washed out. 

8-11-88 - Clint Holms 

Met Clint and Marcie on the road near their place; Clint mentioned that the 
water had overwashed the road at the check (637+80) and whenever big water 
comes, they have to be quick getting boards out of the check; Clint showed me 
where the upper side drain ditch comes under corral and exits. 

8-13-88 - Gene Little 

Good interview with Gene; he showed me the results of storm of June 9 and 10, 
1987 and the blowout of Big Horn Canal; Gene has best photo documentation of 
event and good information from which to get hydraulic data; obtained good 
series of photos and lots of detail on the flood. 

He indicated that a neighbor's rain gage showed 1" of rainfall on 9th 
(providing more than adequate anti cedent moisture), then just over an inch 
again on June 10; the canal blew out about midnight June 10 right across from 
his place and the whirlpool sucked dirt clear over to his shed; good photos of 
where runoffs overtopped the highway, so we have head depth and culvert size 
relationships for the Q from a series of draws. 

8-13-88 - Jim Perry 

Mike and Boots visited with Jim about the June 1987 flood. Jim showed us where 
the high water mark was about 6 inches up on the concrete of the flume 
(including the I-beam); storm ca~e from the east; we measured the CMP under the 
county road and found it to be an 8-foot diameter. Jim didn't know for sure if 
it was plugged, but showed us how far the water backed up. It appeared there 
would have been 4'+ water flowing over the road. This probably needs further 
investigation; no doubt it was a big runoff and washed out the county road. 
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8-13-88 - Ken Bower 

Little Gooseberry had big flood in 1984 or 1985 which washed out the underflow 
structure; Horse Gulch came up high enough to go into the canal during June 
storm of 1987. Most of that storm came in about an hour; Ken has seen Horse 
Gulch go over into the Big Horn Canal. 

Owner at Mouth of Horse Gulch has changed the outlet of Horse Gulch; also last 
year, a runoff came from the hill, past the end of Bluff that ran on into Big 
Horn; when pumps go down under surplus or storm, the water wastes at Lester 
Gulch. 

Unit 1 pumps 15 cfs. 
Unit 2 pumps about 20 cfs. 

Gulley washers - high intensity, short duration and fairly local storms cause 
the problems; can get 2-3 inches of water in a few hours; have had occasional 
backup of flow at Tiedown Gulch; backed up by small road culvert. 

Siphon at Little Gooseberry put in by RC&D, but only ran for 5 days, then east 
end structure washed out. They paid half and B1~ff paid half, but Bluff made 
RC&D pay for half of repair. Fixed with 71 CMP over the original 61 concrete; 
they have had to build a basin to exit siphon into. 

Ken doesn't feel need for more wasteway, McGavin Gulch and Horse Gulch need 
cleaning, small draws coming into the canal dump silt on lower field or if 
farmers have channelled it, the draw dumps silt into the canal; these draws 
dump into the Big Horn; Lester at House Bridge; McGarvin because it's plugged. 

8-13-88 - Mrs. Don Dye 

Mike and I talked with Mrs. Dye for a while about June 1987 flood. The draw 
south of David's house was running lots of water and he called canal people; 
canal broke anyway; rental house south side of street really got it. Water 
washed across road and inundated her yard and the bean field west of their 
house; caused lots of damage; did not get into her basement because bentonite 
silted up around house itself and helped shield; lost most of beans. 

Plugged culvert under canal wou1q have helped and ditch company offered to put 
it back, but now Don won't give natural drainageway back; will only give ditch 
drainageway; ditchrider wou1dn ' t pull boards on the wasteway and check so dike 
broke causing loss. 

8-13-88 - David Dye 

David told us the draw south of his house was running water 100 feet wide 
during the flood causing dike break; showed us where he can see draw from his 
house; David said they had one small rain this spring when the wasteway (new 
one) overflowed; probably in May. 
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8-13-88 - Scott Scheuerman 

8-16-88 - Jake Scheuerman, Sr. 

(Telephone) 

Tributary is called Tie Down Creek; there have been problems at this crossing 
in heavy rain years in the past, but 1987 was the worst. Concrete flume has 
been there since canal was built. He doesn't ever recall a problem of canal 
overtopping as a result of inflow. In 1987, water was high enough to run over 
flume, however. We talked about culvert under road downstream 150 '+. Jake 
thought problem could be solved if a larger CMP were installed; he thought it 
was a 48-inch diameter. "The stream channel has silted in and weeds have 
choked off flow." Jake recalls being able to drive tractor under flume years 
ago. Road has never washed out, but water has overtopped it. 

He didn't know if cleaning the drainage was a county, ditch company, or farmer 
responsibility, in answer to my question. "He could clean it with his backhoe 
if County would help him". 

In summary, problem could be solved if: 

1. Larger CMP installed; maybe lowered, too. 
2. Drainage cleaned out. 

Jake noted an upstream CMP on their place had been a restriction but they fixed 
it. 

8-16-88 - Dave McKamey 

Highland Hanover assessment went from $17 to $19 this year. They have three 
longterm notes to retire and about one-third goes to OM&R. Most farmers do not 
carryall peril crop insurance since they must be damaged at least 35% to begin 
getting reimbursement. 

He doesn't think the Highland is particularly vulnerable except at Unit 1 Pump 
Plant. His opinion on field flooding is that farmers must absorb flooding 
damages if they have farmed across and filled in drainageway. Historically, 
they have pretty much absorbed dollar losses as out-of-pocket expense. 
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Highland Hanover has a policy to keep cross-drainage underpasses open so if big 
storm comes, water can be conveyed down drainage. Ditchriders are supposed to 
keep them open, but Dave hasn't personally inspected them for three years. 

The Highland pays a proportional part of OM&R on Upper Hanover and he feels 
they are most vulnerable in the Upper Hanover part of the system. 

Because of slow velocities, the Highland is continually or about to begin (?) a 
program of ditch cleaning to remove sediment. 

He didn't know how we could get represented costs of flood damages and property 
loss. They are primarily concerned with damages as a result of interrupted 
irrigation schedule. 

Highland Hanover has currently a pending rehab project with WWDC; Centennial 
from Sheridan is doing engineering. 

8-16-88 - Scott Scheuerman 

Storm in 1987 caused runoff in Tie Down Creek to go over top of flume and spill 
into canal. Scott's rain gauge on this storm: 

1st day - 0.6" rain 
2nd day - 1 1/2" rain 

During storm two or three years ago, water again spilled over flumes. Major 
storms track in from southeast or southwest, move to east, then back into Big 
Ho rn Vall ey. 

Road below flume has been overtopped, but not washed out. They have no 
documentation of past crop damage. Doesn't know if his crop insurance covers 
flood damage; he doesn't know whose responsibility it is to clean cross drains. 

8-18-88 - Joe Salzman 

Lower Hanover Chairman of Board 
10 miles north; 3/4 mile east on lane 
Field is just north of Lane #2 

1. Worland Vulnerability 
2. Particular Concerns of Producers 
3. Flood Histories 

Lower Hanover has had adequate water allowing 1 ft3/80 acres at farm turnout. 
They have always had adequate water. Barley yields this year under Lower 
Hanover were exce11 ent. Good' producer got 130 bushel lac.; usually gets 100+. 
Lower Hanover has shut down, but only because their labor was needed on Upper 
Hanover. They do so voluntarily. Last time canal was under duress was in 
early 1940's. No canal damages due to flooding. 
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Responsibility for cross-drainage: Not Canal Company's. They are considering 
wasteway at Slick Creek to replace Sage Creek, which they do not use because 
Holly Sugar Pipe is too small. 

F1 00 din 1 978. 

Northeast corner of Worland is not that vulnerable to flooding; can dump whole 
canal at Wolf Check; June 1978, 1987. 

Joe talking about 2 inches of rain in 20'. 

**Big concern of Lower Hanover: Correct perception that canals are creating 
flooding problems. 

From Slick Creek north - Lower Hanover receives return flows; they feel they 
can receive 30% surcharge over and above maximum demand flow. Terry Glanz is 
superintendent; he also works for Upper Hanover. 

212~ irrigators on Upper Hanover from John Scheuerman to end dug in 1950. 

Paul Waid Problem: Created because WHO replaced 48-inch diameter pipe with 
longer 48-inch diameter pipe. 

Assessment: 

Just raised to $3.50 for OM&R from $3.00/acre. 

Total budget approximately $50,000; approximately 13,000 acres. 

Superintendent runs canal three times a week; no specific weak points in canal. 

8-18-88 - Charlie Fritz 

June 1987 blowout left him without water for ten days; barley yield was down 
five bushels/acre; mayor may not be due to lack of water. This year has been 
water short and most guys Charlie has talked with are 20-25 bushels/acre short 
on grain (BHC producers). 

8-18-88 - Bob Lass 

Wasteway is currently being designed by SCS to handle Crooked S Draw 
construction this fall. BHC will probably purchase 19,000 ac-ft from Boysen 
this year. 

Ju ne 1987 - hi s ra in gauge was 5 1/2" over two-day storm. 
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8-19-88 - Terry Glanz 

He thinks Sage Creek underpass and Durkee Draw Wasteway are only problem areas 
on Lower Hanover, flooding and return flows from Upper Hanover; biggest area of 
concern is north of Durkee Draw. Happens frequently; in June 1987, Lower 
Hanover ran over everywhere. Durkee Draw results in the problem at Paul 
Waids. Terry feels problem is caused by WHO replacing with a smaller pipe, the 
pipe under the highway a few years ago. 

About 15 years ago, Cottonwood Creek washed out Upper Hanover above flume. 

Lower Hanover has agreement with WHO to accept water from east Big Horn, enters 
Lower Hanover one block east of Maverick Station (near abandoned check). 

If Lower Canal needs to be shut down, would take about three hours to drop 
level through town. Durkee Draw is main wasteway. Wasteway at Sage Creek and 
one north of Durkee are not used. 

Problem area on upper system is on Wallace property which runs from Neiber 
downstream + 3/4 mi. Overland flow from upslope fields runs in Canal. (Terry 
showed me pIctures dated June 10, 1987) Showed orne a picture of washout at 
Dye's, June 10, 1987. Also showed me picture of Neiber Draw with weeds on top 
of flume. 

Another location is draw at Don Fausset, debris washes in and hangs up on check 
below Highland Hanover Canal intake; Sage Creek caused them problems in 1985 on 
Upper Hanover underflow; Rattlesnake periodically causes problems on Upper 
Canal; north of John Scheuerman's has (steep banks); not really been a problem. 

He thinks we ought to talk with Larry Waggoner, tenant farmer to Ernie Baurer 
farm on north end. 

SCS did complete inventory of Upper Canal three years ago. We need to talk 
with Neil Taylor about it. 

8-19-88 - Neil Greet 

Drainages off Bluff System have not caused BHC much problem. During June 1987, 
BHC was dumping water at 10-Mile Creek; too much water to handle; BHC cleaned 
out Dobi Creek underflow this past spring. McKims put in rock check which 
results in minimal freeboard at Dobi Creek. Bluff Discharge underflow (30" 
pipe?) is probably too small. Neil could not think of any particular locations 
that have caused repetitive problems; he thought maybe widening canal bank 
north of 1987 break might be worthwhile; "banks getting a little thin to drive 
on". 

Proposed Crooked S Draw wasteway would enter draw south of existing pond. Draw 
runs to river and wouldn't affect duck slough. Big Horn County would like us 
to get back to them with Crooked S runoff; SCS has designed the wasteway to 
handle approximately 350 CFS. 
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8- -88 - Glen Swing 

Drainage problem at Lane 6 - Durkee Wasteway RCP under highway 48" RCP 
(actually measures 46"); under heavy rain, both canals spill at Durkee. Due to 
restriction with pipe under highway and railroad at Lane 6, three problems 
occur: 

1. Canals can only spill part of excess water. 
2. Excess water piles up east and south of highway in Mrs. 

McCartney's field. 
3. Excess water in canals downstream of Durkee's spills over and runs 

northwest approximately three miles to Mr. Swing's land. 

He has farmed under canal forty years~; past board member, etc. 

Gradient downstream of railroad is fast. Railroad and highway approximately 
100' apart; between highway and railroad, flow slows; culvert under highway too 
small; this area floods frequently; pipe under railroad is 48-inch diameter 
RCP. 

Photos 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 at Subject Area 

Ditch companies tried to get WHO to put in bigger pipe, but they wouldn't. 

Three to four CMP crossing highway between Lane 6 and Lane 4; one at Lane 4, 
all are too small. 

Photos dated June 10, 1987. 

Water backed up 350'~ above highway at Williston Basin Pipeline Plant. 

Midway between above plant and Mr. Swing's house, WHO installed 30-inch 
diameter tube with lateral drains; can't collect enough water. 

In 1987, water come 16 inches up house foundation at Lane 3; pictures dated 
June 10, 1987. 
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8- -88 - George Bower 

Upper Hanover Canal - concerned about up on end of canal on last mile or two 
running along on the badlands; lots of inflow from one point; runs lots of silt 
in then overflows down onto his niece's farm. Underpass under Lower Hanover 
for this drainage; Upper needs another spillway at this point; may need 
concrete ditch down to Lower. Has had SCS do profile on existing ditch 
drainage between upper and lower; spent week or ten days cleaning sand after 
last spring storm. 

Drainage comes on Ogg farm where water comes off the badlands; owner is Vernon 
Bower Farm Co. 

8-14-88 - Don Orya11 (Big Horn Ditchrider) 

Conversation with Michael Minear - Transcribed from Back of Worksheet, Big Horn 
Canal, Sta. 1700+00 

Don said they had no real problems with flooding from Tenmile Creek to here 
because of adequate wasteway protection. He thought Dobie Creek could be a 
problem in big flood due to low banks and swampy area along the canal banks. 
Don said the canal banks failed eight years ago just up-canal of Antelope 
Creek. He said he saw water run over the canal by the dump road down-canal 
from Basin. However, he didn't think canal failure was a problem because canal 
is fairly small by then. 

8-17-88 - Leroy Gall (Lower Hanover Ditchrider) 

Conversation with Michael Minear - Transcribed from Back of Worksheet, Sta. 
910+05 

Leroy Gall said he saw water run over the headwall of this Flume-Wasteway 
(County Line Spillway) in 1966. He also saw water run over the Durkee Spillway 
in 1987. The Durkee Spillway is on the south line of Section 28. He said 
Highway and Railroad culverts plugged up and backed water where the Durkee 
Spillway drainage intersects them and backed water all the way to Durkee, two 
miles up the road. Leroy said problem here at County Line Spillway is the 
farmer below here dumps old boards in the creek. When runoff or spillage 
occurs, the boards wash up against the bridge below his place, backing up water 
and flooding his farm. Leroy said the canal has never had any bank failure. 
The farmer below here flooded this spring. 

11/1/88 - Joe Salzman 

Joe was disturbed about report and findings; canal operations have stood the 
test of time. In Flood Hazard Reduction Plan, specific language should be used 
if necessary on each canal. He felt they should refrain from designated 
responsibilities for designated persons because ditch company assumes liability 
by doing so. 
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Regarding the purchase of rights-of-way or easements for drainage, Joe said 
they presently own a piece of land where erosion has occurred. He doesn't 
necessarily want to do it in the future because then handling water problems on 
that land becomes their responsibility. 

Regarding cleaning under Slick Creek ~ume, Joe said if they did it, it would 
be discreetly because of permitting and future liability. 

Lower Hanover is not prone to get involved in using federal or state money for 
projects as they would have to sacrifice their autonomy; i.e., too many strings 
attached, form district, audits, etc. His opinion is it would increase 
assessments. 

He thought consequential damage estimates may be exaggerated, but I had him 
thinking about it. 

Joe doesn't think Sage Creek is Lower Hanover's problem. He feels problem 
should be resolved on a more communitywide basis, including Upper Hanover, 
Worland and Holly Sugar. Durkee Draw is a more communitywide problem to 
include the WHO, County and Upper Hanover. 

He did not know about policy manual; it may have some merit. He feels canal 
company should not dictate to adjacent owners on how to maintain their cana1-
related facilities; i.e., transecting tributaries, drainageways, culvert 
sizing, etc. By end of discussion, we had him rethinking his position on how 
far canal company should assert its rights. 
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APPENDIX III 

LETTERS - COMMENTS AND RESPONSES 



United States Department of the Interior 

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
WORL\ND DISTRICf OFFICE 

Albert L. Nelson 
Nelson Engineering 
PO Box 1599 
Jackson, Wyoming 83001 

Dear Albert: 

P.O. Box 119 
Worland. Wyoming 82401 

NOV iS8a 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 

7200 
(130) 

This letter is in response to the Northern Washakie County Flood Control 
Study, Levell draft report. We feel the report is an excellent initial 
effort at defining the area's flood hydrology, and at developing flood 
abatement plans, however, we would like to offer the following questions and 
comments: 

1) Page 2., line 10. Intense storm events have also been observed during 
the month of September. 

2) Page 6. A flood damage-free environment is found everywhere in nature. 
It should be noted that flooding is a natural and desirable occurrence, 
providing numerous benefits to stream systems. 

3) Pages 14 & 15. The following comments are offered concerning the 
methods employed in developing peak discharge estimates: 

We believe the accuracy of peak discharge estimates could be improved on 
by employing the conventional SCS CN methodology. The SCS TR-55 method 
employed in the study restricts storm durations to a 24 hour period 
which may cause an under~estimation of peak discharge for a given return 
period. Canal failures have resulted from short duration runoff events 
like the storm of June 8, 1987, that had a duration of 30 minutes. The 
conventional SCS eN method may be more appropriate in the study because 
it allows storm duration to be inputted. Attachment 1 illustrates the 
dramatic difference in peak flows between 100 year storm events of 6 
hour and 24 hour duration. 

The TR-55 method also limits drainage s~ze from 1 to 2000 acres. rne 
conventional CN method can be used on drainages up to five square miles 
in size, allowing peak flow determinations on a greater number of 
drainages using the same methodology. 



In generating peak flows, a single CN ~yas selected for the project area 
and used for every drainage in the study. This implies uniform runoff 
generating factors from one drainage to another. Accuracy could also be 
improved on by developing CN's based on range site and condition class 
analysis, thus, generating a CN for each drainage which reflects its 
hydrologic condition. 

~le document does not identify which Lowham technique was used in 
estimating runoff. Was the channel-geometry method, or the basin 
characteristic method employed in the study? 

There are USGS gauging station data available for some 
in which peak discharge· estimates have been provided. 
values could be used to provide peak flows for various 
place of these estimated values. 

of the drainages 
Perhaps measured 
return periods in 

4) Page W-42. The Big Horn Canal Company has previously approached the BL..~ 

concerning the Fivemile Creek crossing. Attachment 2 provides previous 
correspondence on this matter. The improvement suggested under the Big 
Horn Canal Flood Hazard Reduction Plan at Fivemile Creek is contrary to 
the Bw~ts recommendation to install a siphon. 

5) Why is a 25 year storm recommended for design purposes under each Flood 
Hazard Reduction Plan, when greater intensity storm events with return 
periods of 50 or 100 years appear to causing canal damage? The 25 year 
discharge estimates could be low due to the 24 hour storm duration used 
in peak flow determinations. 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the report. If you have 
any questions or concerns regarding the information, please contact Bill 
Wilson at (307) 347-9871. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
~~'District Manager 

Attachments 



SCS STORM HYDROGRAPH Attachment 1 

15-mile Page No. 1 

============================================================================= 
INPUT SUMMARY FOR WATERSHED: i5-mile 

STORM: 

DEPTH = 
DUF~ATION = 
DISTF~IB = 

2.50 inches 
6.00 hrs 

SCS TYPE B 

VU~ TERSHED : 

AVG LAND SLOPE 
LENGTH LONGEST CHANNEL 

HRU No. AREA (sq mi) 
------- ------------

1 4 .. 00 

= 8.0 /. 
= 2000. ft 

CN 
------
85.00 

============================================================================= 

============================================================================= 
OUTPUT SUMMARY FOR WATERSHED: i5-mile 

TOTAL DRAINAGE AREA 
CN 

TIME OF CONCENTF:ATION 
INITIPtL ABSTF!ACT I ON 

TOTAL F:UNOFF DEPTH 
PEAK FLOllJ 
PEAK TIME 

i5-mile 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

4.000 sq mi 
85.00 
0.276 
0.3529 inches 
0.1284 inches 

359.19 cfs 
2.14 hrs 

SCS STORM HYDROGRAPH 

( 27:39 acre-ft) 
( 0.1391 iph) 

---~~~~=~=~========== 

Page No. 1 

============================================================================= 
INPUT SUMMARY FOR WATERSHED: 15-mile 

STOF:t-1 : 

DEPTH = 3.50 inches 
DURATION = 24.00 hrs 

DISTRIB = SCS TYPE B 

\.lJATERSHED: 

A\,'G LAND SLOPE = 
LENGTH LONGEST CHANNEL = 

HRU No. AF:EA (sq mi) 

8.0 /. 
2000. ft 

CN 

1 4.00 85.00 
========================================================================~==== 

============================================================================= 
OUTPUT SUMMARY FOR WATERSHED: i5-mile 

TOTAL DF:AINAGE AREA = 4.000 sq mi 
eN = 85.00 

TII'-1E OF CONCENTRATION = 0.276 
INITI(~L ABSTF!ACT r ON = 0.3529 inches 

TOTAL RUNOFF DEPTH = 0.0093 inches ( 1.99 acre-ft) 
PEAl< FLOv.J = 26.16 cfs ( 0.0101 iph) 
PEAt::: TIME = 6.04 hrs 

=================~=========================================================== 



United States Department of the Interior 

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
WORLAND DISTRICT OFFICE 

P.o. Box 119 
Worland. Wyoming 82401 

Telephone: (307) 347-9871 

Vernon Estes 
Big Horn Canal Association 
P. O. Box 71 
Basin, Wyoming 82410 

Dear Mr. Estes: 

Attachment 2 

On Monday, January 5, 1987 Neil Greet of the Bighorn Canal Company visited our 
office to express some concerns over the Bighorn Canal stream crossings at 
Fivemile Creek and Elk Creek. It is the purpose of this letter to describe 
conversation with Mr. Greet and members of ~ staff, and provide discussion 
and solutions to the problems he has brought to our attentio~. 

Concerning the Fivemile Creek crossing, Mr. Greet stated that a pipeline was 
used to convey the Bighorn Canal water across the drainage. The pipeline, 
once high enough to drive a jeep under, is now in danger of being lost to 
flooding because the channel had filled in and reduced the stream's flood flow 
capacity. On Thursday, January 8, Leonard Larsen and Bill Wilson accompanied 
Mr. Greet to the Fivemile crossing. The channel area under the pipeline was 
roughly measured .to be 150 feet 2 with a maximum depth of approximately four 
feet. Mr. Greet suggested that the stream channel be excavated or lowered 
several feet at the crossing and for a distance downstream to allow flood 
flows to pass under the pipeline. Mr. Greet was informed at that time the ELM 
was not in favor of channeL modifications of this nature. 

After looking at aerial photographs of the Fivemile Creek crossing it is 
apparent that seepage from the Bighorn Canal has provided perennial flowing 
water and significantly increased the vegetation along the stream channel. It 
is believed that over the years the proliferation of vegetation has reduced 
the ~tream flow velocities of runoff events, causing sediment deposition and a 
gradual filling of the stream channel. It is unknown whether the channel is 
still filling or whether it is in equilibrium at its current elevation. 

After discussing several alternatives our office feels the installation of a 
siphon at the Fivemile Creek crossing is the only solution that would be in 
the interest of both the Bighorn Canal Company and the ELM. Our rationale for 
making this recommendation and not accepting Mr. Greet's solution of channel 
deepening is provided below: 



1. The BLM is obligated by Executive Orders 11990 and 11988 to 
maintain the integrity of wetland resources within stream zones. 

2. Siphon installation is a permanent solution with a one time cost 
outlay. The proposed channel modification is believed a temporary 
solution with sediment deposition filling the channel back to its 
present elevation, thus requiring periodic excavation to maintain 
adequate flood flow capacity under the pipeline. It is our 
understanding that the majority of stream crossings in this area 
consist of siphon works which require infrequent minor maintenance. 

3. Channel modification would increase sediment loading to the Bighorn 
River as the material removed from the channel excavation would 
become available for transport. 

4. Channel modification would also lead to channel instability 
throughout the drainage. Channel straightening would most likely 
accompany deepening. The combination of these practices would 
increase downstream flood flows and increase do~stream channel 
erosion. Lowering the stream channel would initiate head cut 
migration, seriously increasing channel erosion above the 
excavation. Channel incision would also lower the water table and 
threaten the existence of some riparian plant species leading to 
further channel instability. 

Once again we would like to express our views in favor of siphon installation 
at the Fivemile Creek crossing as opposed to any channel modifications. 
Pivemile Creek in its present condition is providing several beneficial 
hydrologic functions which include minimizing peak flows produced in the 
drainage and providing water quality benefits in the form of reduced suspended 
sediment concentrations. Flood flow frequency analysis suggests that based on 
the area under the pipeline the channel will not pass a 50 year storm event, 
however, there is no immediate danger of the pipeline being lost as the 
channel will easily pass average annual flood flows. 

Concerning the Elk Creek crossing, it was determined after the initial 
consultation with Mr. Greet that this crossing is located on State land, not 
lands administered by the BL~ and therefore not our responsibility. For your 
information, however, we would like to add that if material is placed in the 
stream channel, such as rip rap for erosion control, permission to do so must 
be obtained from the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers. 

We hope the information provided will be useful. If you have any questions or 
comments please contact Leonard Larsen or ,Bill \-1ilson. 

SinCerel~y 
./ -./ , 

.... - /' /I' ~Z?f/(~'~~~'/Y7 
Phyllis Roseberry 

~(j . 
Grass Creek Area Manager 



REGISTERED 

~ 
Wyoming Utah Montana 

, "ELSON Colorado Idaho 

, NGINEERING POST OFFICE BOX 1599 JACKSON, WYOMING 83001 307-733-2087 

CONSULTING ENGINEERS, SURVEYORS & PLANNERS 

November 29, 1988 

Bureau of Land Management 
Worland District Office 
Box 11 9 
Worland, WY 82401 

ATTN: Mr. Gregg Berry, District Manager 

RE: Northern Washakie County Flood Control Study 

Dear Mr. Berry: 

ALN/88-025-l 

Thank you for a very thoughtful and helpful letter concerning your review of 
our Draft "Northern Washakie County Flood Control Study". Your letter, and 
this reply, will be bound into the final report. Your comments have aided us 
in finishing the study and our response here will be in the same order as your 
letter: 

1. We agree that intense storms come in September also, however, the 
circumstance of their damage has been lessened by the harvest of 
many of the grain crops and alfalfa. The canals are carrying less 
irrigation flows and more able to accommodate inflow. For these 
reasons, we did not have our economist calculate loss of return 
for the latter months of the summer. We still feel June and July 
storms ,would cause the most total damages. 

2. When I was writing the paragraph on Page 6, regarding flood 
damage, I had in mind an uprooted cottonwood lying in a flood 
path, its life purpose thwarted because the flood had taken the 
soil in which it was rooted. If a cottonwood tree could think, 
11m sure it would think it had been damaged by the flood. I agree 
that there are benefits to stream systems derived from flooding; 
there are also damages. I guess it all depends on whols point of 
view is assumed. 

3. I fully agree that a better method can be found to project peak 
discharges. We were unable to go back and make all the changes 
that would be necessary if a different method were employed. 
Since our methods produced results that are fairly reasonable and 
consistent, 11m not sure it would be justified at this level of 
reporting. I certainly feel that the issue should be looked at 
again in the next level of study or prior to design effort. 



Page 2 

Bureau of Land Management 
Worland District Office 

November 29, 1988 
Project No. 88-025-1 

4. A siphon would be a better, however more costly, solution for the 
problem at Five Mile Creek. We have changed our recommendation. 

5. This is a good question. I have inserted the following paragraph 
in the Methodology section of the report: 

Design Flood - In reviewing the annualized cost of flood damage, 
it is readily apparent that factoring plays a major role. Cost of 
damage from the less frequent but more intense storms is not as 
significant, when annualized, as is the annualized cost of the 
more frequent storm damage. Therefore, it does not justify as 
great an outlay of money in its prevention. The curve 
representing an annualized loss per each return frequency 
specified, breaks most sharply at a point about 30 years. In 
addition, Bureau of Reclamation, representing many, many years of 
irrigation system design technology, use the 25-year return 
frequency as their design flood. In view of the above, we 
recommend use of the 25-year design flood for canal improvements. 
All flooding problems resulting in recommended community activity 
or common action between one or more canal companies should be 
reviewed and a design flood selected during subsequent levels of 
1 a bor. 

I hope it answers your concern. 

Thanks again for your prompt and courteous assistance. 

Sincerely, 

~ &- Y\.J-...A,....o.i'-.. ~-
Albert L. Nelson, PE & LS 
Project Engineer 



THE STATE OF WYOMING 

HERSCHlER BUILDING 

Michael K. Purcell 
Administrator 

Albert L. Nelson 
Nelson Engineering, Inc. 
P. O. Box 1599 
Jackson, Wyoming 83001 

TELEPHONE: 307-n7-7626 

November 16, 1988 

Re: Northern Washakie County Flood Study 

Dear Boots: 

MIKE SULLIVAN 
GOVERNOR 

CHEYENNE. WYOMING 82002 

Beryl Z. Churchill 
William L. Glanz 
Myron Goodson 
Paul Hickey 
Wayne Moore 
J.W. Myers 
Leslie Petersen 
Merl Rissler 
Kathleen Sun 

I have included a marked up copy of the report. 

After our phone conversation, I went back through the report. I am a 
little unclear on exactly why the 25 year storm was picked. Either I missed 
something or a better description is needed in the methodology section. 

In estimating the crops damages, did you take into account the moisture 
that came from the storm? Is this moisture usable or does it all run off? 
Along this same line, when questioned by the Commission, you gave a very clear 
explanation of storm size and irrigated areas that are impacted by a failure. 
You might include such an explanation. 

I think the report is a good resource document and is well presented. 

If you have any questions, please call. 

JWJ/vsb 
Enclosure 
cc: Mike Purcell 

Sincerely, 

~--1 
o n W. Jackson 
eputy Administrator 

Planning 
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Wyoming Utah 
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ENGINEERING POST OFFICE BOX 1599 JACKSON, WYOMING 83001 

CONSULTING ENGINEERS, SURVEYORS & PLANNERS 

Montana 
Idaho 

307 -733-2087 

ALN/88-025-1 

November 29, 1988 

Wyoming Water Development Commission 
Hersch1er Building 
Cheyenne, WY 82002 

ATTN: John Jackson 

RE: Northern Washakie County Flood Control Study 

Dear John: 

Thanks for a good review and quick turn-around on our Draft "Northern Washakie 
County F1 ood Study". Your thoughtful comments ma ke it eas i er for me to get the 
final report completed. In response to your two questions, I have added the 
fo 11 o\'4i n g : 

1 • Why use a 25-year storm? 

A. The following paragraph was added on Page 39 of the final report: 

Design Flood - In reviewing the annualized cost of flood damage, 
it is readily apparent that factoring plays a major role. Cost of 
damage from the less frequent but more intense storms is not as 
significant, when annualized, as is the annualized cost of the 
more frequent storm damage. Therefore, it does not justify as 
great an outlay of money in its prevention. The curve 
representing an annualized loss per each return frequency 
specified, breaks most sharply at a point about 30 years. In 
addition, Bureau of Reclamation, representing many, many years of 
irrigation system design technology, use the 25-year return 
frequency as their design flood. In view of the above, we 
recommend use of the 25-year design flood for canal improvements. 
All flooding problems resulting in recommended community activity 
or common action between one or more canal companies should be 
reviewed and a design flood selected during subsequent levels of 
1 abor. 
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Wyoming Water Development Commission 

November 29, 1988 
Project No. 88-025-1 

John, I have also attached a little study of annualized cost vs. return 
frequency. The rub comes because we think of 20 or 30 years as amortization 
time but equate that amortization of new facilities against a declining 
annualized damage that is ~o be prevented. I suppose the BuRec-figured this 
out years ago. 

2. Why not use moisture from the storm to supply crop needs during 
canal repair time? 

A. The following paragraph is added on Page 27 of the report: 

'Some storms responsible for past damage have been widespread, and 
have left a high soil moisture content in their wake. Such storms 
would not cause significant crop stress due to lack of 
irrigation. However, the typical l'gu11y washer" is a thunderstorm 
of 5 to 10 miles diameter. It can~cause damage to an area of the 
canal but provide no soil moisture for the balance of the basin. 
For a canal such as the Big Horn or Upper Hanover, nearly all its 
irrigated acres could thus be left in need of irrigation while 
repairs are made. We have assumed this condition as applicable in 
calculating consequential loss.' 

I hope these additions help answer the questions you have come up with. If 
there are additional questions or problems, please call. 

Si ncerel y, 

v-,,"l~"i {\.\.;~~ 
Albert L. Nelson, PE & LS 
Project Engineer 

Enc. 
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